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Abstract	

This	thesis	is	going	to	investigate	the	social	business	models	scalability	in	

Denmark.	The	research	is	a	case	study	into	the	social	business	model	based	on	

two	examples	in	Copenhagen,	Bybi	and	KBHFF.	Bybi	is	producing	honey	in	the	

city	with	a	social	purpose	directed	towards	socially	vulnerable	groups.	KBHFF	is	

a	food	collective	with	a	social	purpose	directed	towards	empowering	their	

members	to	live	a	common	set	of	values.	

	

The	Danish	Ministry	of	Business	has	a	clear	focus	toward	facilitating	scalability	

in	the	social	business	industry	in	Denmark.	They	believe	that	if	a	social	business	

scale,	their	social	purpose	will	scale	as	well.	Therefore	the	thesis	frames	the	

research	question	towards	illuminating	how	and	why	Bybi	and	KBHFF	scale.	

	

The	empirical	findings	consist	of	an	initial	open	interview	with	the	Danish	

Ministry	of	Business,	which	led	the	research	to	two	semi-structured	interviews,	

complementary	participatory	observations	and	secondary	data	from	Bybi	and	

KBHFF.	The	research	was	undergone	as	a	qualitative	approach	and	the	data	

collected	was	used	to	determine	the	influences	on	their	ability	to	scale.	

	

The	main	theories	are	scalability,	empowerment	and	motivation,	and	

organizational	types,	which	provided	an	exploratory	lens	to	gage	the	empirical	

findings.	

	

The	two	social	businesses	of	Bybi	and	KBHFF	were	found	to	have	a	hybrid	model	

with	a	dual	goal	towards	both	a	social	and	a	business	purpose.	They	have	both	

managed	to	create	a	strong	organizational	structure,	which	creates	an	intrinsic	

motivation	and	an	empowering	effect	in	their	members.	Both	of	these	factors	

have	facilitated	their	scalability.	However,	they	do	not	scale	the	way	the	Danish	

Ministry	of	Business	expects	them	to	and	the	reason	lies	within	the	nature	of	the	

social	business	model	and	could	validate	further	research	into	the	disconnect	

between	the	two	on	a	political	level.		

The	findings	provide	answers	to	the	research	question	and	have	contributed	to	

the	field	of	social	businesses	and	scalability	in	Denmark.	
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1.	Introduction		
In	later	years,	there	have	been	a	lot	of	discussions	on	different	levels	about	the	

global	trend	of	social	entrepreneurship	as	a	tool	for	the	global	economy	to	

become	more	sustainable.	As	a	result,	the	social	business	model	has	been	seen	as	

a	trending	tool	for	social	improvement.	The	fact,	that	this	trend	of	social	business	

models	was	gaining	recognition	crystalized	in	2006,	when	the	Nobel	committee	

awarded	the	Nobel	peace	prize,	to	an	organization	with	a	social	business	model,	

namely	Grameen	bank,	led	by	Muhammad	Yunus,	pioneering	the	micro	loan	

model:	

“for	their	effort	to	create	economic	and	social	development	from	below”	

(Nobelprize.org).	

Since	then,	many	different	social	businesses	have	seen	the	light	of	day	and	the	

trend	has	been	growing.	After	the	economic	collapse	in	2008	it	seems,	that	there	

has	been	another	increase	in	the	amount	of	focus	on	the	social	business	model	

throughout	the	entire	world	and	on	a	political	level	as	well,	because	of	a	growing	

demand	for	social	sustainability,	as	exemplified	also	by	the	emergence	of	

political	parties	advocating	social	entrepreneurship	and	sustainability	

(Alternativet.dk).	Although	not	all	social	businesses	advocate	or	necessitate	

sustainability,	both	of	the	two	well-known	organizations	covered	in	the	thesis	

mention	the	concept	of	social	and	environmental	sustainability	as	chief	among	

their	beliefs	and	motivations.	The	trend	of	social	businesses	is	further	

exemplified	by	emerging	capital	investment	funds	and	private	foundations	like	

the	Bill	Gates	foundation,	which	are	founded	on	the	principle	only	to	invest	in	

social	business	models.	Danish	business	guru	and	philosopher	Morten	Albæk,	

started	an	investment	fund	called	Voluntas	in	2015,	that	draws	its	inspiration	

from	the	Bill	Gates	foundation	by	having	similar	social	business	investment	

dogmas.	(Politiken.dk).	

	

Since	the	crisis	in	2008,	and	perhaps	as	a	result	of	Globalization	and	the	

increasing	global	inequality,	public	awareness	has	increased	on	the	need	to	help	

socially	vulnerable	groups,	people	who	are	falling	through	the	cracks	of	society	

because	of	downsizing,	outsourcing	and	other	effects	of	the	changing	global	
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landscape.	This	has	inspired	a	new	kind	of	entrepreneur	–	the	social	

entrepreneur.		The	social	entrepreneur	is	defined	by	the	Danish	government	as	a	

private	company,	which	strives	to	do	business	with	a	stated	purpose	of	

furthering	a	social	cause	–	creating	a	social	impact,	through	its	business	model	

(Socialvirksomhed.dk).	This	trend,	of	a	growing	interest	in	the	social	business	

model,	was	recognized	by	the	previous	Danish	government	back	in	2013	and	

made	them	put	social	businesses	on	the	public	finances.	Their	support	came	in	

the	form	of	a	commission.	The	commission	created	a	website	where	you	can	get	

help	and	coaching	if	you	want	to	create	a	social	business.	Additionally,	a	database	

on	the	website	of	all	the	social	business	in	Denmark	was	created,	because	it	was	

suggested,	that	social	business	would	benefit	greatly	from	creating	networks	

with	likeminded	organizations.	Furthermore,	in	2015	they	had	the	ambition	that	

they	wanted	to	create	a	register	for	social	business,	serving	as	a	basis	for	a	

certification	mark	(RSV),	which	then	could	be	used	by	the	business	to	promote	

and	sell	their	product	or	service	in	a	way	that	would	make	it	obvious	to	the	

consumer	or	company,	that	you	would	be	supporting	a	good	cause	as	well	as	

getting	a	good	product.	The	government	wants	the	social	businesses	to	scale,	

because	they	want	the	social	impact	they	are	creating	to	scale	as	well	

(Socialvirksomhed.dk).	

In	2015	there	was	a	change	of	government	as	a	result	of	an	election.	The	new	

right-wing	government	did	not	see	the	social	entrepreneur	as	needing	help	or	

subsidising,	and	stated	that	the	social	entrepreneur	could	be	disturbing	for	

“normal”	competition	(Appendix	1).	They	chose	to	cut	funding	and	left	only	the	

website	together	with	one	administrator,	Sophian	Drif.	The	Danish	Ministry	of	

Business,	represented	by	Sophian	Drif,	emphasises	the	need	for	creating	an	

environment	that	allows	for	scalability	in	the	social	business	industry.	

	

The	first	part	of	the	research	lead	to	a	meeting	with	the	Danish	Ministry	of	

Business,	which	pointed	the	researcher	in	the	direction	of	two	social	business	in	

Copenhagen,	Bybi	and	Københavns	Fødevarefællesskab	(KBHFF).	Bybi	is	a	social	

business,	which	produces	honey	in	the	city	and	won	a	prize	for	best	social	

business	in	2013	(Bybi.dk).	KBHFF	is	a	food	collective,	which	want	to	empower	

people	to	buy	locally	grown	and	ecologically	sourced	food.	(KBHFF.dk)	
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This	master	thesis	will	provide	insight	into	the	workings	of	social	business	

models	in	Denmark.	The	focus	will	be	on	two	specific	social	businesses	in	

Copenhagen,	Bybi	and	KBHFF.	Both	of	these	companies	are	working	in	the	food	

industry,	but	have	different	social	impact	goals.	Both	of	them	seeks	to	empower	

and	motivate	their	members	or	consumers	through	their	service	or	product.	This	

master	thesis	will	strive	to	explain	how	these	two	companies	organize	and	how	

they	have	been	able	to	scale	through	empowerment	and	motivation	and	a	

common	passion	for	nature.	The	research	began	with	an	interview	with	the	

Danish	Ministry	of	Business	in	order	to	get	an	overview	and	take	a	gauge	at	the	

social	business	industry	as	a	whole	in	Denmark.	As	a	result	of	the	case	studies,	

the	thesis’	focus	of	investigation	is	the	social	business	industry	field	in	

Copenhagen,	Denmark.	The	Danish	Ministry	of	Business	is	working	on	how	to	

help	the	social	businesses	scale.	In	light	of	the	goals	put	forth	by	the	Danish	

ministry	of	Business,	the	thesis	will	investigate	the	differences	and	similarities	

between	what	the	ministry	wants	and	what	Bybi	and	KBHFF	is	actually	doing.	It	

is	in	that	regard	relevant	to	examine	how	the	organizations	choose	to	structure	

and	how	they	manage	to	motivate	and	empower	the	members	of	their	

organization	and	again	how	that	leads	to	them	being	able	to	scale.	These	

considerations	and	understandings	of	the	field	crystallize	into	the	research	

question	and	two	sub	research	questions.	

	

1.2	Research	Question		
	

What	are	the	influences	on	scalability	for	the	social	business	model	in	

Denmark?		

–	The	case	of	Bybi	and	KBHFF	

	

Sub-Research	questions	to	be	answered	in	order	to	reach	the	Research	Question:	

1. How	do	Bybi	and	KBHFF	structure	their	organizations?		

2. How	do	Bybi	and	KBHFF	motivate	and	empower	the	members	of	their	

organizations?	
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Previous	studies	in	social	entrepreneurship	in	Denmark	have	mostly	been	

focused	on	the	industry	for	social	business	models	as	a	whole	and	why	it	is	

necessary	for	the	government	to	help	facilitate	the	social	entrepreneur.	There	

have	also	been	studies	into	how	best	to	help	people	become	social	entrepreneurs	

for	example,	by	having	the	municipalities	facilitate	workshops	and	experiments	

in	to	microloans	in	Aarhus	for	socially	vulnerable	groups.		

	

Who	can	actively	use	the	findings	from	this	thesis?	

The	findings	from	this	thesis	can	be	used	by	people	who	are	thinking	about	doing	

social	entrepreneurship	and	wants	to	know	how	two	of	the	more	successful	

social	businesses	in	Copenhagen	managed	to	succeed	with	two	very	different	

social	impact	goals.	Furthermore,	they	will	be	able	to	see	what	the	government	

expects	and	how	the	government	looks	at	the	future	of	social	business	in	

Denmark.	

	

1.3	Delimitation	
This	thesis	is	not	going	to	provide	a	structured	framework	for	aspiring	social	

entrepreneurs,	who	want	to	know	how	to	measure	social	impact.	This	thesis	

seeks	to	create	a	deeper	understanding	of	what	the	social	impact	entails,	but	

acknowledges	that	the	social	impact	is	rarely	transferrable	from	one	business	to	

another.	Furthermore,	the	thesis	is	not	concerned	with	the	finances	of	the	cases	

being	studied.	This	was	a	choice,	which	was	decided	on	at	a	very	early	stage	in	

the	process,	because	it	seemed	easier	to	get	access	if	the	researcher	had	a	

broader	perspective	and	looked	at	the	resources	being	used	on	their	social	

purpose	instead.	In	the	analysis	of	the	findings	it	also	became	obvious,	that	

collaboration	and	partnerships	were	a	big	factor	for	both	organizations,	but	the	

researcher	had	to	make	a	choice	and	ultimately	decided	not	to	go	deeper	into,	

that	specific	area,	which	could	even	merit	a	thesis	alone.	

	

1.4	Structure	of	the	thesis	
This	thesis	consists	of	six	chapters	and	the	first	four	chapters	will	end	with	a	

short	summary,	the	fifth	chapter	will	end	with	the	research	question	and	go	into	
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the	discussion	of	the	findings.	In	each	chapter	a	research	design	will	slowly	start	

to	take	form	and	be	visualized	in	a	figure,	called	research	design.	The	chapters	

are	as	follows:	

	

Chapter	one	is	a	short	introduction,	where	the	researchers’	motivation	and	

reason	for	going	into	this	particular	field	of	social	business	in	Copenhagen	are	

presented	and	explained.	Moreover,	it	consists	of	the	research	question	and	sub	

questions	to	be	answered	throughout	the	thesis.	The	chapter	also	contains	

delimitation	and	a	description	of	the	structure	of	the	thesis.	

	

The	second	chapter	is	the	case	description.	In	this	chapter	the	researcher	briefly	

describes	the	broader	strokes	of	information	about	social	business	models	

attained	from	the	ministry	of	business	and	goes	onto	to	describe	the	two	social	

business	that	are	the	scope	of	this	study	–	Bybi	and	KBHFF.	

	

The	third	chapter	is	the	literary	review	and	is	created	with	three	main	theories	

of	interest.	These	theories	are	organizational	types,	empowerment	and	

motivation	and	scalability.	

	

The	fourth	chapter	is	where	the	research	design	finally	comes	together	through	

an	array	of	methodological	decisions	and	goes	into	detail	about	how	the	data	was	

collected.	

	

The	fifth	chapter	is	the	analysis	of	the	empirical	findings	through	the	exploratory	

lens	created	in	the	literary	review.	The	last	part	of	this	chapter	will	also	answer	

the	research	question	and	sub	question.	

	

The	sixth	chapter	is	the	conclusion,	where	all	the	most	important	point	will	be	

put	forth	and	a	recommendation	for	future	studies	into	the	same	area	will	end	

the	chapter.	

	

Bibliography	is	in	the	end	and	contains	all	the	reference	found	throughout	the	

thesis	divided	into	articles	and	websites.	In	the	very	end	is	the	Appendix.	
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The	last	part	of	the	thesis	consists	of	the	Appendix,	which	contains	the	three	

transcribed	interviews	and	the	participant	observation	notes.	

	

1.5	Summary	of	chapter	
This	chapter	has	put	forth	the	ground	design	as	seen	in	the	figure	1:	research	

design.	The	introduction	lays	out	some	of	the	motivation	and	inspiration	the	

researcher	found	doing	the	initial	probing	and	the	research	question	follows	

after,	even	though	the	research	question	was	a	process	and	was	fine-tuned	

throughout	the	process	of	writing	the	thesis.	The	delimitation	was	crucial	in	

order	to	be	able	to	create	a	focus	for	the	thesis	and	the	structure	of	the	thesis	is	

to	better	create	an	overview	of	the	whole	paper.	The	following	figure	is	the	first	

visualization	of	the	research	design.	
Figure	1:	Research	design	

	
(Own	arrangement.)	
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2.	Case	description	
In	the	research	for	this	thesis,	it	was	important	to	get	an	overview	of	the	social	

business	industry	as	a	whole	in	Denmark	before	making	any	final	decisions	

about	the	research	question.	Therefore,	the	first	interview,	was	conducted	with	

Sophian	Drif,	who	is	the	only	contact	on	the	website	Socialvirksomhed.dk,	which	

was	created	by	the	government	in	2013	to	support	social	business	in	Denmark.	

The	website	was	created	by	a	commission,	which	had	as	a	mission	to	get	a	

overview	of	the	social	business	industry	in	Denmark	and	come	up	with	a	

definition	for	a	social	business	model	in	Danish	context.	

Sophian	Drif	is	as	such	an	expert	on	the	social	business	industry	in	Denmark	and	

was	able	to	point	the	research	in	a	direction	of	some	of	the	more	successful	

companies	and	explain	what	they	wanted	from	the	social	business	industry	and	

how	they	try	to	help	facilitate	these	in	Denmark	(Appendix	1).		

		

As	noted	in	the	introduction,	the	social	entrepreneur	strives	to	create	social	

impact	through	their	business	model.	However,	there	are	two	general	ways	a	

social	entrepreneur	can	create	social	impact.		

- The	social	entrepreneur	can	work	with	a	target	group	and	have	an	

employment	focus	in	regards	to	the	social	impact	they	want	to	create.	

- The	social	entrepreneur	can	work	for	a	target	group	to	empower	them	in	

regard	to	the	social	impact	they	want	to	create.	

Moreover,	they	came	up	with	a	definition,	which	includes	five	criteria	that	needs	

to	be	fulfilled	in	order	to	be	able	to	achieve	the	official	brand	“Social	business”	

from	the	government.	The	five	criteria	are	as	follows:	

1	–	Have	a	social	purpose	

2	–	Have	a	business	purpose	

3	–	Be	independent	from	public	means	

4	–	Be	responsible	and	inclusive	in	its	organization	

5	–	Have	a	social	purpose	and	handle,	with	its	surplus		

(Socialvirksomhed.dk)	

In	the	following	section	a	case	description	of	both	Bybi	and	KBHFF	will	be	

presented.	
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2.1	Bybi	
Bybi	is	a	social	business,	which	was	founded	in	Copenhagen	in	2010	by	Oliver	

Maxwell.	Oliver	is	originally	from	England	and	have	worked	with	social	business	

models	in	England	and	in	Vietnam,	before	moving	to	Copenhagen	in	2008.	He	

started	out	working	with	the	government	to	try	to	create	a	model	to	further	and	

enhance	the	social	business	model	in	Denmark.	But,	Oliver	did	not	think	the	

government	was	realistic	about	what	a	social	business	should	do,	so	he	decided	

to	quit	and	create	his	own	social	business	and	that	became	Bybi	(Appendix	3).	

	

Bybi	means	city	bees	in	Danish,	and	that	is	exactly	what	they	do.	They	are	

farming	bees	in	the	city.	Bybi	believes	in	companies,	which	have	a	local	

production	and	endeavours	to	further	biodiversity	and	create	ultra	locally	

produced	honey	products.	This	is	done,	through	partnerships	with	different	

parts	of	Copenhagen.	This	results	in	Bybi	creating	honey	from	key	parts	of	

Copenhagen,	creating	products	with	local	stories	and	tastes	unique	to	that	area.	

Furthermore,	they		aim	to	empower	socially	vulnerable	groups	in	Denmark,	

focusing	on	homeless	people	and	have	just	started	to	focus	on	refugees	as	well.	

They	also	have	a	second	purpose,	which	is	to	further	and	enhance	their	

costumers	understanding	of	biodiversity	through	their	products	(Bybi.dk).	

	

Bybi	have	managed	to	grow	and	what	started	out	with	Oliver	Maxwell	and	one	

Bee	keeper,	is	now	a	company	with,	one	full	time	responsible	for	sale	and	

product	development,	one	project	manager	and	two	bee	keepers.	They	have	a	

board	of	five	professional	business	people,	to	help	with	the	strategy	and	the	

growing	market.	Furthermore,	they	have	a	group	of	“assistants”,	which	is	what	

they	call	the	socially	vulnerable	they	employ	on	a	regular	basis.	In	the	first	year	

Bybi	produced	800	kg	of	honey	and	they	have	an	expectation	of	10	metric	tons	

for	2016	(Appendix	3).	

	

2.2	KBHFF	
KBHFF	is	a	social	business,	which	drew	inspiration	from	Park	slope	food	coop	in	

New	York.	The	founder	Morten	Dall,	which	is	no	longer	involved,	attended	a	

meeting	in	New	York	and	brought	the	idea	to	Copenhagen	in	2007.	In	2008	he	
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started	the	first	version	of	KBHFF	completely	based	on	volunteering.	The	

concept	is	simple,	based	on	people	having	a	passion	for	locally	grown	ecological	

food	and	a	willingness	to	put	in	some	volunteering	hours,	five	a	month,	to	gain	

access	to	these	groceries	at	a	reasonable	price.	Everyone	can	get	a	membership,	

but	they	have	to	go	to	an	introduction	meeting	and	get	acquainted	with	the	

different	tasks	and	pay	a	small	membership	fee	(Appendix	2).	

	

KBHFF	launched	its	first	branch	in	2008	in	Vesterbro	and	started	collaborating	

with	different	farmers	to	get	good	deals	for	the	first	15	members.	In	2009	they	

open	two	new	branches	and	the	membership	reach	500	members	in	2010.	In	

2011	KBHFF	really	starts	to	grow.	Expanding	to	Aarhus,	the	next	biggest	city	in	

Denmark,	and	starting	a	lot	of	collaborations	with	like-minded	organization.	In	

2011	KBHFF	have	seven	branches	in	Copenhagen	and	3000	members.	In	2012	

they	celebrate	their	three-year	anniversary	and	start	to	implement	a	new	IT	

system	to	handle	the	growing	membership	and	increasing	logistics	makes	it	

pressing.	They	get	a	deal	with	Roskilde	Festival	and	plans	to	go	back	every	year.	

In	2013	the	first	signs	of	a	lack	of	leadership	starts	to	show.	Two	of	the	branches	

have	to	close	down,	due	to	lack	of	memberships	support.	KBHFF	holds	a	crisis	

meeting	in	order	to	figure	out	how	to	handle	the	ever-growing	workload.	They	

come	up	with	a	new	organizational	structure	and	recognize,	that	they	have	to	

hire	some	people	for	some	of	the	workload,	which	is	too	important	to	leave	to	

volunteering	members.		In	2014	KBHFF	consolidates	their	stocks	in	to	one	

common	stock	in	their	own	place	in	Vanløse.	In	2015	an	annual	membership	fee	

is	introduced	and	two	people	are	hired.	One	is	hired	for	bookkeeping	and	

another	to	coordinate	the	volunteers.	KBHFF	continues	to	work	on	their	

motivating	their	members,	because	they	have	a	hard	time	retaining	their	

members.	They	start	a	project	with	Økohub	to	further	and	enhance	awareness	of	

ecological	benefits	from	farming	and	help	farmers	who	want	to	create	ecological	

farms.	One	branch	closes	down	due	to	lack	of	membership	participation.	In	2016	

one	more	branch	is	closed	down	due	to	lack	of	participation,	but	one	of	the	

branches,	which	closed	down	in	2015	opens	up	again	(KBHFF.dk).	

Jonas	from	KBHFF,	who	is	in	charge	of	the	volunteering	effort,	explains,	that	the	

biggest	problem	they	have	is	retention	of	members.	A	lot	of	people	sign	up	and	
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go	once	and	then	they	never	come	back.	So,	Jonas	explains	they	now	have	a	

special	focus	on	retention	of	members,	because	as	he	explains,	they	have	had	

15000	people	through	KBHFF,	but	actually	only	have	1500	active	members	in	

2016.	Jonas	is	trying	to	create	a	better	intake	model,	so	people	don’t	get	

discouraged	before	they	even	start	(Appendix	2).	

	

2.3	Summary	of	chapter	
This	chapter	is	to	get	a	clear	description	of	the	units	being	investigated	and	their	

overall	timeline	and	traits.	This	chapter	is	illustrated	as	an	additional	layer	in	

figure	2:	research	design	as	shown	below.	
Figure	2:	Research	design	

	
(Own	arrangement)	
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3.	Literature	review	
In	this	chapter	the	thesis	strives	to	build	a	foundation	of	theories	to	use	as	an	

exploratory	lens	to	analyse	and	understand	the	data	collected	from	Bybi	and	

KBHFF.		These	theories	were	chosen,	because	they	cover	a	lot	of	the	relevant	

topics	concerning	social	business	models	and	some	of	the	points	made	by	

Sophian	Drif	from	the	government,	was	exactly	on	these	theories	being	key	to	

having	success	in	the	social	business	industry	(Appendix	1).	

The	theories	consist	of	scalability,	organizational	types	and	empowerment	and	

motivation	theories.	Moreover,	they	will	enable	a	framework	for	understanding	

the	research	question	and	make	it	possible	to	see	the	process,	and	explore	the	

research	objectives.	In	the	following	chapter	the	three	main	theories	will	be	

presented	in	a	hierarchy,	where	organizational	types	and	empowerment	and	

motivations	held	up	against	the	main	theory	of	scalability.	In	the	end	of	the	

chapter	these	theories	will	be	held	up	against	the	research	design	and	visualised	

in	the	model	for	the	research	design.	

3.1	Organizational	types	

There	are	many	organizational	types	and	this	subchapter	will	look	into	the	

relevant	literature	in	order	to	answer	the	research	question	and	sub	questions.	

Bybi	and	KBHFF	both	identifies	as	social	businesses,	therefore	it	will	be	relevant	

to	investigate,	where	the	social	business	model	falls	into	the	classic	

organizational	types	and	try	to	figure	out	how	that	relate	to	their	ability	to	

empower	and	motivate,	and	later	on	their	ability	to	scale.	

The	six	organizational	models	listed	below	will	be	described	in	the	following	

parts,	so	they	can	be	used	in	the	analysis,	as	the	framework	for	understanding	

the	different	types	of	organizations	and	their	strengths	and	weaknesses	in	

regards	to	motivation.	The	models	are:		

Table	1:	Organizational	models	

1.	The	Hybrid	Ideal	

2.	The	Loosely	Organized	System		
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3.	Non-profit	organizational	effectiveness	

4.	Voluntarily	run	organization		

5.	Project-Based	Organization	

6.	Projects	of	passion	

(Own	arrangement.)	

3.1.1	The	Hybrid	Ideal	
When	an	organization	falls	into	the	hybrid	organizational	form,	it	is	because	it	

endeavours	to	combine	a	social	purpose,	with	a	business	purpose.	This	way	of	

combining	two	not	normally	combinable	features	within	the	same	system	is	

what	Battilana	et	al.	(2012)	call	the	search	for	a	hybrid	organization.	This	

combination	has	been	seen	to	work	in	many	examples	because	of	the	way	they	

manage	to	leverage	their	resources	within	their	organization.	However,	there	are	

particular	challenges	the	hybrid	organization	should	be	aware	of.	These	

challenges	are	legal	recognition,	financing,	customers	and	beneficiaries	and	

organizational	culture.	In	the	following	subchapters	these	challenges	will	be	

elaborated	on,	except	for	legal	recognition	as	it	was	found	to	have	little	relevance	

to	this	particular	study.	However,	the	rest	will	be	elaborated	on	because	they	will	

be	used	later	to	examine	the	empirical	findings.	

3.1.1.1	Financing	
When	a	for-profit	organization	needs	financing,	there	are	a	lot	of	different	ways	

for	them	to	seek	funding.	However,	for	non-profit	organization	the	picture	is	

limited	in	a	different	way.	They	have	to	rely	on	community	foundations,	

donations,	philanthropists	and	fellowship	grants.	If	a	non-profit	manages	to	

merge	into	a	hybrid	organization,	it	will	be	easier	for	them	to	get	funding	from	

other	sources	(Battilana	et	al.	2012)	

3.1.1.2	Customers	and	Beneficiaries	
For	a	non-profit	organization	the	consumers	are	called	beneficiaries	in	

opposition	to	a	traditional	for-profit	organization,	where	the	consumers	are	

called	customers.	However,	in	a	hybrid	organization	consumers	are	both	
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customers	and	beneficiaries,	and	will	act	more	like	a	member	of	a	community.	

Therefore,	when	the	organization	grows,	the	resources	within	the	system	should	

not	be	compromised.	This	is	also	because	the	nature	of	their	business	purpose	

and	their	social	values	are	overlapping	and	are	sometimes	indistinguishable	

from	each	other.	However,	Battilana	et	al.	(2012)	stresses	the	fact	that	a	hybrid	

organization	as	such	should	be	very	aware	of	the	balance	between	their	social	

purpose	and	their	business	purpose.	It	is	very	easy	to	get	pushed	too	far	towards	

profit	generation	and	suddenly	lose	their	social	purpose.	

3.1.1.3	Organizational	Culture	
As	mentioned	in	the	previous	subchapter,	it	is	very	easy	for	an	organization	with	

a	dual	purpose	to	lose	sight	of	its	social	purpose,	when	experiencing	growth	and	

thus	having	more	stakeholders	get	involved	in	the	organization.	Also	because	

these	organizations	have	a	social	purpose	as	their	focal	point,	the	members	are	

usually	motivated	by	this	and	can	as	such	quickly	lose	their	motivation	if	the	

organization	moves	away	from	their	original	social	mission.	Therefore,	it	is	

important	for	management	to	stay	on	that	path,	even	though	it	can	be	very	

difficult	for	management,	because	of	the	innate	pressure	to	make	profit	

(Battilana	et	al.	2012).		

3.1.2	The	Loosely	Organized	System	
The	loosely	organized	system,	becomes	relevant	because	of	the	characteristics	

such	a	system	entails.	It	has	a	decentralised	nature	and	is	building	on	

community-platforms.	However,	these	organizations	have	a	tendency	towards	

poor	communications	as	result	and	this	can	lead	to	setbacks	and	a	poor	

understanding	of	common	goals	within	the	system	(Kaplan,	1982).	

3.1.3	Non-profit	organizational		
There	are	many	different	kinds	of	non-profit	organization	and	the	ways	in	which	

they	get	funding	are	equally	diverse.	They	usually	support	themselves	through	

collaboration	with	the	private	sector,	local	municipalities,	an	international	

organization	or	through	the	government	via	public	funding.	

The	effectiveness	of	a	non-profit	organization	depends	on	the	observers’	

perspectives,	which	are	usually	not	the	well-defined	business	performance	

indexes	such	as	revenue,	profit	or	other	financial	measures.	For	the	purpose	of	
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this	thesis	it	will	be	made	clear,	that	effectiveness	is	closely	connected	to	how	

they	organize	their	volunteers.	

When	measuring	the	effectiveness	of	a	certain	subunit	in	an	organization	their	

goals	should	reflect	the	overall	goal	of	the	organization.	This	is	something	that	a	

board	should	be	especially	aware	of	and	seek	to	communicate	as	clearly	as	

possible.	The	better	a	board	is	able	to	communicate	these	shared	goals	

throughout	the	organization,	the	better	and	more	efficient	an	organization	will	

be.	The	board	is	in	charge	of	the	overall	strategic	decisions,	but	should	do	it	in	

tandem	with	the	management	to	be	as	effective	as	possible.	Also	allowing	the	

management	to	make	suggestions	and	feel	included	in	the	decision	making	in	

order	to	be	as	effective	as	possible	(Herman	and	Renz,	1999).	

3.1.4	Voluntarily	run	organization	
In	an	exclusively	voluntarily	run	organization	there	are	numerous	traits,	such	as	

a	board	of	unpaid	trustees,	full	or	partial	autonomy	from	the	state,	self-

governance	and	the	offering	of	a	service	or	product	to	its	members	without	

having	profit	as	its	focal	point.	The	most	important	characteristic	is	that	it	offers	

a	chance	to	join	a	community.	This	also	means	that	the	organization	is	

completely	dependent	on	input	from	its	members	on	a	regular	basis.	As	such	all	

the	members	have	a	common	purpose	or	goal	and	it	is	understood	and	is	the	

reason	for	the	members	to	volunteer	in	the	organization.	

The	most	commonly	motivating	voluntary	drivers	are	religion,	business,	

philanthropy	and	mutual	aid.	Furthermore,	looking	for	experience,	recognition,	

knowledge,	or	satisfying	a	passion	are	indeed	also	motivational	factors	that	

could	potentially	drive	participation	in	a	voluntarily	run	organization.	The	fact	

that	the	members	become	part	of	a	community,	where	they	share	common	

beliefs,	socio	economic	status	or	educational	background,	is	also	a	variable	that	

drives	the	members	to	volunteer	and	thus	empowers	the	organization	to	grow	

(Shah,	n.d.).	

3.1.5	Project-Based	Organization	
A	project-based	organization	is	when	an	organization	undertakes	predefined	

temporary	tasks	within	a	timeframe	and	expectations	of	completion	at	a	
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particular	moment	in	time.	These	project-based	organizations	can	occur	in	many	

different	areas	of	industry	such	music	or	culinary	festivals,	media	events	and	so	

forth.	Moreover,	a	project-based	organization	only	gathers	a	team	of	

professionals	for	one	specific	assignment	and	future	projects	are	not	necessarily	

a	given	even	if	the	output	of	the	project	is	successful.	However,	an	organization	

that	continuously	gathers	the	same	team	for	a	specific	project	of	the	same	or	

closely	related	nature	can	also	be	project-based	organization	even	though	they	

do	so	regularly.	

3.1.6	Projects	of	passion	
When	organizing	in	a	project	of	passion,	the	drivers	are	not	the	same	as	for-

profit	organizations,	which	are	commonly	driven	by	economic	motivation	and	

more	extrinsic	motivational	factors.	Passion	projects	are	mostly	creative	

projects,	where	the	members	are	able	to	express	themselves	in	a	creative	way,	or	

through	a	form	of	group	identity	where	the	values	are	shared.	This	drives	the	

members	through	an	intrinsic	motivation,	that	is	to	say	inner	motivation	and	as	

such	two	factors	are	crucial	for	success,	authenticity	and	impact	(Svejenova	et	al.	

2011).	Extrinsic	and	intrinsic	motivation	will	be	explained	and	elaborated	on	in	

the	following	subchapters.	

3.2	Motivation	and	Empowerment	
The	focal	point	of	this	paragraph	will	be	on	the	theory	related	to	motivation	and	

empowerment.	In	regards	to	motivation	theory	the	main	topics	of	interest	are:	

self-determination	theory,	cognitive	evaluation,	informational	and	controlling	

feedback	and	locus	of	causality.	On	the	topic	of	empowerment	theory,	the	

following	will	be	touched	upon;	process,	the	perception,	the	attitudes	and	the	

cognition	in	psychological	empowerment.	

	

3.2.1	Motivation	
From	the	perspective	of	natural	science,	the	term	motivation	covers	choices,	

intensities	and	the	feelings	derived	from	human	activities.	In	addition,	modern	

studies	describe	motivation	using	biological,	social	and	cognitive	information	

(Edwards	1999).	It	is	easily	understandable	that	physiological	needs	such	as	

hunger	are	motivating,	but	psychological	desires	such	as	status	and	mastery	are	
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also	motivational	factors.	Theory	divides	these	into	two	categories,	intrinsic-	and	

extrinsic	motivation	(Kuvaas	2005).	Extrinsic	motivation	will	be	explained	

briefly,	but	the	focus	of	this	report	is	on	the	intrinsic	motivation,	which	is	critical	

for	any	non-profit	organization.	

Theory	prescribes	that	intrinsic	motivation	is	most	effective	for	tasks	where	

creativity,	quality,	understanding	and	learning	are	the	goal	opposed	to	tasks	

where	the	desired	output	has	to	do	with	quantity.	Extrinsic	motivation,	however,	

appears	to	be	more	suitable	for	simpler,	more	routine	based	and/or	

standardized	tasks	(Kuvaas	2005).		

Extrinsic	motivation	refers	to	behaviour	in	which	the	driver	is	based	on	external	

rewards,	such	as	waiting	on	tables	or	doing	the	dishes	in	a	restaurant,	in	order	to	

get	praise	or	to	receive	money.	The	source	of	this	motivation	lies	outside	the	

work	activity	itself,	and	is	instead	related	to	the	corresponding	result.	Extrinsic	

motivation	can	be	summarized	to	any	kind	of	pressure,	including	pads	and	

rewards,	also	those	provided	by	one	self	(Deci	and	Ryan,	2000).		

Intrinsic	motivation	as	opposed	to	extrinsic	motivation	refers	to	the	experiences	

derived	from	the	task	itself.	These	could	be	feelings	such	as	contentment,	joy	or	

meaningfulness.	A	common	example	of	this	could	be	engaging	in	a	hobby	where	

one	tends	to	forget	time	and	place	(Kuvaas	2005).	Intrinsic	motivation	will	thus	

only	occur	for	activities	that	hold	intrinsic	interest	for	a	specific	individual.	

According	to	Deci	and	Ryan	(2000),	these	activities	are	those	that	have	the	

subjective	appeal	of	novelty,	challenge,	or	aesthetic	value.	It	is	normal	that	both	

intrinsic	and	extrinsic	motivation	is	present	simultaneously,	but	in	varying	

degrees.	

	

3.2.1.1	Self	determination	theory	
In	an	attempt	to	uncover	the	factors	that	make	intrinsic	motivation	occur,	Deci	

and	Ryan	(1985)	have	found	three	psychological	needs	which	are	described	in	

their	theory	of	Self-determination:	autonomy,	competence	and	belonging.	These	

three	factors	are	the	fundamental	requirements	that	have	to	be	satisfied	in	a	

person,	for	an	action	to	be	intrinsically	motivated.	The	theory	also	uncovers	the	

psychological	processes	in	which	humans	adapt	to	their	surroundings.	These	are	

defined	as	external	factors	and	are	able	to	increase	or	decrease	intrinsic	
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motivation,	depending	on	the	extent	to	which	the	psyche	is	satisfied	in	its	quest	

for	achieving	the	three	needs.	

	

1.	Autonomy	

Autonomy	means	independence	and	self-determination	and	is	the	notion	of	

freedom	to	make	one’s	own	choices.	If	a	person	is	to	experience	a	feeling	of	

autonomy,	one	cannot	be	allowed	to	feel	pressurised	into	making	a	choice.	If	

pressure	is	experienced,	the	decision	is	by	default	influenced	by	external	factors,	

that	again	makes	the	motivation	extrinsic.	Pure	autonomy	is	found	in	activities	

such	as	play	and	exploration,	because	it	derives	from	curiosity	and	inspiration	

(Deci	and	Ryan,	1985).	

2.	Competence	

Competence	is	comprised	by	the	knowledge,	experience,	abilities	and	skills	one	

have	acquired.	This	need	is	satisfied	when	one	feels	mastery	in	the	task	they	are	

doing,	meanwhile	developing	their	own	competencies.	Deci	and	Ryan	(2000)	

offers	an	explanation	to	this,	through	a	reference	to	Flow	theory.	Flow	is	a	state	

of	mind	which	is	optimally	stimulating	and	is	achieved	when	skills	

(competencies)	are	in	balance	with	the	challenges	of	the	task	being	performed.	

When	achieved,	individuals	describe	it	as	an	absence	of	anxiety	and	boredom	as	

well	as	having	the	experience	of	losing	track	of	time	thus	becoming	fully	

immersed	in	the	task	at	hand.	

3.	Belonging	

The	final	of	the	three	needs	is	the	feeling	of	belonging.	Whether	be	it	to	social	

groups	or	individuals.	The	need	of	belonging	does	not	have	to	be	connected	to	

each	single	activity.	When	one	is	able	to	achieve	a	feeling	of	belonging,	for	

instance	to	a	family	or	organization	of	like-minded	persons,	a	person	is	able	to	

take	on	other	activities	outside	these	networks	and	will	still	be	able	to	achieve	

intrinsic	motivation.	(Deci	and	Ryan,	2000).	

	

3.2.1.2	Cognitive	evaluation	theory	
The	cognitive	evaluation	theory	is	a	sub	theory	of	Self	Determination	Theory	and	

explains	the	mental	processes	of	how	external	factors	influences	intrinsic	

motivation	(Deci	and	Ryan	2000).	As	mentioned	above,	there	are	three	
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psychological	needs,	but	only	two	of	those	have	greater	impact	when	one	must	

adapt	to	one’s	surroundings.	This	process	happens	when	people’s	perception	of	

competence	and	autonomy	is	influenced	by	external	events	such	as	rewards,	

feedback	or	deadlines.	External	events	that	reduce	a	subjective	perception	of	

autonomy	inhibit	the	inner	motivation,	and	vice	versa.	The	same	applies	to	the	

subjective	perception	of	one’s	own	competence,	but	notably,	autonomy	always	

has	to	exist	for	intrinsic	motivation	to	occur.	(Deci	et	al	2001).	

3.2.1.3	Information	and	controlling	feedback	
According	to	Deci	and	Ryan	(2000)	there	is	a	two	types	of	external	influence:	

informational	and	controlling	feedback.	Controlling	feedback	is	equivalent	to	

pressure.	When	people	feel	pressured	to	think,	feel	or	behave	in	a	certain	way,	

the	motivation	is	extrinsic.	The	stronger	this	external	influence	is,	the	less	an	

individual	perceives	to	experience	autonomy.	Deci	and	Ryan	(1985)	used	a	

monetary	reward	when	researching	the	effect	of	intrinsic	motivation.	Kuvaas	

(2005)	makes	the	point	that	money	could	be	a	strong	external	influence	as	the	

subjective	experience	of	money	is	that	it	is	highly	desirable.	When	making	that	

argument,	an	external	influence	of	lesser-perceived	desire	such	as	a	pat	on	the	

back	will	have	less	depriving	effect	on	the	feeling	of	autonomy.		

Informational	feedback	can	in	contrast	be	a	supportive	factor	in	order	to	

increase	intrinsic	motivation.	An	informational	feedback	can	be	described	as	an	

external	factor	without	any	form	of	pressure	and	communication	that	increases	

the	receiver’s	feeling	of	competence.	In	general,	this	feedback	is	in	verbal	form	

and	can	often	take	form	of	constructive	feedback	(Deci	and	Ryan	1985).	

3.2.1.4	Locus	of	Causality	
Locus	of	causality	is	a	conceptualized	description	of	the	subjective	perception	of	

autonomy	regarding	the	effect	of	external	factors	and	the	individual’s	ability	to	

adapt	to	these	factors	(Deci	and	Ryan	2000).	In	other	words,	it	is	the	degree	of	

felt	autonomy.	If	considering	it	is	as	a	scale	from	no	perceived	autonomy	to	fully	

perceived	autonomy,	the	locus	of	causality	is	the	placement	on	this	scale.	On	the	

locus	of	causality	scale,	people	experiencing	internal	locus	of	causality	perceives	

the	reason	to	perform	an	action	as	coming	from	one	self,	thus	making	it	a	choice	

based	on	one’s	own	interests	and	desires.	A	person	experiencing	external	locus	

of	causality	will	perceive	the	reason	to	perform	the	action	as	a	result	of	external	
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pressures.	In	most	cases	the	locus	of	causality	is	a	combination	of	intrinsic	and	

extrinsic	motivation,	thus	determining	the	placement	on	the	scale	(Deci	and	

Ryan,	2000).	Autonomy	as	a	motivational	factor	always	has	to	be	present	in	

order	for	intrinsic	motivation	to	occur.	Simply	put	there	is	a	causality	between	

the	felt	autonomy	and	the	degree	of	intrinsic	motivation.	

Furthermore,	the	locus	of	causality	can	be	moved	on	the	scale	depending	on	

varying	external	factors	shifting	the	perceived	autonomy.	In	addition,	humans	

have	the	ability	and	a	tendency	to	integrate	nearby	experiences	as	their	own.	

This	is	a	process	in	which	extrinsic	motivation	is	converted	into	intrinsic	

motivation	by	internalizing	external	factors	as	one’s	own	(Deci	and	Ryan	2000).	

The	process	of	internalization	goes	through	several	stages	of	the	scale	from	

purely	extrinsically	motivated	towards	becoming	fully	intrinsically	motivated.	

The	process	of	internalization	can	be	described	as	starting	by	absorbing	the	

external	factors	triggering	an	autonomous	self-regulation.	When	moving	on	the	

scale	towards	intrinsic	motivation	the	values	of	the	task	will	be	more	and	more	

identified	as	one’s	own.	At	the	very	top	of	the	scale	a	person	will	consider	these	

values	as	part	of	its	identity	and	the	undertaking	of	the	task	will	feel	satisfactory,	

resulting	in	an	increasing	feeling	of	autonomy	(Deci	and	Ryan	2000).	

	

3.2.2	Empowerment	
Psychological	empowerment	and	intrinsic	motivation	are	overlapping.	The	

relationship	of	these	two	concepts	is	the	experience	of	interest	and	enjoyment	

while	performing	a	work	task	without	extrinsic	control	(pressure).	Gagne	et	al	

(1997)	agrees	with	Self	Determination	Theory,	on	the	fundamental	needs	that	

must	be	covered	in	order	for	intrinsic	motivation	to	occur,	and	adds,	that	it	is	the	

result	of	will	and	energy	that	drives	behaviour.	In	comparison,	Self	

Determination	Theory	explains	what	lies	behind	intrinsic	motivation,	while	

empowerment	explains	what	is	needed	to	become	intrinsically	motivated	to	do	a	

job.	Empowerment	was,	according	to	Spreitzer	(1995),	motivation	built	on	four	

cognitions:	impact,	competence,	meaning	and	self-determination	(autonomy).	

Furthermore,	any	lack	of	these	cognitions,	will	decrease	the	overall	degree	of	felt	

empowerment.	Robbins	(2002)	elaborates	on	this,	claiming	these	cognitions	are	
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influenced	by	personal	perceptions	and	attitudes,	which	are	again	highly	

influenced	by	the	organization.	
Figure	3:	The	empowerment	process	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

(Robbinson,	2002)	

	

3.2.2.1	The	Empowerment	Process	
The	empowerment	process	model	is	a	model	that	describes	the	contextual,	

environmental	and	cognitive	behavioural	variables	in	the	empowerment	

process.	The	model	incorporates	both	the	organizational	and	individual	elements	

and	how	they	interact	with	one	another	when	individuals	perform	a	task.	As	seen	

in	the	model,	the	organizational	context	and	local	work	environment	influence	

the	individual	perception	and	attitudes	(Robbins	2002).		

It	is	these	perceptions	and	attitudes	created	by	the	influences	of	the	organization	

as	well	as	personal	differences	that	affect	psychological	empowerment.	If	the	

four	elements	of	the	psychological	empowerment	are	fulfilled,	an	individual	will	

have	the	fundamentals	in	order	to	feel	empowered.	The	empowered	behaviour	is	

influenced	by	the	organizational	context	and	local	work	environment	that	

moderates	and	grants	authority.	Based	on	these	inputs,	an	individual	might	

change	perception	and	attitudes,	increasing	or	decreasing	the	level	of	

psychological	empowerment	(Robbins	2002).		
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In	the	following	sections	the	perceptions	and	attitudes	that	influence	impact,	

competence,	meaning	and	self-determination	will	be	described.		

3.2.2.2	Perception		
The	way	members	see	their	role	in	an	organization	depends	on	their	

perceptions,	which	is	the	process	of	recognizing	and	interpreting	memory.	Thus,	

the	way	memories	are	formed	will	influence	their	perception	in	terms	of	level	of	

opportunity	and	their	feeling	of	support	(Robbins,	2002).	Opportunity	is	the	

level	of	which	individuals	feel	able	to	influence	their	own	workspace	and	

outcome	of	their	work.	This	perception	is	increased	in	an	organizational	context,	

when	individuals	are	allowed	to	exercise	their	full	range	of	authority	and	power.	

The	organization	also	influences	the	perception	of	competence	through	the	

support.	Furthermore,	this	has	a	positive	effect	on	performance	enabling	

members	to	effectively	exercise	opportunities	of	impact.		

3.2.2.3	Attitudes	
The	feelings	members	have	towards	the	surrounding	organization	are	shaped	by	

their	attitudes.	These	attitudes	relate	to	the	trust	and	the	commitment	members	

carry	(Robbins	2002).	In	the	model	trust	is	related	to	the	way	management	use	

their	authority	to	positively	influence	others	so	they	perceive	their	actions	to	be	

autonomous.	Thus,	members	of	such	a	management	will	feel	self-determined	in	

their	process	of	continuous	work.	Furthermore,	such	a	drive	in	workflow	

requires	commitment.	This	is	achieved	through	internalization	of	the	

organizations	values.	An	example	of	trying	to	positively	affect	the	attitude	of	

members	could	be	through	the	sharing	of	information.		

3.2.2.4	Cognition	in	psychological	empowerment	
Psychological	empowerment	is	the	mental	process	that	enables	empowerment	

to	happen.	Such	a	processes	is	described	as	acquiring	knowledge	and	

understanding	through	the	experience	of	perceptions	and	attitudes	(Robbins	

2002).	The	four	elements	are	described	as:		

1)	Impact	refers	to	the	individuals’	perceived	degree	of	influence	over	outcomes	

in	ones	work	environment.	
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2)	Competence	refers	to	the	individuals’	perceived	degree	of	work	efficiency	and	

personal	mastery	and	is	also	an	individuals’	belief	of	capability	to	perform	

activities	(Spreitzer	1995).		

3)	Meaning	refers	to	the	individuals’	considered	value	of	a	work	goal	or	purpose	

based	on	personal	standards.	It	can	be	described	as	a	fit	between	the	

requirements	of	work	and	one’s	own	beliefs,	values	and	behaviour	in	such	a	way	

that	employees	feel	that	it	is	worthwhile	to	do	the	task	(Robbins,	2002).	

4)	Self-determination	refers	to	the	individual’s	sense	of	choice	or	autonomy	in	

initiation	and	regulation	of	actions	or	work	behaviours	and	processes	(Spreitzer	

1995).	

	

3.3	Scalability	
In	this	sub	chapter	a	clear	definition	of	scalability	will	be	put	forth	in	order	to	

answer	the	research	question	in	the	analysis.	Though	part	of	the	theory	is	

primarily	concerned	with	IT	systems,	for	the	purpose	of	this	thesis	it	will	be	

framed	to	create	a	better	understanding	of	how	the	social	business	model	deals	

with	scaling.	The	topics	and	concepts	elaborated	on	in	this	chapter	is	scalable	

systems,	spread	ability,	peoples’	role	in	scaling,	the	role	of	management	in	

scaling	and	processes	are	critical	to	scaling.	Furthermore,	in	this	particular	case,	

it	concerns	the	social	business	model	and	how	the	volunteers	create	the	

opportunity	for	scaling,	when	a	critical	mass	of	volunteers	enables	the	

organization	to	spread.	

	

3.3.1	Scalable	learning	
Scalability	is	a	term,	that	have	seen	a	bigger	focus	in	later	years,	because	the	

technological	advancement	in	communication	and	because	the	emergence	of	the	

Internet	has	created	a	democratization	of	communication	and	thus	given	greater	

power	to	the	consumer.	This	entails,	that	the	consumer	has	a	bigger	effect	on	the	

organization	and	especially	the	need	for	this	to	be	more	aware	and	considerate	

of	the	opinion	of	their	consumers.	Before	this	democratization	of	

communication,	it	was	through	standardization	and	efficiency	of	the	tasks	within	

the	organization	that	the	organization	became	able	to	scale.	The	ability	of	the	

employees	to	become	more	efficient	was	effectively	the	way	to	scale.	However,	in	
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this	new	era,	with	a	multitude	of	new	media	platforms,	the	organization	needs	to	

be	more	aware	of	their	customers’	needs	and	develop	an	ability	to	learn	from	

their	customers,	which	will	actually	also	drive	performance	and	innovation	

within	the	organization	if	handled	correctly.	The	organization	needs	to	shift	from	

the	old	discourse	of	scaling	through	scalable	efficiency	to	the	new	discourse	of	

scalable	learning	(Hagel	III,	Davidson	and	S.	Brown,	2009).	

The	difference	between	growth	and	scaling	is	not	always	clear	and	are	often	used	

identically	in	everyday	conversation,	but	for	the	purpose	of	this	thesis	a	

distinction	is	necessary	and	will	be	elaborated	on	in	the	following	section.	

In	a	classical	business	sense,	when	growth	occurs,	it	is	usually	because	an	

increase	in	revenue	means	additional	resources	can	be	added	at	the	same	rate,	

so	there	is	more	of	a	one-to-one	causality.	However,	within	a	scalable	system,	the	

overall	performance	should	increase	more,	than	the	resources	being	added	to	

the	system	(Fundable,	2014).		

3.3.2	Scalable	systems	

In	a	very	broad	sense	and	for	the	purpose	of	this	thesis	a	scalable	system	can	be	

described	in	four	different	types.	In	the	scalability	theories	there	are	additional	

types	of	scalability,	but	these	are	only	concerned	with	for-profit	organization,	so	

this	thesis	will	not	take	this	into	consideration	because	the	nature	of	the	social	

business	model	is	having	a	social	purpose	as	its	main	focus.	The	four	different	

types	are:	

1. Administrative	Scalability:	The	ability	to	adapt	to	a	rising	number	of	

individuals,	which	are	sharing	the	same	resources	by	sustaining	the	same	

level	of	performance.		

2. Functional	Scalability:	The	ability	to	improve	a	system	with	additional	

functionality	without	significant	effort.		

3. Geographic	Scalability:	The	ability	to	geographically	increase	the	activities	

of	the	organization	without	neglecting	on	its	performance.		

4. Load	Scalability:	The	ability	to	tolerate	the	change	without	compromising	

on	the	load	(product,	service).		
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The	next	section	will	delve	into	the	difference	between	horizontal	and	vertical	

scalability	and	growth	in	the	same	regard.		

When	an	organization	expands	to	a	new	location	and	thereby	also	increases	the	

network	and	possible	customer	base	by	introducing	new	services	or	product	it	is	

called	horizontal	growth.	Vertical	growth	however	is	when	the	organization	

want	to	deepen	their	already	existing	services	or	products,	through	better	

practice	or	a	newfound	knowledge	within	their	particular	area	(Sharma,	2012).	

When	an	organization	is	dealing	with	horizontal	scalability,	what	is	meant	is	the	

organizations	ability	to	increase	its	capacity.	This	increase	though	is	constrained	

by	how	many	members	the	organization	have	connected	to	the	system.	

Moreover,	when	an	organization	wants	to	scale	on	the	vertical	level,	the	system	

often	needs	time	and	can	often	not	function	properly	in	this	period	(Rouse,	

2015).	

For	a	new	organization,	with	a	popular	demand,	they	can	sometimes	experience	

a	big	increase	in	demand	within	a	very	short	period	of	time.	If	an	organization	

pays	attention	to	this	increasing	demand	it	should	be	able	to	manage	it	and	can	

be	alleviated	by	keeping	a	focus	on	five	points	of	equal	importance.	These	points	

should	be	closely	monitored	in	the	beginning,	so	as	to	not	lose	the	members	of	

the	organization	or	system.	These	five	points	are	according	to	Say	(2013):		

1. Know	your	industry	

It	should	almost	be	common	sense,	but	before	starting	a	company	the	

founders	need	to	be	aware	of	the	industry	they	want	to	enter	into.	Especially	

when	dealing	with	systems	on	the	Internet,	because	the	average	growth	

lifecycle	has	been	shortening	due	to	a	very	volatile	ecosystem.	However,	if	

the	founders	are	aware	of	these	dynamics,	they	can	create	safeguards	and	try	

to	defend	themselves	from	the	high	and	lows	(Say,	2013).	

2. Speed	up	the	product	development	
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The	ability	to	put	out	a	product	or	service	fast	is	becoming	more	important	in	

such	a	volatile	market	place.	An	organization	can	easily	get	a	competitive	

advantage,	by	being	first	with	a	new	product	or	service,	and	it	is	often	

perceived	as	being	of	great	value	to	have	a	low	time-to-market.	However,	it	is	

of	equal	importance,	that	the	product	or	service	has	value	and	creates	

satisfaction	for	the	customers	in	the	early	stages.	This	will	create	loyalty	and	

also	make	the	customers	willing	to	give	recognition	and	free	publicity	

through	their	own	social	networks.			

3. Build	the	management	team		

When	an	organization	has	a	system,	which	seems	like	a	scalable	one,	it	should	

be	ready	for	rapid	growth.	It	should	be	ready	for	growth	both	in	production	

capacity,	but	also	in	regard	to	increasing	amount	of	members.	In	these	cases,	

it	is	important	to	have	a	management	team,	which	understands	how	to	get	

the	best	performance	from	its	members	within	the	system.	However,	it	is	

often	necessary	to	bring	in	professional	executives	to	bring	some	skills	to	the	

table,	that	the	founders	might	be	lacking.	

4. Focus	on	Financing		

If	an	organization	fails	to	anticipate	growth	and	therefore	has	no	financial	

liquidity	it	can	mean	the	organization	misses	out	on	a	huge	opportunity,	

which	might	not	arise	again.	The	organization	needs	to	have	some	financial	

liquidity	and	a	stable	organization	in	order	to	be	able	to	react	to	

opportunities	and	threats	in	the	market	place.	

5. Don’t	prioritize	

All	of	these	points	are	of	equal	importance	in	the	beginning	and	as	such	there	

should	be	the	same	focus	on	each	of	them	in	order	to	scale	successfully	(Say,	

2013).	
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3.3.3	Spread	ability		

For	an	organization	to	be	able	to	spread,	requires	that	certain	awareness	in	their	

members	or	customers	reach	a	critical	mass	for	the	idea	to	start	spreading.	

Moreover,	it	is	not	enough	to	just	have	a	good	idea	to	achieve	success,	it	also	

needs	to	be	in	line	with	the	values	and	beliefs	of	the	target	group	for	them	to	

adopt	the	idea,	internalize	it	and	finally	become	advocates	of	the	idea	(Burkus,	

2014)	

Moreover,	Burkus	(2014)	identifies	five	factors,	which	are	determent	to	whether	

or	not	an	idea	or	service	get	adopted	or	rejected.	In	the	following	paragraph	

these	five	factors;	relative	advantage,	compatibility,	complexity,	trialability	and	

observability,	will	be	briefly	described,	because	of	their	use	later,	in	the	analysis.	

1. Relative	Advantage	is	concerned	with	the	consumers	and	if	the	

consumers	believe	the	idea	to	be	better,	than	pre-existing	ones.	There	

should	be	an	improvement	compared	to	existing	ideas,	for	the	idea	to	be	

perceived	as	better	and	therefore	be	adopted.		

2. Compatibility	is	concerned	with	how	smoothly	it	can	be	replaced	with	

the	already	existing	ideas	in	the	same	area.	There	should	be	a	certain	

degree	of	resemblance,	so	the	idea	is	not	perceived	as	a	completely	new	

one.			

3. Complexity	is	concerned	with	how	easily	the	consumers	can	perceive	the	

new	service	or	idea.	If	they	can	understand	and	comprehend	the	idea	in	

an	easy	manner,	the	timeline	for	integration	of	the	idea,	into	their	own	

beliefs,	can	shorten	significantly.			

4. Trialability	is	concerned	with	the	ability	for	the	idea	or	service	to	be	

experimented	with	in	a	way,	which	is	easy	and	effortless.	If	a	high	

trialability	can	be	achieved	it	is	more	likely	for	the	consumers	to	report	

positive	feedback	and	engage	their	network	thus	enabling,	creating	and	

engaging	even	more	users.		

5. Observability	is	concerned	with	how	the	service	or	product	is	displayed.	

It	is	common	sense,	but	if	the	product	or	service	has	a	high	degree	

display,	there	is	a	higher	chance	of	reaching	a	bigger	crowd	of	consumers.		
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3.3.3.1	Spreadable	media		

The	term	spreadable	media,	is	a	fairly	new	one	and	for	the	purpose	of	the	later	

analysis,	the	following	section	will	explore,	what	this	term	involves.	The	term	is	

explained	by	Jenkins	(2010)	as	the	difference	between	content	being	distributed	

and	content	being	circulated.	When	content	is	distributed	it	simply	means,	that	

someone	is	spreading	the	content,	typically	from	one	source.	On	the	other	hand,	

when	content	gets	circulated,	it	indicates	that	users	or	members	actively	engage	

and	spread	the	content	in	their	own	networks.	This	circulation	can	be	both	for	

commercial	and	non-commercial	ends.	For	content	to	be	spreadable	it	needs	to	

be	able	to	transcend	a	single	platform	and	for	users	to	easily	share	it	throughout	

their	different	social	networks.	If	the	content	is	spreadable	and	goes	into	

circulation,	it	can	create	a	form	of	participatory	culture	and	make	the	users	

engagement	in	the	content	rise.		

Furthermore,	when	users	start	to	circulate	the	content	and	are	able	to	

manipulate	it	in	different	way,	the	chance,	that	the	content	will	spread	rises	

significantly.	These	users	will	thereby	become	advocates	on	their	own	social	

media	networks,	and	whether	they	want	to	or	not,	raise	awareness	of	whatever	

the	content	is	communicating	(Jenkins,	2010).	

Because	of	the	nature	of	social	media	platforms,	it	can	be	hard	to	distinguish	

between	content	shared	for	the	social	value	or	if	someone	is	sharing	something	

because	they	have	an	economic	interest	in	the	content.	Users	should	be	aware	of	

this	and	be	critical	when	sharing	content	on	their	social	media	profiles.	

For	the	purpose	of	this	thesis,	it	is	interesting	to	see	how	Bybi	and	KBHFF	take	

advantages	of	the	social	media	platform	in	order	to	reach	a	broader	audience.		

In	the	following	three	sub-chapters	some	concepts	from	“The	Art	of	Scalability”	

(Abbott	and	Fisher,	2009)	will	be	explained	to	the	degree	they	are	relevant	for	

the	purpose	of	this	study.	The	book	is	mostly	concerned	with	scalability	within	

the	IT	community.	However,	the	book	is	a	comprehensive	work	on	scalability	

and	notes,	that	even	though	they	mostly	are	concerned	with	IT,	they	believe	their	

work	has	a	broader	perspective.		
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For	the	purpose	of	this	study	and	because	the	social	business	model	also	is	a	

fairly	new	one,	it	seems	relevant	in	this	case	to	apply	these	concepts	to	the	

scalable	nature	of	the	social	business	model	in	this	context.	

	

3.3.3	The	role	of	people	in	scaling		

It	is	easy	to	get	lost	in	the	idea,	that	scaling	a	system	is	just	a	matter	of	adding	

more	resources	or	in	general,	thinking	about	it	in	a	very	mechanical	way.	

However,	when	dealing	with	people,	there	are	many	factors	to	take	into	

consideration.	The	people	in	the	organization	is	the	exact	factor	that	is	going	to	

determine	whether	it	is	possible	to	scale	or	not.	How	the	people	organize	and	

communicate	is	of	crucial	important,	if	a	system	wants	to	scale.	The	

communication	especially,	should	be	carefully	attended	to,	because	even	though	

it	can	increase	the	cost	on	the	short	term,	it	will	help	coordination	and	increase	

productivity	in	the	long	term,	if	done	correctly.	Furthermore,	it	will	give	the	

people	within	the	organization	a	better	understanding	of	common	goals	and	help	

to	store	the	shared	inputs	and	keep	the	people	in	the	system	(Abbott	and	Fisher,	

2009).		

	

3.3.4	The	role	of	management	in	scaling		

When	it	comes	to	management,	they	are	also	a	part	of	“the	people”	in	the	

organization,	so	everything	that	applies	to	people´s	role	in	scaling	goes	for	them	

as	well.	Moreover,	the	management	is	responsible	for	conveying	the	vision	to	its	

members	and	help	push	the	organization	in	that	direction.	One	of	the	important	

roles	of	the	management	is	setting	milestones	and	helping	the	members	reach	

them,	by	removing	problems	and	keeping	a	broad	perspective	on	the	

organization.	The	management	team	should	also	be	aware	of	creating	some	kind	

of	measurement	for	the	member’s	activities,	so	as	to	be	able	to	evaluate,	when	

certain	milestones	or	goals	are	reached.	This	should	allow	the	management	to	

improve	processes	and	keep	the	organization	on	an	even	faster	course	for	their	

vision	(Abbott	and	Fisher,	2009).	
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3.3.5	Processes	are	critical	to	scale		

If	both	of	the	conditions	described	in	the	two	sub	chapters	above	are	successful,	

namely,	good	people	and	great	managers,	the	last	piece	of	the	puzzle	to	be	able	

to	scale	are	the	processes	within	the	organization.	These	processes	are	essential.	

The	easiest	thing	would	be	if	they	could	be	identical	for	all	organizations.	

However,	even	though	they	sometimes	can	be	the	same,	often	times	the	

organization	needs	to	figure	out,	how	best	to	handle	the	processes	for	their	

specific	organization.	Every	organization	has	different	elements	and	culture	and	

the	best	processes	are	made,	when	both	members	and	management	create	them	

in	tandem.	If	the	people	feel,	like	they	are	being	forced	to	act	in	a	certain	way	or	

their	tasks	are	getting	standardized	without	proper	communication	it	can	be	

demoralizing	and	can	end	up	hindering	the	organizations	ability	to	scale.	

However,	if	the	management	manages	to	involve	the	people	and	get	them	to	

standardize	their	processes	in	a	more	fluent	dialog	between	management	and	

the	people,	the	organization	should	hit	the	trifecta	and	scaling	should	almost	

come	naturally	(Abbott	and	Fisher,	2009).		

	

	

	

3.4	Summary	of	chapter	

The	purpose	of	this	chapter	has	been	to	create	a	theoretical	framework,	to	use	in	

the	analysis.	This	theory	will	as	such	engulf	the	data	and	create	a	lens	of	

relevance	to	explore	the	empirical	findings	as	illustrated	in	Figure	4:	research	

design.	The	next	chapter	will	go	through	the	methodological	decisions	and	build	

the	final	piece	of	the	research	design.	
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Figure	4:	Research	design	

	

(Own	arrangement.)	
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4.	Methodology	
In	qualitative	research	some	decisions	about	the	methodological	processes	have	

to	be	made	in	order	to	create	knowledge.	In	the	following	chapter	these	

decisions	will	be	made	clear	and	a	research	design	will	be	build.	

	

After	identifying	the	research	topic	and	the	research	as	a	qualitative	empirical	

study	and	the	secondary	data	sources	further	research	steps	has	to	be	clarified.	

This	chapter	will	elaborate	and	explain	the	research	by	mainly	using	Yin´s	

”Qualitative	Research	from	start	to	Finish”.	It	follows	seven	steps,	which	this	

thesis	will	follow	in	order	to	create	the	research	design	(Yin,	2010).		

However	in	order	to	create	a	broader	and	more	firm	framework,	the	Research	

Onion	(Saunders,	Lewis	and	Thornhill,	2009)	will	be	presented	and	used	to	

better	visualize	the	methodological	decision	undergone	throughout	the	research	

process.	Each	layer	of	the	onion	represents	a	decision	made	throughout	the	

research,	which	will	be	described	and	explained	in	this	chapter.	The	decisions	

made	in	each	layer	will	determine	the	characteristics	of	the	gathering	and	

outcome	of	the	research.	

4.1	The	research	Onion:	
In	the	following	the	approach	from	the	research	onion	will	be	explain	and	are	

visualized	in	the	figure	below.	
Figure	5:	The	research	onion

	

(Saunders,	Lewis	and	Thornhill,	2009)	
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In	the	figure	of	the	research	onion,	the	researcher	has	to	make	five	choices	when	

conducting	the	research	in	order	to	get	to	the	data	collection	and	data	analysis.	

The	first	choice	is	a	matter	of	philosophy.	In	the	case	of	this	thesis,	the	research	

has	been	one	of	pragmatism.	The	second	choice	is	about	how	to	approach	the	

subject	matter	and	here	the	inductive	method	is	chosen.	The	third	choice	is	in	

regard	to	the	strategies	the	researcher	uses	and	in	this	case,	it’s	a	case	study.	The	

fourth	choice	of,	which	method	to	use	in	the	data	collection,	and	the	multi-

method	is	chosen.	The	last	choice	is	a	matter	of	time-horizon	and	here	the	cross-

sectional	is	chosen.	In	the	following	section	these	choices	will	be	explained	and	

go	on	to	explain	the	rest	of	the	research	design.	

	

4.1.1	Pragmatism	
In	the	research	for	this	thesis	it	became	obvious	pretty	fast,	that	flexibility	was	

going	to	be	a	necessity.	Furthermore	it	is	clear,	those	different	kinds	of	

interviews	and	observation	was	going	to	be	used,	so	the	flexible	pragmatism	is	

the	right	way	to	go.	Also	because	of	the	multiple	data	collection	techniques,	

which	is	also	one	of	the	trademarks	of	the	pragmatic	philosophy.	Furthermore	

the	researchers	values	and	beliefs	are	also	sources	of	data	interpretation.	On	the	

other	end	of	the	spectrum	is	positivism,	which	is	when	the	researcher	uses	

experiments	and	statistics	to	reveal	the	true	nature	of	the	field	being	studied.	

(Saunders,	Lewis,	and	Thornhill,	2009)	

		

4.1.2	Inductive	
It	is	very	rare	to	find	an	area,	which	have	not	been	researched	before.	However,	a	

new	research	on	a	known	subject	can	create	new	knowledge	and	add	value	to	

the	field	if	done	correctly	(Yin,	2010).	When	a	researcher	makes	the	choice	

between	deduction	and	induction,	the	choice	always	comes	down	to	the	theory	

and	the	kind	of	data	that’s	being	collected.	In	a	deductive	study	the	purpose	is	for	

the	theory	to	follow	the	data,	but	in	this	case	it’s	the	other	way	around,	the	data	

follows	the	theory	(Saunders,	Lewis,	and	Thornhill,	2009).	Furthermore	a	

deductive	study	is	often	used	for	hypothesizes	testing	and	for	predicting	the	

future,	therefore	it	is	more	relevant	for	quantitative	studies	and	hard	science	

(Bendassolli,	2013).	In	an	inductive	study	the	data	and	theory	is	used	to	build	on	
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the	theory	and	refine	the	theories	through	the	data	and	the	empirical	findings.	

Therefore,	when	the	research	is	a	flexible	case	study,	the	inductive	approach	is	

better	for	letting	the	empirical	findings	emerge	naturally	(Yin,	2010).		

In	this	inductive	research	the	main	purpose	is	to	build	upon	and	refine	the	

theories	described	in	the	literature	review.	The	literature	review	is	set	up	to	

create	an	exploratory	lens,	to	gage	and	understand	the	scalability	of	the	social	

business	model	in	Copenhagen.	Furthermore,	by	researching	Bybi	and	KBHFF	

after	getting	a	general	perspective	of	the	social	business	model	in	Copenhagen,	

from	the	point	of	view	of	the	government. 

	

4.1.3	Case-study	
Case	studies	are	done	by	using	a	triangulation	of	data	sources.	This	is	done	by	

using	different	kinds	of	data	collecting	methods,	like	interviews,	observations	

and	secondary	data.	A	case	study	is	when	the	researcher	makes	an	empirical	case	

study	on	a	given	organization	within	its	real-life	context.	Another	approach	could	

have	been	a	survey	with	questionnaires,	but	it	did	not	seem	relevant,	so	the	case-

sudy	was	the	obvious	approach	also	taking	into	consideration	the	previous	

choices	in	the	onion	layers.	This	should	ensure,	that	the	data	collection	gives	a	

broad	and	real	picture	of	the	case	being	studied.	Furthermore,	when	the	

researcher	is	seeking	a	deep	understanding	of	a	particular	organization	and	its	

processes,	it	is	usually	best	suited	for	a	case-study	(Saunders,	Lewis	and	

Thornhill,	2009).	In	this	research,	it	is	an	embedded	case-study	because	two	sub-

units	of	the	social	business	model	is	being	studied	to	answer	the	research	

question.	Also,	the	case	study	is	particular	suitable	for	challenging	the	theories	

and	notion	put	forth	in	the	literary	review	(Yin,	2010).			

	

4.1.4	Multi-method	
In	this	case	however,	it	is	more	suitable	for	a	qualitative	research.	This	is	done	

through	in	depth	interviews	and	observation.	If	the	study	uses	only	one	technic	it	

would	be	called	mono-method,	but	in	this	case	the	research	relies	on	both	

interviews,	observations	and	secondary	data,	therefore	the	multi-method	

approach	is	chosen.	On	the	opposite	end	the	quantitative	research	is	when	the	

data	can	be	assigned	numerical	value	and	interpreted	as	such.	This	can	be	done	
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through	questionnaires	or	coding	of	interviews	in	a	specific	way,	to	yield	some	

kind	of	statistical	probability	of	a	given	result.	However,	when	doing	that	kind	of	

study	the	researcher	will	often	have	chosen	to	go	with	the	positivistic	approach	

in	the	layer	before,	which	is	better	suited	for	that	kind	of	data	collection.	

(Saunders,	Lewis	and	Thornhill,	2009).	

	

4.1.5	Cross-sectional		
When	performing	a	cross-sectional	study,	it	is	like	a	slice	of	time	a	picture	of	the	

event	being	studied	at	a	certain	time.	However	if	the	research	is	longitudinal	the	

research	have	to	follow	the	case	being	studied	over	a	period	of	time	and	could	

look	at	a	case	before	and	after	a	certain	event.	The	data	collected,	both	the	

interviews	and	observations,	in	this	research	stretches	over	a	period	of	six	

months.	However,	that	thus	not	mean	it	is	longitudinal,	because	the	research	was	

from	three	different	organizations.	The	three	interviews	and	the	two	sets	of	

observations	provide	a	picture	of	the	research	topic	at	a	particular	moment	in	

time	and	are	therefore	cross-sectional.	(Saunders,	Lewis	and	Thornhill,	2009).	

	

4.2	Research	Design	
When	starting	a	study	Yin	(2010)	argues,	that	the	researcher	can	chose	whether	

to	create	the	research	design	before	or	build	it	during	the	research.	In	this	case,	

the	research	design	was	build	along	the	way,	because	of	the	inductive	nature	of	

the	research.	To	strengthen	the	validity	and	to	avoid	bias	in	the	research	Yin	

(2010)	has	a	seven-step	protocol.	However,	because	it	is	a	qualitative	study	the	

researcher	should	employ	the	steps	in	the	way	best	suited	for	the	particular	

research.	In	the	following	sub	chapters	these	seven	steps	will	be	elaborated	on	

and	the	degree	to	which	they	were	used	will	be	explained	in	detail.		

4.2.1	Validity	
In	order	to	create	a	high	degree	of	validity	certain	measures	are	put	in	place.	

First	of	all,	Yin	(2010)	stresses	the	fact,	that	a	triangulation	of	data	collection	is	

the	best	way	to	go	about	investigating,	when	doing	case	studies.		

In	this	particular	study,	the	triangulation	of	data	consists	of	interviews,	

observations	and	secondary	data	collected	from	varies	websites	of	interest.	The	
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specifics	of	how	these	empirical	findings	came	to	light	will	be	elaborated	on	in	

the	later	sub	chapter	fieldwork.	

	

4.2.2	Complexity	of	data	collection	
In	this,	the	complexity	of	the	data	relates	to	the	social	business	model	in	

Copenhagen	and	more	specifically	two	social	businesses,	which	have	had	success	

according	to	the	Danish	ministry	of	business	and	are	held	up	as	examples	of	good	

practise	in	the	industry.	The	first	interview	was	done	with	Sophian	Drif	from	the	

Danish	ministry	of	business	in	order	to	get	an	overview	of	the	social	business	

industry	in	Denmark.	The	second	interview	was	with	Jonas	Glass	from	KBHFF	

and	was	followed	up	with	participant	observation	at	one	of	their	branches	in	

Copenhagen.	The	third	and	final	interview	was	with	Oliver	Maxwell	from	Bybi	

and	was	followed	by	a	participant	observation	at	one	of	their	weekly	gatherings.	

	

	

4.2.3	Sampling	
When	collecting	the	data	through	sampling,	the	technique	used	in	this	thesis	is	

the	purposive	sampling.	Purposive	sampling	is	where	the	researcher	choses	

specific	units	based	on	knowledge,	that	these	units	of	sampling	will	yield	the	best	

and	most	plentiful	data	in	relation	to	the	research	area	(Yin,	2010).	

In	the	case	of	this	research,	this	meant,	first	going	to	an	expert	and	get	and	

overview	of	the	social	business	industry	and	an	idea	of	which	organization	might	

be	best	suitable	for	collecting	data	and	to	get	into	how	the	organization	works	on	

a	daily	basis.	The	expert	from	the	business	ministry	was	necessary	in	order	to	be	

able	to	do	purposive	sampling,	because	he	was	able	to	make	suggestions	for	

organization,	which	would	be	open	to	interview	and	had	a	possibility	for	getting	

embedded	into	the	organization	in	order	to	get	observations.	In	the	table	below	

the	exact	information	on	the	empirical	findings	are	displayed	as,	1)	what	kind	of	

informant,	2)	the	kind	of	role	the	informant	has	in	the	organization,	3)	the	kind	

of	data	collected,	4)	how	it	was	documented,	5)	and	the	scope	or	length	of	the	

data.	
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Table	2:	Information	on	empirical	findings	

Informant	 Role	 Data	type	 Documentation	 Length	

Sophian	Drif	 In	charged	of	

Socialevirksomh

eder.dk	

Open	qualitative	

interview	

Transcription:	

Appendix	1	

75	min.	

Jonas	Glass	 In	charged	of	

the	Volunteers	

at	KBHFF	

Semi-structured	

interview	

Transcription:	

Appendix	2	

75	min.	

Oliver	

Maxwell	

CEO	of	Bybi	 Semi-structured	

interview	

Transcription:	

Appendix	3	

60	min.	

Andreas	A.	

Bundgaard	

Researcher	 Participation	

observation	from	

KBHFF	and	Bybi	

Notes:	Appendix	

2A	and	

Appendix	3A	

60	min.	

and		

240min.	

(Own	arrangement.)	

	

4.2.4	Incorporation	of	concepts	and	theories	
This	point	is	to	understand	to	what	extent	the	theories	and	concepts	was	

incorporated	into	the	study	(Yin,	2010).	This	research	followed	an	in	inductive	

approach,	which	means,	that	the	data	follows	the	theory,	so	most	of	the	concepts	

and	theories	were	chosen	after	the	initial	interview	with	Sophian	Drif,	in	order	to	

be	able	to	chose	the	most	relevant	theories.	

	

4.2.5	Participant	feedback	
The	fifth	point	is	about	sharing	the	preliminary	findings	with	the	participants.	

However,	in	this	case	it	did	not	seem	to	be	necessary	other	than	the	fact,	that	the	

researcher	used,	the	fact	that	he	had	done	an	interview	with	Sophian	Drif	as	a	

tool	in	order	to	gain	access	and	to	some	degree	trust	from	the	interviewees	from	

KBHFF	and	Bybi.	

			

4.2.6	Generalization	
This	point	of	generalization	is	mostly	relevant	for	quantitative	studies,	where	

you	have	a	lot	of	data	and	are	able	to	do	statistics	and	probability	measurements	
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on	the	findings.	However,	in	this	particular	study,	the	researcher	is	more	

concerned	with	insights	into	the	processes	and	deeper	meaning	within	the	

organization	of	KBHFF	and	Bybi.	Therefore	it	would	not	make	sense	to	make	any	

generalizations	based	on	these	findings,	rather	they	should	make	for	

contemplation	and	inspiration	for	other	social	entrepreneurs	and	perhaps	be	

used	by	Sophian	Drif	to	understand	how	two	successful	social	business	look	at	

socialvirksomheder.dk.	

		

4.2.7	Research	protocol	
The	last	point	Yin	(2010)	suggests	is	whether	the	researcher	should	make	use	of	

a	research	protocol	or	not.	In	the	case	of	a	qualitative	research	it	is	better	to	not	

have	a	to	strict	research	protocol	because	it	can	actually	hinder	the	ability	for	the	

researcher	to	be	open	and	get	into	the	core	if	the	protocol	is	too	strict.	Actually,	

the	degree	of	structure	can	range	from	no	structure	at	all,	to	a	completely	strict	

one-to-one	interview	guide	(Yin,	2010).	

In	this	study,	it	was	chosen	to	use	an	almost	completely	open	interview	protocol	

for	the	initial	interview	with	Sophian	Drif.	This	was	because	the	first	contact	was	

made	through	email	and	he	invited	the	researcher	to	come	and	get	an	overview	

and	a	bunch	of	material	to	look	at.	Therefor	the	researcher	decided	to	come	with	

an	open	mind	and	gather	as	much	information	as	possible.	Furthermore,	after	

the	initial	interview,	it	was	clear	to	the	researcher	that	the	theoretical	area	of	

interest	would	be	in	Scalability,	Organization	types	and	Empowerment	and	

Motivation.	However,	in	order	to	get	the	relevant	information	from	KBHFF	and	

Bybi	an	interview	protocol	was	introduced,	and	those	interviews	became	semi-

structured	interviews	based	on	the	three	main	theories.	The	later	interviews	

were	still	conducted	in	an	open	manner	and	both	of	the	interviews	ran	much	

longer	than	anticipated.	In	the	analysis,	the	semi-structured	nature	of	the	later	

two	interviews	made	them	easier	to	compare	and	helped	to	stay	on	target	

throughout	both	interviews.	

	

4.3	Fieldwork	
When	the	researcher	is	gathering	data	in	the	field,	Yin	(2010)	emphasises	that	

there	are	many	factors	to	remember	and	take	into	account.	The	researcher	
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should	maintain	a	good	relationship,	with	the	people	being	studied	and	be	

particular	careful	how	the	researcher	enters	and	exits	the	specific	fields	of	study.	

Furthermore,	it	is	important	to	be	as	authentic	as	possible	when	entering	the	

field,	so	the	interviewee	has	a	clear	understanding	of	what	is	being	studied	and	

give	them	the	possibility	for	anonymity	if	the	studied	subjects	so	desire	(Yin,	

2010).	When	the	researcher	is	in	the	field	there	is	certain	personal	traits,	which	

should	be	avoided.	Most	of	these	issues	are	common	sense,	like	not	being	to	

colourful	clothed,	so	as	to	not	draw	attention	and	be	respectful	and	friendly,	but	

not	to	much.	Probably,	the	most	important	issue	to	Yin	(2010)	is	that	the	

researcher	is	clear	and	reliable	and	do	not	disappear	after	the	interviews	are	

done,	but	the	interviewees	know	what	the	researcher	intends	to	do	with	the	data	

collected.		

	

4.3.1	Entering	the	field	
	In	the	research	for	this	thesis	the	researcher	started	out,	by	going	to	the	website	

socialevirksomheder.dk	and	reading	everything	on	there	and	try	to	get	a	gage	for	

what	the	government	actually	thought	and	know	about	the	social	business	

model.	This,	initial	probing	into	the	field	lead	to	the	only	contact	on	the	site,	

Sophian	Drif.	He	was	contacted	through	email	and	responded	quickly	and	

seemed	very	willing	to	give	a	meeting	and	explain	the	governments	view	on	the	

social	business	model	and	the	idea	behind	the	website.	The	researcher	had	an	

open	interview	with	Sophian	Drif,	where	he	basically	explained	the	timeline	of	

the	social	business	model	in	Denmark	and	gave	recommendation	for	social	

business	to	contact	and	the	researcher	promised	to	send	a	copy	of	the	thesis	

after	completion.	The	interview	was	conducted	in	Danish	to	make	Sophian	Drif,	

who	is	Danish,	feel	more	comfortable	(Appendix	1).	

	

The	first	interview	lead	the	researcher	towards	Bybi	and	the	first	attempt	of	

contact	by	email	did	not	get	a	reply.	This	was	discouraging	to	the	researcher	and	

after	a	week	of	no	respond,	the	researcher	found	the	phone	number	for	Bybi	and	

called	them	up.	Oliver	Maxwell	the	CEO	of	Bybi	answered	the	phone	and	was	

very	reluctant	from	the	beginning.	In	the	first	phone	call	it	became	clear	to	the	

researcher,	that	because	he	had	won	a	prize	for	best	Social	Business	in	2013	he	
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was	being	contacted	by	a	lot	of	students	who	wanted	to	get	interviews	and	that	

had	tired	him	out	of	giving	interview	about	the	same	thing,	the	2013	prize	from	

socialevirksomheder.dk.	However,	after	a	couple	of	minutes	Oliver	agreed	to	do	a	

Skype	interview	a	couple	of	days	later.	The	interview	started	out	a	little	tough,	

but	when	the	researcher	asked	to	volunteer	and	help	them	out	for	a	couple	of	

days	the	interview	went	smoothly	from	that	point	onwards.	The	interview	was	

conducted	in	English,	because	Oliver	is	from	England.	Furthermore	it	was	semi-

structured	and	lasted	about	an	hour	(Appendix	3).	Two	days	later	the	researcher	

went	to	help	out	Bybi	and	volunteered	in	one	of	the	weekly	gatherings	and	got	

participatory	observation	notes	from	Bybi	at	their	main	office	in	Sundholmsvej	

34	in	Amager,	Copenhagen	(Appendix	3A).	

The	first	contact	with	KBHFF	was	made	through	email	and	after	some	initial	

back	and	forth	about	the	purpose	of	the	interview	the	researcher	was	put	in	

touch	with	Jonas,	who	is	one	of	only	two	employees	at	KBHFF.	Jonas	was	very	

eager	and	quite	interested	in	talking	about	the	future	and	scope	of	KBHFF	in	

relation	to	social	business	and	an	interview	was	set	up	at	a	café	Jonas	suggested	

in	Amager.	The	interview	was	conducted	in	Danish,	because	Jonas	is	Danish.	The	

interview	was	semi-structured	and	lasted	approximately	75	minutes	(Appendix	

2).	After	the	interview,	Jonas	suggested	to	participate	in	an	introduction	meeting	

at	their	Nordvest	branch.	These	instruction	meeting	are	done	the	first	

Wednesday	every	month	and	the	researcher	went	and	got	participatory	

observation	(Appendix	2A).	

	

4.4	Data	Collecting	
In	the	following	paragraph	the	different	methods	of	collecting	data	will	be	

elaborated	on	and	the	extent	to	which	the	different	methods	have	been	applied	

will	be	made	clear.		

According	to	Yin	(2010),	when	doing	a	qualitative	study	the	best	tools	for	

acquiring	a	triangulation	of	data	is,	interviewing,	observing	and	collecting	

secondary	data.	Each	of	these	methods	has	certain	limitation,	so	in	order	to	

strengthen	the	validity	and	limit	bias	it	is	important	to	use	all	of	them,	also	to	get	

a	proper	triangulation	of	data	(Yin,	2010).		
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In	the	research	for	this	study,	the	researcher	made	use	of	interviews,	

observations	and	secondary	data	in	order	to	achieve	a	proper	triangulation	of	

data.	In	the	following	sections	each	of	these	will	be	explained.	

	

4.4.1	Interviewing	
When	collecting	data	though	interviews,	Yin	(2010)	argues	that,	there	are	two	

extreme	poles	consisting	of	a	completely	structured	interview	in	one	end	and	a	

completely	open	qualitative	interview	with	no	form	or	structure	on	the	other	

end.	However,	the	interview	form	can	be	anywhere	in	between	and	for	most	part	

they	will	be.	When	doing	a	structured	interview,	the	researcher	relies	on	a	pre-

made	protocol	and	have	to	follow	it	rigorously.	An	open	qualitative	interview,	on	

the	other	hand,	relies	on	the	researchers	ability	to	get	the	interviewee	to	talk	and	

the	interview	should	flow	to	wherever	the	interviewee	takes	it.	

For	this	thesis,	the	researcher	started	out	with	an	open	interview	form	with	

Sophian	Drif	from	the	Danish	ministry	of	business.	This	was	chosen	because	in	

the	first	contact	by	email,	Sophian	Drif	suggested,	that	he	would	give	an	

explanation	of	the	timeline	and	progress	of	Socialvirksomhed.dk	and	after	he	

would	take	questions.	The	preparation	from	the	researcher	was	to	get	an	

overview	of	the	website	and	be	as	familiar	with	Socialvirksomhed.dk	as	possible	

before	going	to	the	interview.		

In	the	two	interviews	with	KBHFF	and	Bybi	a	similar	approach	to	both	of	these	

were	chosen.	Because	of	the	first	interview	the	researcher	now	had	an	area	of	

interest	and	were	able	to	make	two	semi-structured	interview.	Actually,	both	of	

the	interviews	had	a	feeling	of	dialog	and	discussion	and	both	the	researcher	and	

the	interviewees	seemed	to	open	up	and	give	an	authentic	impression	of	

themself	as	the	interview	went	along.	Both	of	the	interviews	ran	longer	than	

expected,	but	without	any	resentment	from	the	interviewees.	This	was	properly	

partly	because	of	the	nature	of	the	semi-structured	interview	form	and	the	fact,	

that	both	the	researcher	and	the	interviewees	found	the	conversation	

interesting.	The	interviews	were	all	conducted	in	the	native	language	of	the	

interviewee,	to	make	them	as	comfortable	and	as	precise	in	their	meaning	as	

possible	(Appendix	1,2,3).	
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4.4.2	Observing	
When	collecting	observation	data,	there	is	two	opposite	approaches	like	with	

interviewing.	There	is	the	completely	passive	“fly	on	the	wall”	approach	where	

the	researcher	is	completely	passive.	At	the	other	end	of	the	spectrum	you	have	

the	participant	observation	approach.	In	this	approach	the	researcher	engages	

with	the	field	of	study	(Yin,	2010).	When	the	researcher	is	doing	observations,	

there	should	be	a	focus	on	the	fact,	that	the	researcher	can	affect	the	data	simply	

by	being	there	and	should	therefore	take	into	consideration	the	possibility	of	

reflexivity	to	avoid	as	much	bias	as	possible.	Some	of	the	important	points	to	

remember,	when	doing	field	work	is;	how	the	people	dress,	how	the	people	

interact	between	each	other,	what	are	the	actual	actions	taking	place,	and	the	

surroundings	in	form	of	the	actual	setting	of	the	event	being	observed	(Yin,	

2010).	

For	both	of	the	observation	collected	for	this	study,	both	of	them	were	

participatory	observations.	For	the	observation	at	Bybi,	this	was	to	be	the	least	

conspicuous	as	possible,	because	of	the	nature	of	some	of	the	volunteers,	who	

were	socially	vulnerable,	it	was	naturally	to	engage	and	participate	in	order	to	

talk	and	observe	in	the	most	authentic	way	possible	(Appendix	3A).	For	KBHFF	

in	Nordvest	it	was	more	mechanic,	in	the	sense,	that	it	was	an	introduction	

meeting	and	they	had	done	it	may	times	before	and	the	researcher	could	actually	

have	done	purely	passive	observation,	but	decided	to	participate	to	get	a	better	

feeling	of	the	organization	(Appendix	2A).		

	

4.4.3	Secondary	data	
For	a	proper	triangulation	of	data,	secondary	data	is	crucial.	Secondary	data	is	all	

data	collected	from	websites,	articles,	documentaries	etc.		Furthermore,	it	is	a	

good	source	for	which	to	remove	bias	and	strengthen	the	validity	of	the	primary	

data	set	collected	throughout	the	interviews	(Yin,	2010).	

In	the	research	for	this	thesis	a	lot	of	secondary	data	was	collected	and	read	

through	the	websites	of	Socialvirksomhed.dk,	KBHFF.dk	and	Bybi.dk.	Especially,	

Socialvirksomhed.dk	have	an	enormous	amount	of	data	on	their	websites.			
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4.5	Data	Recording	
The	researcher	used	two	different	ways	of	collecting	the	data	whether	it	was	

interview	or	observation.	For	the	interviews	a	smartphone	was	used	to	record	

the	conversation	and	all	interviewees	were	aware	they	were	being	recorded.	

After	the	recording	it	was	transcribed	and	put	into	the	appendix	as	Appendix	

1,2,3.	

For	the	observations	it	would	not	have	been	prudent	to	use	a	recorder.	For	the	

observations	at	Bybi,	notes	was	done	briefly	at	the	event	and	finished	up	when	

the	researcher	was	done	with	the	observation.	At	the	KBHFF	introduction	

meeting,	it	was	possible	to	take	notes	all	through	the	event,	so	most	of	the	notes	

were	done	at	the	event.	These	observation	are	in	the	appendix	as	Appendix	2A,	

3A.	

	

4.6	Coding	
When	conducting	a	qualitative	study,	Yin	(2010)	suggests,	that	it	can	be	helpful	

to	do	coding	on	the	interview	in	order	to	prevent	bias	and	enhance	the	validity	of	

the	findings.	However,	a	to	systematic	approach	can	also	result	in	an	analysis,	

which	becomes	to	mechanic	in	opposition	to	the	openness	and	conversational	

nature	of	the	data.	Because	of	these	pitfalls	in	the	strict	coding	procedures,	the	

researcher	decided	to	do	the	coding	directly	on	the	transcripts	of	the	interviews	

printed	out.	This	allowed	the	researcher	to	be	more	flexible	and	the	coding	was	

done	as	follows.	

On	the	first	interview	with	Sophian	Drif,	some	main	categories	were	detected	

and	the	main	areas	of	interest	were	determined	from	that	interview.	The	later	

two	interviews	were	also	printed	out	and	every	time	the	interviewee	mentioned	

something	within	the	area	of	interest	it	was	circled	and	divided	into	one	of	the	

three	main	areas	of	interest,	scalability,	organization	types	and	empowerment	

and	motivation.	All	three	of	the	interviews	were	worked	with	rigorously	and	a	

short	summary	of	the	most	important	points	is	summed	up	in	the	end	of	each	

interview	in	English	(Appendix	1,2,3).	
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4.7	Summary	of	chapter	
To	sum	everything	up,	the	last	pierce	of	the	puzzle	is	put	into	the	research	

design.	All	the	methodological	decision	are	put	on	top	of	the	literary	review	and	

the	research	design	are	ready	to	be	put	into	effect	in	the	following	chapter,	

where	the	empirical	findings	are	ready	to	be	analysed	and	discussed	in	detail.		
Figure	6:	Research	design

	

(own	arrangement.)	
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5.	Analysis	of	the	empirical	findings	
In	this	chapter,	after	carefully	building	a	research	design	through	the	last	four	

chapters,	the	empirical	findings	are	finally	ready	to	be	put	under	the	microscope	

in	the	analysis.	This	chapter	will	consist	of	three	main	parts	built	on	the	

structure	of	the	literary	review	and	with	the	strength	and	validity	of	the	

methodological	decision	undergone	throughout	the	research.	This	fifth	layer	of	

analysis	and	a	discussion	are	visualised	in	the	research	design	figure	7.	
Figure	7:	Research	design

	

(Own	arrangement.)	
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First	part	will	consist	of	identifying,	Bybi’s	and	KBHFF’s,	organizational	traits	

and	form	in	order	to	answer	the	first	sub	question	about	how	they	organize.	The	

second	part	is	in	relation	to	empowerment	and	motivation	and	seeks	to	

understand	how	Bybi	and	KBHFF	leverage	those	concepts	in	a	real	world	

environment.	The	third	and	last	part	of	the	chapter	will	build	on	the	previous	

two	sub-chapters	and	analysis	and	discuss	how	those	two	part-conclusions	have	

affected	the	ability	for	Bybi	and	KBHFF	to	scale.	

	

5.1	Organization	in	practise	–	Bybi	and	KBHFF	
One	of	the	main	points	from	the	interview	with	Sophian	Drif	from	the	Danish	

ministry	of	Business	was,	the	reason	they	went	through	the	trouble	of	creating	

the	annual	report	(Socialvirksomhed.dk)	and	put	it	on	the	website.		They	quickly	

realised,	that	the	people	who	creates	social	business	are	usually	not	educated	in	

the	field	of	economics.	These	people	are	according	to	Sophian	Drif	often	driven	

by	passion,	and	can	as	such	achieve	a	lot,	but	often	lack	some	general	knowledge	

about	finance,	organization,	marketing	etc.	(Appendix	1).	Furthermore,	because	

they	often	have	a	very	flat	structure	and	decentralized	organization	it	can	be	

very	had	for	them	to	organize	properly,	when	they	suddenly	start	to	grow	and	

the	demand	for	their	product	or	services	increases.	For	Sophian	Drif,	this	was	

extremely	important,	because	to	him	if	Bybi	could	scale	when	its	capacity	

increased	they	would	be	able	to	accommodate	even	more	socially	vulnerable	and	

in	that	way	help	the	government	by	alleviating	some	of	the	pressure	on	the	

public	welfare	system	(Appendix	1).	

	

5.1.1	Bybi	and	KBHFF	-	Social	businesses	
In	this	paragraph,	the	researcher	will	briefly	show,	that	both	Bybi	and	KBHFF	

falls	inside	the	five	criteria´s	defined	by	Sophian	Drif	and	the	annual	report	in	

order	to	qualify	as	a	social	business.	However,	it	will	start	by,	looking	at	what	

their	social	purpose	goals	are	and	whom	their	target	group	consist	of.	

	

For	Bybi,	their	social	purpose	is	actually	two	pronged.	They	want	to	enhance	and	

inform	on	the	importance	of	biodiversity	and	they	want	to	create	a	place	for	

socially	vulnerable	groups	to	come	and	work	and	get	a	feeling	of	community	
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(Appendix	3,	3A).	However	for	the	purpose	of	this	thesis	the	main	focus	will	be	

on	the	latter.	This	means,	that	Bybi	is	working	with	a	target	group	of	socially	

vulnerable	groups,	more	specific	homeless	and	they	just	started	working	with	

refugees	as	well,	in	order	to	create	their	social	impact.	

	

For	KBHFF	on	the	other	hand,	they	are	working	with	a	target	group	in	order	to	

create	their	social	impact.	The	target	group	they	are	working	with,	is	people	who	

are	focused	on	the	environment	and	creating	more	ecological	and	locally	grown	

vegetable	and	KBHFF	want	to	empower	their	members	to	“put	their	money,	

where	their	mouth	is”	so	to	say	(Appendix	3,	3A).	

	

The	five	criteria	are	put	into	the	table	5.1	and	Bybi	and	KBHFF	are	related	to	

each	of	them.	
Table	3:	The	five	criteria	for	a	social	business	

Criteria	 Bybi	 KBHFF	

1.	Social	Purpose	 • Homeless	

people/refugees	

• Further	Biodiversity	

• Ecology,	locally	

produced	vegetables	

• Environmental	focus		

2.	Business	purpose	 • Selling	honey	and	

honey	products	

• Distributing	their	

vegetables	to	their	

different	branches	

3.	Independent	from	

public	means	

• Yes,	completely	 • Yes,	completely	

4.	Inclusive	in	its	

organization	

• Anyone	can	buy	and	

anyone	can	volunteer	

• Anyone	can	become	a	

member	

5.	Social	handling	of	

surplus	

• Towards	educating	

and	helping	the	target	

group	by	expanding	

capacity	

• Everything	goes	back	

into	the	organization	

in	order	to	further	

their	social	purpose	

	(Own	arrangement,	based	on	Appendix	1,2,3)	

	

In	the	following	section,	both	Bybi	and	KBHFF	will	be	analysed	in	regard	to	the	

literature	put	forth	on	organizational	types	in	chapter	three.		
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5.2	Organizational	traits	for	Bybi	and	KBHFF	
In	this	sub	chapter	the	traits	for	Bybi	and	KBHFF	will	be	analysed	from	the	

empirical	data.	However,	it	is	important	to	understand	the	development	of	the	

organizations,	because	they	both	started	out	as	organizations	with	a	clear	social	

purpose	and	organized	as	they	went	along.	To	better	understand,	how	they	

organize	now,	it	is	important	to	understand	how	they	organized	in	the	beginning.	

In	the	end	of	this	sub	chapter	the	first	sub	research	question	will	be	answered:	

How	do	Bybi	and	KBHFF	structure	their	organizations?		

	

5.2.1	KBHFF	
KBHFF	is	an	organization	that	drew	its	original	idea	from	New	York	from	an	

organization	called	Park	Slope	(foodcoop.com).	KBHFF	wanted	to	imitate	what	

they	had	done	there,	and	as	such,	started	out	exactly	the	same	way	as	their	sister	

organization	in	New	York,	with	a	completely	voluntarily	run	organization	

(Appendix	2.)	In	the	beginning	there	was	a	lot	of	attention	on	the	project	and	

they	did	indeed	manage	to	build	the	organization	in	a	way	where	most	of	the	

traits	for	a	voluntarily	run	organization	were	present.	Firstly,	they	had	autonomy	

from	the	state,	they	had	self	governance	and	offered	their	members	a	community	

to	join,	where	likeminded	individuals	could	align	themselves	and	share	a	

common	goal	of	creating	a	more	sustainable	way	of	thinking	and	buying	

vegetables	(Appendix	2).	They	had	their	founding	meeting	in	2008	and	15	people	

of	passion	started	the	project	and	made	their	first	big	grocery	buy	as	a	trial	and	it	

worked	out	very	well	(KBHFF.dk).		

However,	after	two	years	they	had	reached	500	members,	and	they	ran	into	their	

first	big	hurdle.	Their	organization	was	being	build	as	they	went	along	and	they	

kept	on	adding	new	branches	in	different	parts	of	Copenhagen.	Jonas	explains,	

that	because	of	the	very	decentralized	nature	and	the	fact	that	it	was	completely	

community	based,	they	did	not	have	a	clear	way	of	communicating	between	the	

branches	and	the	members	were	doing	events	and	gatherings	in	the	name	of	

KBHFF,	because	no	one	was	in	charge	(Appendix	2).	This	is	exactly	one	of	the	

pitfalls	of	a	loosely-organized	system,	where	communication	should	be	in	focus.	

However,	the	organization	is	also	a	non-profit	organization	in	the	sense,	that	all	

the	fees	collected	from	the	members	goes	exclusively	into	the	organization	and	
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the	money	paid	for	the	vegetables	are	used	to	pay	the	farmers	a	fair	price	for	

their	produce	(KBHFF.dk).	However,	after	the	first	few	years,	and	with	the	

realization	that	they	needed	to	improve	their	introduction	model	for	retaining	

their	members,	they	decided	to	make	a	change	to	the	organization.	Jonas	

explains	that	they	needed	a	better	way	of	organizing	their	members,	because	a	

lot	of	them	only	showed	up	once	and	because	they	perhaps	did	not	know	what	to	

do	and	everything	was	so	unstructured	a	lot	of	them	lost	their	motivation	and	

never	came	back	(Appendix	2).		

	

In	2013	two	of	the	branches	in	Copenhagen	closed	down	because	of	a	lack	of	

membership	support.	Furthermore,	they	were	having	trouble	with	organizing	

their	volunteers	in	a	sensible	way	and	they	called	all	members	to	a	crisis	

meeting,	where	a	new	board	was	picked	and	a	clearer	structure	was	agreed	

upon,	even	though	a	lot	of	the	members	were	against	the	idea	of	centralizing.	

However,	as	Jonas	states;	when	he	explained	to	the	members	at	the	crisis	

meeting	that	even	Park	Slope	in	New	York	have	had	to	move	away	from	a	

completely	volunteer	structure	and	in	fact	now	had	60	employees	hired	on	a	

regular	basis	they	caved	and	it	was	agreed,	that	two	people	should	be	hired	in	

KBHFF,	one	to	manage	the	volunteers	(Jonas)	and	another	for	bookkeeping.	

Jonas	elaborates	that	because	of	the	way	the	organization	is,	open	and	inclusive,	

they	wanted	to	leverage	the	skills	within	the	organization	to	fill	these	positions.	

Jonas	agreed	to	get	hired	and	be	in	charge	of	the	volunteers	and	another	

member,	who	went	to	business	school	agreed	to	build	a	bookkeeping	system	for	

the	organization	(Appendix	2).	It	is	interesting,	that	it	did	not	occur	to	KBHFF	to	

hire	professionals	for	these	roles,	but	instead	relied	completely	on	the	network	

within	the	organization.	However,	Jonas	argued,	that	he	had	been	organising	the	

volunteers	before	the	crisis	meeting,	so	there	was	a	general	idea,	that	he	was	the	

best	man	for	the	job,	because	of	his	experience	and	understanding	of	the	

organization.	Moreover,	the	board	decided	to	create	a	new	strategy	and	a	

common	goal	for	the	whole	organization	was	created	through	a	new	set	of	

statutes,	which	all	branches	had	to	abide	by	in	order	to	stay	in	the	organization.	

The	statutes	were	created	at	the	meeting	and	all	members	had	a	say	in	the	

decisions	and	choices	being	made.	The	statutes	were	created	with	the	main	
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purpose	being;	to	give	a	possibility	for	the	members	to	gain	access	to	seasonal,	

fresh,	full	flavoured,	ecological	and	locally	grown	vegetables.	Furthermore,	they	

should	be	grown	in	the	most	sustainable	way	and	the	farmers	should	be	paid	a	

fair	price	for	their	produce	(KBHFF).	After	this	meeting,	and	in	full	connection	

with	the	way	an	effective	non-profit	organization	should	do,	Jonas	explains	that,	

they	started	building	protocols	for	the	intake,	which	could	be	used	at	all	the	

branches	and	to	improve	their	internal	communication,	Jonas	started	building	

their	website	and	the	most	important	part	of	that	was,	as	he	explains,	the	wiki	

for	KBHFF	where	all	members	can	edit	and	add	what	they	find	necessary	and	

each	branch	is	represented	with	its	own	description,	they	themselves	have	made	

(Appendix	2).	

		

All	this	reorganizing	and	the	fact,	that	KHBFF	had	to	get	registered	as	a	business	

in	the	Ministry	of	Business	in	Denmark,	led	KBHFF	to	become	a	Hybrid	

organization,	this	as	mentioned	in	the	theoretical	chapter,	is	when	an	

organization	combines	a	social	purpose	with	a	business	purpose.	For	KBHFF	

their	social	purpose	had	been	clear	from	the	beginning,	but	their	business	

purpose	was	now	defined	as	a	distributor	of	vegetable.	However,	one	of	the	main	

reasons	for	reorganizing	was	the	fact,	they	realised,	that	they	could	be	registered	

as	an	organization	with	a	business	purpose,	they	could	be	exempt	from	paying	

VAT	and	thereby	hire	some	more	people	to	handle	some	of	the	workload	

(Appendix	2).	The	challenges	described	in	the	theory,	when	an	organization	

moves	towards	becoming	a	hybrid	organization,	indeed	started	to	become	the	

challenges	for	KBHFF.	Especially	the	financing,	was	becoming	a	big	problem,	

because	they	were	expanding	and	adding	branches	and	they	desperately	needed	

a	combined	system	for	managing	their	money	in	order	to	pay	the	farmers	on	

schedule.	The	farmers	were	sometimes	getting	paid	too	late	because	of	a	lack	of	

coordination	between	the	branches.	This	led	to	one	of	the	hires	being	a	

bookkeeper	who	could	create	a	joined	bookkeeping	system	for	all	of	KBHFF	

(Appendix	2).	However,	because	of	the	way	they	involved	everybody	in	the	

organization	in	creating	their	new	statutes	it	seemed,	that	they	actually	focused	

their	social	purpose,	and	the	members	felt	more	empowered	and	together	in	

their	social	purpose.	Furthermore,	they	strengthen	their	organizational	culture	
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by	involving	the	whole	membership	circle	and	creating	a	clear	communication	

on	their	website	(Appendix	2).	

	

KBHFF	has	traits	from	many	different	organizational	types.	It	started	out	as	a	

completely	voluntarily	run	organization,	run	by	people	of	a	shared	passion.	

Because	of	the	chaotic	start	it	also	had	a	very	loose	structure	in	the	beginning.	

The	organization	was	from	the	start	a	non-profit	organization	and	have	managed	

to	organize	its	members	in	a	more	structured	way	over	time.	KBHFF	is	still	a	

very	flat,	decentralized	organization,	with	a	common	set	of	statutes	and	a	shared	

set	of	values.	KBHFF	realised	the	advantages	of	becoming	registered	with	a	

business	purpose	and	have	as	such	moved	towards	becoming	a	hybrid	

organization	and	faced	the	challenges	connected	with	that	kind	of	restructuring	

and	are	starting	to	get	a	handle	of	their	financing,	members	and	organizational	

culture.		They	have	highly	motivated	members	and	are	empowering	them	to	

pursue	their	believe	in	sustainable,	ecological	and	locally	grown	vegetables.	The	

next	sub-chapter,	5.3	will	expand	further	into	how	they	actually	motivate	and	

empower	their	members	and	explain	how	these	factors	have	created	ability	for	

them	to	scale.	

	

In	the	following,	Bybi	will	be	analysed	in	light	of	the	empirical	findings	and	

organization	literature.	

	

5.2.2	Bybi	
For	Oliver	Maxwell	and	the	beginning	of	Bybi,	the	situation	was	quite	different	

from	that	of	KBHFF.	Firstly,	Oliver	had	years	of	experience	working	with	social	

business	models	in	Africa,	Vietnam	and	England.	Furthermore,	he	had	even	been	

involved	in	developing	a	framework	for	the	government	to	help	facilitate	the	

growing	interest	of	social	businesses	in	Denmark.	However,	he	had	become	

demoralized	with	the	direction	the	Danish	government	was	going	in.	Oliver	

explains,	that	the	only	focus	they	had	was	on	bringing	long	term	unemployed	

back	into	the	job	market	and	for	Oliver,	this	was	not	the	point	and	was	not	even	

realistic	based	on	his	experiences	(Appendix	3).	The	fact,	that	Oliver	feels	that	

way,	is	supported	by	the	interview	with	Sophian	Drif,	where	he	states	that	if	Bybi	
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scales	they	will	put	even	more	homeless	people	into	the	job	market	(Appendix	

1).	This	difference	between	Sophian	and	Oliver	is	exactly	what	Oliver	feels	is	the	

biggest	problem	with	the	government	trying	to	define	and	box	how	the	social	

entrepreneur	should	work.	

	

Oliver	explains,	that	he	has	a	passion	for	nature	and	biodiversity	and	this	is	in	

part	what	led	him	to	the	field	of	honey	making.	However,	he	is	educated	as	an	

anthropologist	and	through	his	work	in	Africa,	Vietnam	and	England	has	gained	a	

lot	of	experience	and	knowledge	about	social	business	models.	These	two	

passions	combined	led	him	to	create	Bybi	(Appendix	3).	Because	of	his	

experience	he	knew,	that	his	success	depended	on	organizing	and	creating	

partnerships	with	like-minded	organizations.	He	wanted	to	create	an	

organization	with	as	much	social	inclusion	as	possible,	therefore	he	entered	into	

partnerships	with	Danish	Red	Cross	to	engage	with	the	homeless	and	give	them	

the	opportunity	to	be	a	part	of	Bybi.	He	also	collaborated	with	Sundholm	centret,	

where	they	get	all	their	frames	and	woodwork	for	the	honey	production	

(Bybi.dk).	Oliver	was	creating	an	organization	with	a	dual	purpose	from	the	start	

and	was	in	fact	creating	a	hybrid	organization.	As	such,	Oliver	was	acutely	aware	

of	the	challenges	facing	his	organization	and	knew	that	financing	would	need	to	

be	done	through	partnerships.	The	members	within	the	organization,	is	the	

socially	vulnerable	and	was	from	the	beginning	focused	on	the	homeless,	but	has	

expanded	to	other	groups	including	refugees.	Bybi	has	managed	to	empower	

more	socially	vulnerable,	even	though	they	have	a	higher	focus	on	their	business	

purpose.	However,	as	Oliver	explains,	in	the	beginning	he	had	an	idea,	that	the	

socially	vulnerable	within	the	organization	could	maintain	some	of	the	beehives,	

but	quickly	realised,	that	this	was	too	much	responsibility	for	them	and	had	an	

opposite	effect	of	discouraging	the	members	because	they	failed	(Appendix	3).	

This	led	to	Oliver	taking	inventory	of	the	tasks	involved	in	the	honey	production	

and	creating	a	system	of	tasks,	which	they	could	handle	and	could	be	managed	

from	their	main	office	in	Sundholmen	(Appendix	3A).	This	also	led	to	a	stronger	

organizational	culture,	because	they	all	meet	at	the	same	hours	every	week	and	

sit	and	talk,	when	they	perform	their	tasks.	There	is	a	very	relaxed	focus	on	

quantity,	but	no	lack	of	focus	on	the	quality	of	the	tasks	being	performed.	For	
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example,	one	of	the	tasks	is	to	put	the	labels	on	the	honey	jars	and	the	manager	

Penelope	had	a	very	good	eye	for	spotting	if	the	labels	were	crooked	or	in	some	

other	way	not	correct.	This	does	not	mean,	that	Penelope	was	tough,	but	merely	

creates	a	working	environment,	where	they	work	at	the	pace	they	want,	but	do	

their	work	properly	(Appendix	3A).	As	Oliver	explains,	they	are	still	very	much	

focused	on	their	social	purpose,	but	are	shifting	their	focus	towards	being	more	

focused	on	their	business	purpose,	because	that	automatically	increases	their	

social	purpose.	

	

	In	the	following	section	the	first	sub	research	question	will	be	answered	based	

on	the	previous	analysis	and	the	answer	will	lead	into	a	discussion	of	the	answer.	

	

5.3	SRQ:	How	do	Bybi	and	KBHFF	structure	their	organizations?	
The	beginning	for	Bybi	and	KBHFF	was	quite	different,	but	both	organizations	

have	in	fact	ended	up	with	the	same	hybrid	organization,	which	the	government	

defines	as	a	social	business	model,	because	of	its	dual	purpose	of	both	having	a	

social	purpose	and	a	business	purpose.	Furthermore,	both	organizations	have	

autonomy	from	the	state	and	are	creating	better	finances	through	partnerships	

with	like-minded	organization	and	thereby	creating	win/win	situations	for	

themselves	and	their	partners	in	business.	They	have	both	managed	to	build	a	

strong	organizational	culture,	which	is	to	a	different	degree	dependant	on	the	

motivation	of	their	members.	Both	of	the	organizations	are	driven	by	passion	for	

the	work	the	organization	is	performing	and	are	as	such	depending	on	intrinsic	

motivation	within	the	members	of	their	organization.	Furthermore,	they	have	

created	a	culture	that	is	concerned	with	impact	and	authenticity.	Therefore,	the	

next	section	of	this	chapter	will	be	concerned	with	how	they	motivate	and	

empower	their	members.		
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5.4	Intrinsic	motivation	and	Empowerment	
The	first	part	of	the	analysis	has	made	it	clear,	that	both	Bybi	and	KBHFF	are	

structuring	their	organizations	towards	the	hybrid	model,	which	is	in	turn	the	

same	as	the	social	business	model	as	defined	by	the	Ministry	of	Business	

(Appendix	1).	One	of	the	important	characteristics	for	success	with	the	hybrid	

model	is	the	ability	to	motivate	your	members	or	beneficiaries	intrinsically.	

However,	the	way	Bybi	and	KBHFF	actually	manage	to	motivate	the	beneficiaries	

of	their	organization	are	different,	so	in	the	following	section	KBHFF	will	be	

analysed,	followed	by	Bybi	and	tied	together	in	the	end,	to	answer	the	second	

sub	research	question	–	How	do	Bybi	and	KBHFF	motivate	the	members	of	their	

organization?	

	

5.4.1	KBHFF	
For	KBHFF	the	most	obvious	motivation	for	joining	is	the	fact,	that	you	join	a	

community	of	like-minded	individuals	with	a	common	goal	of	furthering	ecology	

and	locally	grown	vegetables.	The	Self-determination	Theory	and	the	three	

factors,	that	affect	how	the	intrinsic	motivation	occurs	within	autonomy,	

competence	and	belonging	will	be	used	to	explain	how	they	create	intrinsic	

motivation	in	their	members.	Furthermore	the	theories	of	the	empowerment	

processes	will	follow	and	show	how	they	empower	their	members	to	live	their	

beliefs	and	values	in	an	authentic	way.	

	

Jonas	explains,	that	after	they	restricted	their	organization,	they	still	had	a	focus	

on	autonomy	for	each	branch.	Each	branch	creates	their	own	intake	model,	

based	on	the	guidelines	created	at	the	crisis	meeting,	which	led	to	the	

restructuring	of	the	organization.	Each	branch	has	a	high	degree	of	autonomy	to	

structure	the	members	like	they	want	to	(Appendix	2).	However,	on	the	

competence	level,	the	tasks	needed	to	be	performed	are	relatively	basic	and	is	

pretty	much	something	everybody	can	do.	The	shifts,	which	you	choose	yourself,	

range	from	“packing	shifts”	where	you	pack	the	vegetables	into	bags	to	a	

“hyggevagt”,	which	is	about	making	coffee	and	making	sure	everybody	is	feeling	

good,	perhaps	bake	a	cake	or	other	activities	the	person	would	find	cosy	

(Appendix	2A).		At	the	introduction	meeting,	it	is	made	clear	that	they	have	a	
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high	focus	on	community	and	want	to	engage	their	members	in	the	organization	

and	encourages	new	members	to	make	suggestions	for	activities	if	they	have	any	

skills	or	talents	they	feel	they	would	like	to	share.	Jonas	explains,	that	at	one	of	

the	branches	a	guy	is	arranging	a	weekly	yoga	class,	which	is	very	successful	

(Appendix	2).		

	

The	way,	that	KBHFF	allows	for	people	to	have	a	high	degree	of	self-

determination	through	autonomy,	a	possibility	of	using	their	competencies	and	a	

sense	of	belonging,	creates	a	situation	where	they	actually	have	external	factors	

of	pressure	being	internalised.	The	external	factors	are	of	course	the	three	hours	

a	month	they	have	to	allocate	and	the	pretty	mundane	tasks	they	have	to	

perform.	However,	management	is	perceived	as	a	supporting	factor	because	of	

the	trust	they	have	in	their	members.	At	the	introduction	meeting,	they	explain,	

that	the	branch	is	highly	independent	and	if	anybody	wants	to	change	something	

they	can	do	it	in	their	own	branch	without	involving	management	unless	it	is	

something	directly	concerned	with	the	produce	(Appendix	2A).	At	the	

introduction	meeting,	it	is	also	obvious	that	the	members	are	proud	of	their	

membership	and	they	talk	about	the	climate	and	how	it	is	necessary	to	create	a	

more	sustainable	way	of	farming	and	that	is	what	they	are	doing	through	their	

membership.	However	for	one	of	the	newcomers	at	the	introduction	meeting	it	

seems	like	the	community	part	is	too	much.	He	explains,	that	he	did	not	

understand	in	advance,	that	they	had	to	put	in	working	hours	and	makes	it	clear,	

that	he	does	not	feel	like	he	has	time	to	be	a	part	of	the	community	(Appendix	

2A).	This	seems	like	a	successful	sorting,	because	if	that	guy	would	not	have	had	

such	an	informing	introduction	meeting,	he	would	have	probably	joined,	been	

one	of	the	members	who	would	only	go	once.	Therefore,	the	idea	of	creating	

more	structured	intake	models,	like	Jonas	explains	have	been	a	focus,	has	

worked	out	pretty	well.	

	

The	members	have	even	managed	to	internalise	the	tasks	through	a	feeling	of	

high-perceived	autonomy	and	the	ability	to	express	their	own	values	through	the	

organization.	Jonas	explains,	that	he	feels	like	he	is	creating	an	impact	and	

gaining	meaning	through	the	organization.	Because,	as	Jonas	explains	he	is	
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creating	impact	by	helping	the	farmers	produce	the	vegetables	in	a	sustainable	

way.	He	goes	on	to	explain,	that	for	him,	because	he	is	living	in	the	city	it	is	

extremely	important	for	him	to	be	true	to	himself	and	live	in	a	more	sustainable	

way.	He	derives	meaning	through	working	for	and	being	a	member	of	KBHFF	

and	that	makes	him	work	a	lot	and	spend	a	lot	more	hours	on	the	work,	than	

what	is	actually	allocated	for	him	(Appendix	2).	This	means,	that	for	Jonas	he	has	

internalised	his	work	hours,	by	moving	from	external	locus	of	causality	to	

internal	locus	of	causality	allowing	him	to	work	more	hours,	than	he	is	getting	

paid,	but	still	derive	a	high	degree	of	meaning	and	impact	from	his	job.	

	

5.4.2	Bybi	
For	Bybi	the	members	or	the	beneficiaries	are	the	socially	vulnerable.	The	

socially	vulnerable	has	been	an	expanding	group	for	Bybi.	They	started	out	with	

a	focus	on	the	homeless,	but	have	expanded	to	included	refugees	as	well.	For	

Bybi	however,	it	is	only	in	their	social	purpose	statement	that	they	call	them	the	

socially	vulnerable,	instead	they	call	them	assistants	inside	of	the	organization	

(Bybi.dk).	Oliver	explains	that,	even	though	the	narrative	for	Bybi	is	that	they	are	

putting	homeless	people	into	the	job	market	that	is	not	at	all	what	they	are	

doing.	In	fact,	it	is	not	even	what	they	want	to	do.	They	want	to	create	a	

community,	a	place	where	the	members	can	feel	a	sense	of	belonging	and	

perhaps	make	a	little	money	selling	honey.	Oliver	stresses	the	fact,	that	they	have	

hired	some	of	their	assistants	for	a	couple	of	hours	a	week	where	they	pay	them	

a	small	amount	on	top	of	their	benefits,	but	believes	strongly,	that	they	come	for	

the	community	and	the	identity	created	by	the	work.	The	give	their	assistants	a	

small	introduction	and	education	in	honey	production	but	do	not	expect	them	to	

become	professional	beekeepers	(Appendix	3).		

	

The	assistants	at	Bybi	are	influenced	by	extrinsic	and	intrinsic	motivation.	The	

extrinsic	motivation	is	through	the	payment	they	receive	and	the	hours	they	

have	to	put	in	to	get	them.	However,	they	are	also	intrinsically	motivated	

through	a	high	degree	of	autonomy	and	belonging.	They	also	get	educated	in	

honey	production	and	a	boost	in	competence	is	to	be	expected	which	in	return	

enhances	the	intrinsic	motivation	in	the	assistants	(Bybi.dk).		
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For	one	of	the	members	of	Bybi,	a	refugee	from	Syria,	the	motivation	and	

empowerment	he	feels	is	obvious.	His	name	is	Aref	and	used	to	be	a	beekeeper	in	

Syria.	Aref	explains	to	me,	with	a	little	help	from	Oliver,	that	being	able	to	utilize	

his	skills	and	do	what	he	loves	to	do,	have	been	a	fantastic	experience	and	he	

seems	very	happy	to	be	part	of	Bybi	(Appendix	3A).	Oliver	explains	that,	they	

were	giving	one	of	their	many	lections	in	honey	production	and	biodiversity,	

where	he	could	see	in	Aref	that	he	was	interested.	However,	in	the	beginning	

Aref	did	not	speak	a	word	of	Danish,	but	his	passion	for	the	work	was	obvious	to	

Oliver	and	he	brought	him	out	to	the	offices	and	Oliver	could	see	the	enthusiasm	

in	Aref	and	decided	to	hire	him	part	time	for	honey	production.	Now	he	speaks	

pretty	well	Danish	and	is	an	important	part	of	Bybi	as	a	professional	beekeeper	

(Appendix	3).		The	example	of	Aref	is	a	prime	example	of	successful	social	

inclusion	and	without	a	doubt	a	benefit	for	the	Danish	society,	because	of	the	

integrating	nature	of	Aref´s	membership	of	Bybi.	What	Bybi	are	doing	with	Aref,	

is	exactly	what	Sophian	Drif	described	as	one	of	the	main	focuses	for	the	Danish	

Ministry	of	Business.	The	ability	to	enable	people,	who	would	otherwise	not	

enter	the	job	market,	to	enter	into	the	job	market	(Appendix	1).	For	the	other	

two	assistants	I	met	at	the	offices	in	Sundholmen,	the	motivation	seems	to	be	a	

little	different.	They	are	definitely	also	intrinsically	motivated	through	the	self-

determination	factors,	but	not	in	the	same	degree	as	Aref.	Because,	as	one	of	

them	explains	to	me,	he	is	happy	to	have	a	place	to	go	two	times	a	week	and	to	

have	met	Oliver	and	enjoys	the	company	of	the	other	members	of	the	

organization	(Appendix	3A).	It	seems	like	they	all	are	proud	in	their	work	and	

feels	like	Oliver	gave	them	an	opportunity	and	as	such	does	not	want	to	let	him	

down.	They	know	Oliver	has	a	great	trust	in	them	and	this	seems	to	have	allowed	

them	to	internalize	the	tasks	and	get	a	genuine	sense	of	empowerment	through	

working	at	Bybi.	As	a	last	point	in	regards	to	creating	a	feeling	of	empowerment	

in	the	members	of	Bybi,	should	be	mentioned	the	fact,	that	Oliver	refers	to	them	

as	assistants,	which	creates	a	sense	of	community	in	the	members	and	further	a	

feeling	of	competence	and	impact.	
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The	previous	analysis	of	the	motivation	and	empowerment	in	both	KBHFF	and	

Bybi	will	be	used	to	answer	the	second	sub	research	question	and	lead	into	the	

last	part	of	the	analysis	concerning	scalability.	

	

5.5	SRQ:	How	do	Bybi	and	KBHFF	motivate	and	empower	the	members	of	
their	organizations?	
For	Bybi	and	KBHFF	they	both	manage	to	motivate	their	members	intrinsically	

by	giving	them	self-determination	through	autonomy,	competence	and	

belonging.	The	degree	of	intrinsic	motivation	is	different	in	Bybi	and	KBHFF.	In	

Bybi	the	members	are	intrinsically	motivated,	and	the	members	have	become	

reliant	on	the	community	which	allows	them	to	internalize	tasks	and	values	from	

Bybi.	In	KBHFF	they	are	also	intrinsically	motivated,	but	the	empowerment	

made	possible	through	the	organization	is	the	most	important	factor	for	the	

members.	The	ability	to	live	their	values	and	beliefs	through	KBHFF	is	how	they	

are	able	to	internalize	otherwise	pretty	mundane	tasks	and	yield	value	and	

meaning	through	a	perception	of	authenticity	in	the	work.			

	

The	next	part	of	the	analysis	will	use	the	findings	from	the	first	two	parts	of	the	

analysis	to	understand	and	investigate	the	scalability	of	both	Bybi	and	KBHFF.	

	

5.6	Scalability	
This	last	part	of	the	analysis	will	investigate	how	Bybi	and	KBHFF	have	managed	

to	scale,	through	the	exploratory	lens	built	through	the	literary	review	and	the	

findings	from	the	sub	research	question	already	answered.	The	reason	for	going	

into	scalability	is	because	of	the	emphasis	put	on	this	by	Sophian	Drif	in	the	

initial	interview	(Appendix	1).	The	analysis	will	go	into	scalable	learning,	scalable	

systems,	spread	ability	and	peoples	role	in	scaling,	the	role	of	management	and	

processes	are	critical	to	scale.	This	part	will	be	divided	in	the	same	way	as	the	

previous	parts,	where	the	analysis	starts	with	KBHFF	and	moves	to	Bybi	and	the	

end	of	the	chapter	it	will	be	out	together	in	order	to	answer	the	Research	

Question:	What	are	the	influences	on	scalability	for	the	social	business	model	in	

Denmark?	
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5.6.1	KBHFF	
For	KBHFF	the	beginning	of	the	organization	must	have	been	chaotic	for	

everybody	within	the	organization.	No	clear	guidelines	for	anything	and	no	clear	

structure	of	the	members	or	the	processes	within	the	organization,	but	a	clear	

social	purpose	nonetheless.	However,	after	the	crisis	meeting	and	the	

restructuring	into	the	hybrid	model	the	organization	found	it	self	in	a	much	more	

stable	situation	and	with	the	hiring	of	Jonas	and	a	bookkeeper	and	a	highly	

motivated	membership,	the	organization	seemed	to	be	in	a	position	ready	for	

scaling.		

	

As	alluded	to	earlier	in	the	analysis	KBHFF	started	out	with	very	poor	

communication	and	no	real	guideline	for	handling	complaints	or	questions.	

However,	as	Jonas	explains,	one	of	the	things	he	has	a	special	focus	on	have	been	

to	further	communication	and	create	protocols	for	complaints	or	general	

questions.	In	fact	Jonas	spends	a	lot	of	his	time	fixing	intern	problems	between	

members	(Appendix	2).	Jonas	has	as	a	management	representative,	pushed	

through	a	better	communication	by	creating	the	wiki	on	their	webpage,	which	is	

built	by	the	members	on	the	framework	he	created.	Jonas	explains,	that	the	

members	have	been	highly	motivated	to	build	their	own	wiki	for	each	branch	

and	he	was	surprised	at	how	fast	it	got	built	after	he	send	out	the	emails.	This	

effectiveness	and	speed	in	which	it	got	built,	and	the	constant	state	of	

improvement	of	the	wiki	speaks	to	the	motivation	of	the	members	and	clarifies	

the	need	for	good	communication.	All	the	processes	for	each	branch,	is	also	going	

to	be	visible	on	the	wiki	and	that	are	being	created	by	the	members	of	each	

branch.	This	means	that	they	are	in	fact	hitting	the	trifecta	of	having;	good	

people,	a	great	management	and	a	handle	on	the	processes	-	according	to	the	

theory	from	the	art	of	scalability	and	the	system	should	thus	be	able	to	scale.		

	

However,	as	Jonas	explains,	they	started	out	with	15	members	and	now	have	

15000	members,	but	they	only	expect	1500	to	be	active.	KBHFF	has	clearly	

managed	to	grow	and	expand	their	membership	base,	so	what	made	the	idea	

spread	so	well,	but	apparently	did	not	stick	for	most	people?		
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First	of	all,	it	is	already	established	in	the	second	sub	research	answer,	that	the	

values	and	beliefs	of	KBHFF	are	in	line	with	that	of	their	members.	That	is	one	of	

the	factors	that	make	people	spread	ideas	in	their	own	network.	Jonas	also	

explains,	that	they	have	Facebook	groups	for	each	of	the	branches.	These	are	

constantly	being	used	and	are	also	a	place	where	it	is	possible	to	reach	all	of	the	

members	with	activities	or	events	(Appendix	2).		

	

The	reason	for	not	retaining	one’s	membership	could	be	found	in	the	four	factors	

also	necessary	for	an	organization	to	spread.	If	we	look	at	the	relative	advantages	

as	Jonas	explains	that	compared	to	a	premade	vegetable	bag	from	Løgimose,	

their	bag	is	a	little	cheaper	if	you	consider	it	on	price	alone.	Their	vegetable	bags	

are	100	kr.	and	Løgimose	is	138	kr.	However,	if	you	count	the	three	work	hours	

and	the	annual	fee,	it	is	not	cheaper	at	all	(Appendix	2).	This	means	that	the	

relative	advantage	is	not	that	great	compared	to	Løgimose.	However,	the	

compatibility	should	be	easy,	because	if	you	are	buying	vegetable	anyway,	it	

should	be	a	smooth	path	to	replacing	it	with	KBHFFs	vegetable	bags.	The	

complexity	of	the	service	offered	from	KBHFF	is	pretty	easily	perceived	and	the	

integration	of	the	service	should	be	easy	if	you	want	to	put	in	the	time.	The	

trialability	and	observability	is	not	really	of	high	concern	for	KBHFF.	They	are	

experimenting	with	creating	premade	recipes	to	put	in	the	bag,	but	have	not	

done	it	yet	(Appendix	2).	KBHFF	is	perhaps	lacking	a	bit	on	the	five	factors	for	

spreading	and	adopting	of	their	services	and	this	could	also	help	explain	some	of	

the	problems	with	membership	retention	that	the	organization	is	experiencing.	

	

The	following	will	investigate	the	different	kinds	of	scalability	put	forth	in	the	

literary	review	in	regards	to	KBHFF.	On	the	administrative	level,	they	have	tried	

to	handle	the	increasing	membership	by	better	intake	models	and	clear	

definition	of	task	and	routines	(processes).	On	the	functional	level	they	have	

added	layers	of	activities,	such	as	yoga,	baking	and	other	activities	without	

compromising	the	organization	as	a	whole,	because	the	activities	are	usually	for	

each	individual	branch	and	only	build	on	the	shared	values	in	this	particular	

branch.	At	the	geographical	level,	they	have	managed	to	scale	by	creating	a	

common	stock,	thereby	reducing	the	transportation	without	compromising	on	
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their	own	performance,	in	fact	it	has	increased,	because	the	members	now	know	

exactly	when	the	vegetables	will	arrive	(KBHFF.dk).	Before,	their	driver	would	

have	to	go	around	to	nine	different	locations,	now	he	is	going	to	one	shared	stock	

and	they	themselves	manage	and	distribute	the	produce	from	their	common	

stock	to	the	different	branches	(Appendix	2).	The	common	stock	was	also	

essential	to	deal	with	the	increase	in	load	following	the	increase	in	members.	

	

The	load	or	product	is	also	connected	to	the	organizations	horizontal	scalability.	

With	the	membership	being	so	high	they	naturally	had	an	increase	in	capacity	to	

fruits	as	well,	because	of	a	demand	from	the	members	(Appendix	2).	This	was	

organized	through	multiple	connections	with	different	farmers,	which	they	

themselves	have	approved,	by	going	out	and	looking	at	how	they	produce	and	

establishing	partnership	with	the	farmers	who	produce	according	to	their	values	

of	ecology	and	sustainability.	It	was	fairly	easy	for	KBHFF	to	expand	their	

product	range	to	include	fruits,	making	a	fruit	bag	available	for	their	members	as	

well,	because	of	the	huge	networks	of	farmers	they	already	had	(KBHFF.dk).	

	

In	the	case	of	KBHFF	creating	spreadable	media	content,	Jonas	explains	that	

KBHFF	are	sharing	and	circulating	the	wiki	in	the	different	branch	groups	on	

Facebook.	This	allows	for	spread	ability	through	circulation	by	the	members,	who	

can	make	corrections	and	additions	and	discuss	internally	in	the	groups	and	they	

have	as	such	created	a	participatory	culture	where	everybody	within	the	

organization	can	be	heard.	This	also	enables	easier	circulation	of	the	purpose	

and	values	of	KBHFF	through	their	own	networks	by	simply	sharing	links	to	the	

wiki	of	the	individual	branches	of	KBHFF	(Appendix	2).	

	

Jonas	explains,	that	they	are	actually	happy	with	the	amount	of	members	they	

have	and	are	focusing	on	retaining	the	members	by	involving	them	as	much	as	

possible,	because	retention	of	members	is	their	biggest	problem.	Curiously	

enough	if	all	members	were	active	they	would	have	a	problem	with	delivering	

enough	products	to	the	branches	(Appendix	2).	This	way	of	involving	the	

members	through	activities	and	creating	communication	platforms	on	Facebook	
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and	on	their	own	webpage	is	actually	scalable	learning	and	should	be	in	focus	in	

a	social	business	like	theirs,	where	members	are	intrinsically	motivated.		

	

5.6.2	Bybi	
For	Bybi,	the	beginning	was	much	more	structured	and	organized	than	KBHFF,	

because	of	the	experience	Oliver,	the	CEO	of	Bybi,	had	from	previously	working	

with	social	business	development.	Therefore,	Oliver	explains	that	the	idea	for	

Bybi	actually	came	to	him	when	he	was	biking	home	from	a	party	through	the	

city	of	Copenhagen	and	saw	a	beehive	(Appendix	3).	This	analysis	will	start	by	

examine	how	Oliver	managed	to	start	by	going	through	the	five	point,	that	an	

organization	should	be	aware	of	according	to	Say	(2013).	

		

The	first	thing	Oliver	did	before	starting	Bybi,	was	to	examine	the	honey	

production	industry	in	Copenhagen	and	realised	that	it	seemed	to	be	a	dying	

profession.	This	knowledge	he	acquired	from	an	old	beekeeper	he	established	a	

connection	with	(Appendix	3).	It	is	clear,	that	Oliver	investigated	and	thus	knows	

the	industry	of	honey	production	before	he	went	into	the	actual	production.	

Secondly,	as	for	the	speeding	up	the	product	development,	Oliver	takes	his	time	

and	because	the	market	for	honey	production	in	Copenhagen	is	practically	none	

existing	this	point	is	not	of	great	concern	for	him	and	his	plan	for	developing	

Bybi.		The	third	point,	build	the	management	team	has	been	a	focus	point	for	him,	

especially	in	the	beginning.	Oliver	explains	that,	he	started	out	by	hiring	one	

beekeeper	to	train	his	members,	which	were	a	socially	vulnerable	group	and	

focused	on	the	homeless.	However,	as	Oliver	goes	on	to	explain,	even	though	the	

homeless	usually	showed	great	interest	and	did	actually	learn	what	they	needed	

to,	he	could	not	rely	on	them	and	some	of	the	productions	suffered	in	the	

beginning.	This	lead	to	him	hiring	professional	beekeepers	for	the	actual	tending	

of	the	beehives	and	found	out	which	task	the	homeless	could	do	through	

dialogue	(Appendix	3).	The	fourth	point,	focus	on	financing	is	definitely	a	focal	

point	for	Bybi	from	the	beginning.	Oliver	explains	that	they	are	completely	

independent	from	the	government	and	the	focus	for	Bybi	was	to	build	

partnerships	with	likeminded	organizations	(Appendix	3).	The	fifth	point,	don´t	
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prioritise	seems	to	have	happened	automatically	and	because	of	Oliver´s	vast	

experience	with	social	business	development.	

	

After	the	first	year,	it	seems	Oliver	had	all	these	points	under	control	and	had	

created	a	scalable	organization.	However,	because	of	the	initial	narrative	for	

Bybi,	“They	were	putting	homeless	people	into	the	job	market	as	beekeepers”	

they	got	a	lot	of	media	attention	and	won	the	prize	for	best	social	business	in	

2013	(Socialvirksomhed.dk).	This	free	publicity	must	have	created	great	

opportunities	for	them	to	make	partnerships	and	probably	had	a	great	effect	on	

the	ability	for	Bybi	to	scale.	

	

Bybi	has	also	managed	to	spread	to	almost	all	the	different	parts	of	the	city	and	

establish	many	partnerships	with	regular	business	entities	like	for	instance	

Carlsberg,	the	Danish	brewing	company.	The	next	section	will	examine	the	

spread	ability	of	Bybi	through	the	five	points	described	by	Burkus	(2014).	

The	relative	advantage	for	the	consumer	is	quite	obvious.	First	of	all	they	state	

their	social	mission	on	a	pamphlet	you	get	with	any	honey	product.	Also,	the	

novelty	of	buying	local	honey	is	for	most	people	perceived	as	a	good	thing	

(Appendix	3A).	The	compatibility	is	easy	because	its	honey	and	unless	you	are	in	

need	of	a	very	special	kind	of	honey	you	can	find	it	at	Bybi.	The	complexity	is	also	

easy	for	the	consumers	to	comprehend.	For	trialability	there	are	different	ways	

to	experiment	with	the	product.	Firstly,	it’s	a	great	gift	for	people	living	in	the	

areas,	where	they	produce	the	honey.	Secondly,	Bybi	is	arranging	gatherings,	

where	people	can	come	and	get	educated	on	honey	production	and	can	even	join	

in	if	they	feel	like	it	(Bybi.dk).	The	observability	for	Bybi	has	increased	a	lot	over	

the	years.	As	Oliver	explains,	they	started	out	mainly	with	the	shop	in	

Sundholmen,	which	is	also	their	main	office,	but	now	they	are	in	shops	all	over	

the	city	(Appendix	3).	On	the	webpage	for	Bybi	you	can	see	the	shops	who	are	

selling	their	products	and	they	range	from	everything	from	the	Copenhagen	

Tivoli	to	big	mainstream	stores	like	Kvickly.	Oliver	explains,	that	they	just	

recently	made	a	partnership	with	Dansk	Supermarked,	which	let	them	distribute	

their	product	to	all	of	the	Føtex	shops	in	Copenhagen	(Appendix	3A).	This	high	
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degree	of	visibility	however	is	a	recently	established	partnership,	but	Oliver	

expects	to	see	an	increase	next	year.		

	

This	initial	determination	of	the	scalable	nature	of	Bybi	leads	the	analysis	into	

the	question	of	what	kind	of	scaling,	according	to	the	literary	review,	are	Bybi	

actually	doing.	In	the	following	part	the	scalability	of	Bybi	will	be	examined.	

	

For	Bybi,	Oliver	explains	that	after	determining	which	tasks	were	suitable	for	

their	assistants,	it	was	fairly	easy	to	accommodate	more	members.	This	has	

created	administrative	scalability	within	the	organization	without	compromising	

the	performance.	They	have	even	expanded	their	socially	vulnerable	groups	to	

refugees	by	going	to	refugee	centres	and	doing	events.	Oliver	explains	that	first	

year,	they	did	not	train	that	many,	but	this	year	they	have	trained	approximately	

80	people	ranging	from	homeless	to	refugees	(Appendix	3).	On	the	functional	

scalability	they	have	greatly	increased	the	organization	through	better	

machinery	for	putting	the	honey	in	jars	and	labelling	machines	for	the	honey	jars	

(Appendix	3A).	On	the	geographic	scalability	they	have	also	managed	to	increase	

their	activities	through	an	increase	in	partnerships	with	organization	such	as	

Carlsberg	and	Meyers	bakery	(Bybi.dk).	On	their	load	scalability	Bybi	has	greatly	

expanded	their	product	line,	with	beers	and	candy	containing	their	honey.	This	is	

a	natural	expansion	made	possible	because	of	the	increase	in	their	honey	

production.	As	Oliver	explains,	the	first	year	they	produced	800	kg	of	honey,	but	

this	year	they	have	an	expectation	of	10	tons	of	honey.	This	increase	has	

naturally	led	to	more	assistants	being	trained,	but	as	Oliver	stresses,	that	is	not	

how	they	measure	their	social	purpose.	In	fact,	they	do	not	have	a	real	

measurement,	but	are	satisfied	with	knowing	that	their	members	are	happy	and	

feel	a	sense	of	belonging.	He	goes	on	to	explain,	that	in	the	beginning	they	were	

more	concerned	with	the	effect	of	their	social	purpose,	but	quickly	found	that	it	

did	not	make	a	lot	of	sense	for	them	to	measure	it	because	the	only	reason	to	do	

so,	was	because	the	government	wanted	them	to,	but	it	had	little	value	for	them	

as	an	organization	(Appendix	3).	
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Because	of	the	increase	in	honey	production	they	have	been	able	to	experiment	

and	create	different	products	(Appendix	3).	This	horizontal	scaling	has	also	made	

them	more	attractive	to	regular	shops	and	has	created	the	opportunity	for	them	

to	grow	horizontally	by	getting	their	products	into	Føtex,	Kvickly	and	

Superbrugsen	all	over	Copenhagen	(Bybi.dk).	The	tasks	connected	to	these	new	

products	have	been	easily	adopted	by	the	members	of	the	organization,	because	

Oliver	knew,	that	the	tasks	would	have	to	be	similar	to	the	pre-existing	ones	in	

the	degree	of	difficulty	(Appendix	3A).	

	

In	the	two	previous	parts,	it	has	been	analysed	what	kind	of	scaling	Bybi	and	

KBHFF	have	achieved.	The	following	part	will	answer	the	research	question	and	

use	the	findings	from	the	sub	research	question	as	basis	for	the	answer.	After	the	

research	question	a	section	will	discuss	the	answer	and	lead	into	the	conclusion.	

	

5.7	Research	Question:	What	are	the	influences	on	scalability	for	the	social	
business	model	in	Denmark?	
The	analysis	has	revealed	that	both	organizations	has	organized	as	hybrid	

organization	with	a	dual	purpose,	where	the	prominent	one	is	the	social	purpose	

and	the	second	being	their	business	purpose.	Both	organizations	have	managed	

to	create	organizations	with	strong	values	and	beliefs	that	lead	to	the	members	

of	the	organization	being	highly	intrinsically	motivated	through	empowerment	

and	a	feeling	of	self	determination	through	autonomy	and	belonging	to	a	

community.	This	has	allowed	the	members	to	internalise	otherwise	mundane	

tasks	and	become	advocates	for	the	organization	through	their	own	networks.	

Both	of	the	organizations	have	managed	to	scale	on	different	levels.		

For	KBHFF,	the	ability	to	adapt	and	increase	communications	have	been	

essential	and	created	a	participatory	culture,	which	in	turn	has	facilitated	

scalable	learning.	Furthermore,	they	have	scaled	on	the	vertical	level,	but	are	

focusing	on	retaining	their	members	and	as	such	are	satisfied	with	the	size	of	

their	organization,	but	rather	want	to	further	their	social	purpose	by	circulation	

by	their	members.	

For	Bybi,	the	scaling	has	mostly	been	on	the	horizontal	level	through	product	

expansion.	This	has	let	them	to	focus	on	their	business	side	and	put	a	greater	
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emphasis	on	partnerships.	They	have	also	grown	a	lot	by	increasing	the	places	

where	their	products	can	be	purchase	and	the	increase	in	products	have	led	to	a	

greater	amount	of	assistants.	However,	that	is	not	have	they	measure	their	social	

purpose,	they	prefer	to	gauge	the	satisfaction	of	their	members.	

	

5.8	Discussion	
The	discussion	will	go	into	the	consequences	of	the	analytical	findings	and	seek	

to	understand	what	they	actually	mean	and	how	they	could	yield	further	

research	into	the	social	business	mode	in	Denmark.	The	discussion	starts	with	

Bybi	and	KBHFF	and	end	with	a	longer	discussion	into	what	the	government	

could	learn	from	the	findings.	

	

For	both	Bybi	and	KBHFF	it	would	be	interesting	to	know	the	practicalities	of	

how	the	partnerships	actually	came	to	light.	For	KBHFF	it	is	quite	obvious	

because	they	share	a	common	goal	with	the	farmers	and	actually	enables	them	to	

stay	in	business	of	growing	vegetables	in	an	ecological,	seasonal	fashion.	

However,	in	the	case	of	Bybi,	the	partnerships	are	not	quite	as	obvious,	do	they	

get	the	money	in	advance	and	then	go	and	setup	the	beehives	or	do	they	have	

sufficient	liquidity	to	take	on	the	initial	investment	and	then	get	paid	after	they	

deliver	the	honey?	It	is	also	not	quite	clear,	exactly	when	Oliver	put	together	the	

board	for	Bybi,	because	it	seems	like	it	has	yielded	a	lot	of	network	and	

connections	and	it	would	be	interesting	to	know	exactly	how	that	board	came	

together,	because	it	is	consisting	of	a	seemingly	wide	variety	of	business	people,	

with	backgrounds	ranging	from	CSR	to	entrepreneurship	(Bybi.dk).	These	

questions	would	have	been	interesting,	but	the	data	collected	is	not	sufficient	for	

further	exploration	on	the	topic.	

	

For	KBHFF	it	would	probably	have	been	interesting	to	conduct	interviews	with	

long	term	members	of	the	organization	to	find	out	how	they	perceived	the	

changes	and	how	included	they	felt	in	creating	the	statutes.	Because	of	Jonas	

involvement	in	the	crisis	meeting	and	him	being	part	of	the	management	of	

KBHFF	he	could	be	biased	towards	making	KBHFF	seem	more	attracting	than	it	

actually	is.	However,	without	data	from	other	long-term	members	who	is	not	
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directly	involved	in	management,	his	interview	was	the	essential,	together	with	

the	observational	notes	from	the	introduction	meeting.	At	the	meeting	there	was	

only	one	existing	member	and	the	rest	were	newcomers.	This	yielded	interesting	

data,	but	it	would	have	been	good	to	have	time	to	actually	become	a	member	and	

meet	the	members	on	that	level.	This	could	have	created	a	stronger	indication	of	

the	motivations	and	the	empowerment	processes	the	member’s	feel.	

Furthermore,	it	would	also	be	interesting	to	go	deeper	into	how	the	government	

view	them	and	see	if	they	could	find	a	different	way	of	measuring	their	social	

impact	that	is	better	suited	for	an	organization	working	with	a	social	purpose	

directed	towards	a	target	group.	

	

For	Bybi	the	future	will	yield	more	observation	since	I	have	actually	become	part	

of	the	volunteering	team	and	will	try	to	go	once	a	week	to	help	out	and	

participate	in	the	honey	production	with	the	assistants.	It	would	be	interesting	to	

do	a	longitudinal	study	to	observe	how	the	assistants	develop	and	actually	grows	

and	becomes	part	of	the	community	in	Bybi.	Oliver	made	hints	towards	the	fact	

that	they	have	had	some	troubles	between	their	assistants,	so	how	they	handle	

that	would	be	interesting	to	know	and	could	yield	further	research	into	the	

practices	of	Bybi.	

	

Both	KBHFF	and	Bybi	have	scaled	and	grown	a	lot	since	their	beginning	and	this	

is	precisely	what	the	government	stresses	is	necessary	and	a	success	factor	for	

the	way	the	government	wants	to	measures	them.	However,	is	it	the	way	the	

government	want	them	to	scale?	First	of	all,	even	though	the	government	has	a	

definition	of	social	business	as	being	able	to	be	both	an	organization	with	a	social	

purpose	directed	towards	a	target	group	and	for	an	organization	working	with	a	

target	group	towards	a	social	purpose,	it	seems	that	they	only	have	a	focus	on	

the	first	kind.	As	Sophian	Drif	explained	in	the	initial	interview,	if	Bybi	was	able	

to	scale	they	would	put	even	more	homeless	people	off	of	the	street	and	into	

employment	thus	supporting	the	welfare	state	in	that	way.	However,	it	has	

become	clear	throughout	the	research	of	Bybi,	that	even	though	the	initial	

narrative	for	Bybi	was	that,	they	were	putting	homeless	long-term	unemployed	

people	into	work,	this	is	not	realistic	and	not	even	their	aim.		
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There	seems	to	be	a	discrepancy	between	what	the	government	want	them	to	do	

and	what	they	really	are	doing.	Further	research	into	this	discrepancy	between	

the	government	and	the	social	business	model	from	a	government	level	could	be	

built	on	top	of	this	research	in	the	future.		

	

This	marks	the	end	of	the	analysis	and	discussion	and	the	next	chapter	is	the	

conclusion	and	suggestions	for	future	research.	
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6.	Conclusion	
As	a	conclusion	of	the	thesis	this	last	chapter	will	highlight	the	main	point	

throughout	the	thesis.	This	entails	the	findings	from	the	research	question	and	in	

the	end	a	subchapter,	in	which	suggestions	for	future	research	into	the	same	

field	of	study	will	be	proposed	based	on	the	discussion	and	the	delimitations.	

The	last	part	of	the	research	design	is	visualised	here.	
Figure	8:	Research	design	

	
	

The	research	and	analysis	into	Bybi	and	KBHFF	revealed	that	both	organizations	

are	in	fact	structuring	their	organizations	as	hybrid	models.	That	being	an	

organization	with	a	dual	purpose,	where	they	have	a	social	purpose	and	a	

business	purpose.	They	have	also	managed	to	build	a	very	strong	culture	of	

social	inclusion	and	thereby	have	members	who	are	intrinsically	motivated	and	

are	being	empowered	through	their	work	in	the	organizations.	
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Both	of	the	organizations	have	managed	to	scale	on	different	levels	and	the	

analysis	revealed	what	factors	increased	their	scalability.		

	

For	KBHFF,	the	ability	to	adapt	and	increase	communications	have	been	

essential	and	created	a	participatory	culture,	which	in	turn	has	facilitated	

scalable	learning.	Furthermore,	they	have	scaled	on	the	vertical	level,	but	are	

focusing	on	retaining	their	members	and	as	such	are	satisfied	with	the	size	of	

their	organization,	but	rather	want	to	further	their	social	purpose	by	circulation	

by	their	members.	

For	Bybi,	the	scaling	has	mostly	been	on	the	horizontal	level	through	product	

expansion.	This	has	let	them	to	focus	on	their	business	side	and	put	a	greater	

emphasis	on	partnerships.	They	have	also	grown	a	lot	by	increasing	the	places	

where	their	products	can	be	purchase	and	the	increase	in	products	have	led	to	a	

greater	amount	of	assistants.	However,	it	became	clear	throughout	the	research	

that	Bybi	does	not	have	a	measurement	for	their	social	purpose,	at	least	not	in	

the	way	the	government	wants	them	to.	Instead	they	prefer	to	focus	on	their	

assistants	and	make	sure	they	are	satisfied.		

	

The	scalability	of	both	Bybi	and	KBHFF	has	been	concluded	and	the	last	

subchapter	will	go	into	how	this	thesis	can	inspire	and	facilitate	future	research	

into	the	same	field	of	study.	

	

6.1	Future	research	
• There	is	obviously	a	discrepancy	between	what	the	government	want	the	

social	business	model	to	do	and	what	they	really	are	doing.	Further	

research	into	this	disconnects	between	the	government	and	the	social	

business	model	from	a	government	level	could	be	built	on	top	of	this	

research	in	the	future.		

	

• The	lack	of	focus	on	one	whole	side	of	the	social	business	model,	namely	

the	one	with	a	target	group	towards	a	social	purpose,	could	yield	

information	that	could	be	helpful	for	the	government	in	the	future.	
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Perhaps	a	measurement	for	social	business	like	KBHFF	could	be	built	in	

tandem	between	those	kind	of	social	businesses	and	the	Danish	ministry	

of	Business.	

	

• Further	research	into	the	actual	members	of	KBHFF	in	the	different	

branches	in	Copenhagen	could	reveal	more	information	into	the	

motivations	and	help	Jonas	understand	why	the	members	are	so	hard	to	

retain.	Jonas	could	be	biased	towards	KBHFF	because	of	his	role	in	

management	and	a	deeper	longitudinal	study	into	the	organization	could	

probably	help	KBHFF	understand	how	better	to	retain	their	members.	

	

• The	way	Bybi	have	managed	to	create	partnerships	with	other	

organization	is	very	interesting	and	one	of	the	corner	stones	to	

understand	how	they	work.	Of	course	it	is	clear	that	they	are	making	a	lot	

of	collaborations,	but	the	actual	practicalities	of	how	they	have	emerged	is	

not	really	clear	and	could	merit	a	whole	thesis	into	the	field	of	

collaboration.		

	

• At	last,	the	fact,	that	both	of	the	ideas,	whether	on	purpose	or	not,	are	

ideas	which	originate	from	New	York,	a	study	into	the	field	of	transfer	of	

ideas	could	also	be	interesting	in	order	to	look	into	the	dynamics	in	play	

and	perhaps	to	cerate	a	better	framework	for	transferring	ideas,	because	

of	the	troubles	KBHFF	experienced	in	the	beginning	of	the	organization.	
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Appendix	1	

	

Interview	w.	Sophian	Drif	from	Danish	ministry	of	business	

d.	8/3-2016	

Format:	Open	interview	

S=	Sophian	Drif,		

A=	Andreas	Bundgaard(Researcher)	

	

	

Efter	en	kort	introduktion	går	interview	i	gang..																																		 	 	

	

S:	i	2013	nedsatte	daværende	erhvervs	og	vækstminister	Annette	Vilhelmsen,	

det	kan	godt	være	hun	havde	en	anden	titel	dengang,	Annette	Vilhelmsen	

”Udvalget	for	social	økonomiske	virksomheder”.	

Forudsætningen	for	nedsætningen	af	de	sociale	økonomiske	virksomheder	var,	1	

–	der	var	et	politisk	fokus	på		området	fordi	man	havde	at	gøre	med	en	stor	

gruppe	af	mennesker	der	ikke	havde	en	let	adgang	til	arbejdsmarkedet	men	var	

udsatte	i	og	med	de	havde	en	diagnose	eller	andre	udfordringer	ved	at	komme	på	

arbejdsmarkedet.	En	social	økonomisk	virksomhed	var	en	mulighed	for	at	

udsatte	personer	kunne	komme	i	beskæftigelse	og	hjælpe	den	enkelte	person	

med	at	få	et	bedre	liv.	

Vi	kommer	til	definitionen	af	en	social	økonomisk	virksomhed	om	lidt.	Det	var	

noget	som	udvalget	her	kom	frem	til.	

A:	var	det	inspireret	af	noget	specielt?	

S:	Man	havde	set	i	Storbritannien	og	i	Sverige.	Det	er	også	meget	vigtigt	at	sige	at	

på	det	her	tidspunkt	i	Danmark	var	social	økonomiske	virksomheder	nået	som	

alle	kunne	kalde	sig,	ikke	en	beskyttet	titel.	I	Storbritannien	havde	man	oprettet		

En	særlig	enhed	der	arbejdede	med	på	kryds	og	tværs	af	de	forskellige	

ministrere,	arbejdsministeriet	og	beskæftigelses	ministeriet.	Man	havde	set	ude	i	

udlandet	at	man	i	udlandet	havde	arbejdet	med	det	her	med	stor	succes,	derfor	

så	man	på	om	man	kunne	fremme	det	her	felt	som	ret	ofte	består	af	ildsjæle,	men	
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ikke	af	klassiske	cbs´er	som	gerne	vil	lave	virksomhed	og	tjene	penge,	men	folk	

som	vil	arbejde	i	social	sektoren	og	gøre	en	forskel	og	gøre	den	bæredygtig.	

A:	ja	okay..	

S:	udvalget	SØV	-der	blev	ledt	af	Mads	Øvlesen	som	er	tidligere	direktør	i	NOVO	

nordisk	og	har	meget	med	CSR,	sådan	en	slags	grand	old	man	af	CSR.	Det	kørte	så	

fra	starten	af	2013	og	det	skulle	gå	lidt	hurtigt	–	sådan	lidt	”quick	and	dirty”.	Til	

medio	2013	hvor	de	overleveret	deres	udvalgsrapport	til	Anette	Vilhelmsen	

september.	

A:	det	er	tidslinjen?	

S:	Ja.	På	det	tidspunkt	har	der	været	en	flytning,	så	AV	er	blevet	social	minister,	

så	indsatsent	som	her	har	haft	stor	fokus	på	vækst	kommer	så	her	over	i	social	

ministeriet.	Så	der	kommer	mere	fokus	på	det	sociale	perspektiv.	2013	

september	foreløbig	har	udvalget	sin	anbefaling	rapport,	hvori	der	stod	en	række	

anbefalinger	til	hvordan	man	kunne	styrke	og	fremme	social	økonomiske	

virksomheder.	

A	Er	det	her	også	det	der	er	på	hjemmesiden?	

S:	Ja	det	er	på	hjemmesiden.	Og	Anbefalingesrapporten	lagde	rigtig	mange	

anbefalinger	frem.	Der	gik	så	til	aug	2014,	på	det	her	tidspunkt	er	AV	gået	af	og	

Manu	Sareen	er	blevet	social	minister.	SF	var	jo	trådt	ud	af	regeringen.	Her	kom	

så	udspillet	–	”flere	og	stærkere	social	økonomiske	virksomheder”.	

A	Det	var	under	den	regerings	rokade?	

S:	Ja.	De	havde	10	forslag.	I	aug	2014	lanceret	man	på	baggrund	af	den	

handlingsplan	der	blev	lavet	i	den	periode	en	tværministeriel	handlingsplan	

mellem	social	ministeriet	og	beskæftigelse	ministeriet	der	hedder	”flere	og	

stærkere	social	økonomiske	virksomheder”	ved	at	man	lanceret	og	præcenteret	

vækst	center	for	social	økonomiske	virksomheder.	I	udspillet	blev	der	

præcenteret	10	forslag,	hvor	6	af	dem	blev	samlet	under	vækst	centret	som	lå	i	

social	ministeriet	og	4	forslag	lå	i	beskæftigelses	ministeriet.		

A:	Så	de	blev	delt	mellem	de	to	ministerier?	

S	Ja	præcis.	Men	der	blev	arbejdet	tværministerielt	i	en	arbejdsgruppe	som	

kigget	på	det.	Vækst	centret	kørte	så	og	udførte	alle	de	her	ting	f	eks	rådet	for	

social	økonomiske	virksomheder	med	Stine	Bosse	som	formand.	Vi	leveret	
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sekretær	arbejde	til	udvalget.	Så,	er	der	den	her	finanslov,	alt	det	her	køre	på	

finansloven	fra	2014.	Lige	pludselig	er	der	ikke	flere	penge	på	finansloven	2015.	

Så	der	er	ikke	flere	penge.	Det	betød	at	vækstcentret	lukket	ved	udgangen	af	

2015	og	jeg	er	så	den	sidste	der	er	ansat.	Jeg	er	så	ansat	i	en	ny	tjans	”dialog	

forum	for	samfundsansvarlig	vækst”.	Nu	har	du	fået	hele	historien	og	de	har	

stadig	fokus	på	SØV.	Det	er	status	på	hvor	vi	er	nu	og	det	er	det	her	dialog	forum	

som	lige	er	blevet	lanceret	nu.	3	uger	siden.	Som	skal	løfte	den	her	indsat	med	at	

fremme	SØV.	Historisk	kontekst	

Social	økonomiske	virksomheder	som	du	kan	se,	så	er	der	5	kriterier,	det	der	var	

problemet	var	at	dengang	kunne	alle	sige	at	de	var	social	økonomiske	

virksomheder.	Alle	kunne	kalde	sig	en	social	økonomiske	virksomheder	–	du	

kunne	kalde	dig	social	økonomiske	virksomheder.	Hvad	betyder	det?	Mange	

mennesker	er	i	tvivl	om	hvad	SØV	er.	Så	det	her	udvalg	kigget	på	hvad	andre	

lande	gjorde	og	hvordan	kan	vi	indkapsle	den	her	gruppe	virksomheder	til	en	

enhed	som	har	en	legitimitet	og	identitet.	1	de	skal	kunne	sælge,	men	2	de	skal	

også	kunne	sælge.	Så	målet	var	lige	som	at	skabe	sådan	et	mærke	ligesom	

svanemærket	eller	Ø-mærket	ligesom	samle	de	her	SØV	så	vi	ved	at	de	gør	hvad	

de	siger	de	gør.	Det	betød	sådan	at	i	starten	af	2015	der	fik	vi	lavet	et	

registrerings	mærke,	men	i	2016	lukket	vækstcentret,	men	registrerings	

ordningen	består.	Den	gør	at	du	med	din	virksomhed	kan	lægge	det	her	mærke	

ned	over	din	virksomhed,	hvis	du	kigger	på	den	pamflet,	så	er	der	nogle	kriterier	

som	du	skal	leve	op	til,	hvis	du	vil	kalde	dig	en	SØV.	

A:	okay,	det	er	dem	her;	1-	have	et	social	formål,	2	–	være	erhvervsdrivende,	3	–	

være	uafhængig	af	det	offentlige,	4	–	være	inddragende	og	ansvarlig	i	sit	virke,	5	

–	have	en	social	håndtering	af	sit	overskud?	

S:	Ja	det	lyder	godt	når	man	siger	det.	Man	kan	stadig	blive	registreret	som	cvr.	

Så	får	man	et	logo.	

A:	Der	er	kommet	et	mærke?	

S:	Ja	det	er	den.	En	af	udfordringerne	er	finansiering	og	opstart.	Det	er	generelt	

udfordring	for	start-ups.		

Det	der	også	kom	i	2016	var	at	rådet	for	SØV	blev	lukket	ned,	så	de	lavet	en	

årsrapport,	som	de	ville	ud	med	inden	de	blev	lukket	ned.	

Jeg	ved	godt	det	er	forvirrende.	
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A:	Det	er	okay.	

S:	Så	det	der	er	tilbage	nu	er	så,	en	registreringsordning,	en	årsrapport	også	det	

nye	”dialog	forum”	som	skal	arbejde	med	–	SØV,	men	også	CSR.	Det	der	også	

fortsat	står	er	socialevirksomheder.dk	fordi	vækst	centret	skulle	agere	en	

indgang	til	SØV.	Fordi	ret	ofte	før,	der	havde	der	været	alle	mulig	forskelllige	

interessenter	i	spil,	som	vidste	lidt	om	opstart,	lidt	om	investeringer	osv.	Også	

derfor	tænkte	vi	at	vi	laver	socialevirksomheder.dk	som	vækstcentrets	

hjemmeside,	der	lagde	vi	cases	ind,	så	hvis	man	gerne	vil	vide	noget	om	SØV,	så	

ville	vi	samle	viden	så	man	kan	få	viden	om	det	hvis	man	vil	starte	en	social	

økonomisk	virksomhed.	Derfor	har	vi	lavet	en	masse	guides	til	hvordan	man	

laver	en	SØV,	derfor	er	der	også	cases,	så	vi	kan	se	hvordan	andre	har	gjort	det.		

A:	Ah,	ja	det	er	der	hvor	der	er	punkter	fra	ide	fase	til	slut	fase..?	

S	ja	præcis.	Vi	har	så	valgt	at	beholde	hjemmesiden,	fordi	det	er	stadig	den	som	

folk	bruger	primært	af	offentlige	og	private.	Jeg	er	i	kontakt	med	flere	kommuner	

som	spørger	om	de	kan	bruge	hjemmesiden	og	det	kan	de,	men	den	er	bare	ikke	

”aktiv”	mere.	Derfor	vagte	vi	også	at	putte	alt	den	information	vi	havde	ind	på	

hjemmesiden	før	vi	lukket.	

A:	okay,	det	er	derfor	hjemmesiden	”stritter”	lidt,	fordi	det	virker	som	om	at	det	

skulle	gå	lidt	hurtigt	lige	pludselig?	

S:	ja	det	er	præcis	derfor!	Der	er	rigtig	meget.	PT,	Hvis	du	er	registreret	som	SØV,	

så	kan	du	lave	en	profil	derinde	og	søge	efter	andre	SØVér	og	de	kan	finde	dig	i	

en	database	og	hvilket	fokus	område	du	har,	udsatte	ect.	Pt	er	der	ingen	

incitament	for	at	blive	registreret,	der	er	ingen	skattemæssige	fordele	eller	noget	

i	den	stil.	Vi	havde	nogle	problemer	med	nogle	interesse	organisationer	som	

mente	det	var	konkurrence	forvridende..	

A:	ja,	det	læste	jeg	en	artikel	om	i	politiken,	det	var	DA,	ikk?	Noget	med	at	de	

kunne	have	flere	førtidspensionister	ansat,	ikk?	

S:	ja,	præcis.	Altså	jeg	tror	det	ser	lysere	ud	end	det	gør	tidligere,	det	var	et	

forsøg	som	de	gerne	ville	have	forlænget,	men	ikke	fik	forlænget.	Altså	jeg	kan	

godt	se	hvad	DA	mener,	men	man	skal	jo	se	det	i	lyset	af	hvor	stort	feltet	er.	Og	

når	feltet	er	så	lille	som	det	er,	volumen	er	jo	ikke	særlig	stor,	hvis	du	ser	på	den	

der	kaffeshop	i	Århus,	så	tror	jeg	ikke	på	at	Baresso	mister	en	eneste	kroner	pga	
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af	den.	Så	kan	du	se	det	fra	den	offentliges	side.	Okay	vi	spare	rigtig	mange	penge	

på	at	få	5	førtids	pensionister	i	beskæftigelse.	Se	det	i	et	perspektiv,	det	er	små	

bitte	virksomheder,	deres	formål	er	ikke	at	skaffe	profit,	og	konkurrere	med	de	

store,	men	at	skabe	et	bedre	liv	for	rigtig	mange	mennesker	og	få	dem	i	

beskæftigelse,	så	kan	de	ikke	bare	få	en	lille	bitte	løftestang.		

A:	ja	det	var	også	det	jeg	tænkte	på.	

S:	Der	må	man	bare	sige	at	de	store	interesse	organisationer	som	DA	har	jo	

interessen	for	deres	medlemmer	at	opretholder.	De	har	jo	også	beskæftigelses	

ministeren	–	Jørn	Nesgaard	

Socialevirksomheder.dk	fortsætter,	men	der	sker	ingenting	på	den,	fordi	jeg	skal	

lave	dialog	forum	og	jeg	har	ikke	tid	til	at	”maintaine”	den	hjemmeside	og	jeg	er	

den	eneste	der	er	ansat	på	det	projekt.	Men	vi	lader	hjemmesiden	blive	læggende	

fordi	der	er	så	meget	viden	derinde	som	stadig	kan	bruges	også	vil	vi	vende	

tilbage	til	den	om	et	år	og	se	hvordan	det	går.	

A:	jeg	tager	lige	et	billede	inden	du	visker	det	ud.		

S:	ja	selvfølgelig.		

A:	Og	det	der	Dialog	Forum	og	Samfundsansvarlig	vækst	–	hvad	er	det?	

S:	Dialog	Forum	og	Samfundsansvarlig	Vækst	er	et	forum	der	fokusere	på	

samfundsansvar	

A:	det	lugter	lidt	af	det	samme.	

S:	ja	bestemt.	Det	blev	etableret	for	tre	uger	siden.	23	feb.	har	til	formål	at	styrke	

virksomheders	arbejde	med	samfundsansvar	og	social	økonomiske	

virksomheder.	Samfundsansvar	er	hovedsageligt	CSR.	Så	Dialog	forum	peger	

mod	SØV.		Der	sidder	9	mennesker	og	nogen	er	udpeget	af	ministeren	og	andre	

repræsentere	nogle	ngo	f.	Eks	Amnesty	international.	Der	er	også	en	forsker	

derudover	sidder	der	også	Dan	Boyter	med	som	er	tidligere	direktør	for	

presselet	som	har	stort	socialt	fokus	fra	vest	Jylland.	Den	her	Dialog	Forum	har	

så	til	opgave	at	have	rundbords	samtaler,	hvor	de	skal	varetage	inddragelse	af	en	

flok	interessenter	som	vi	præsentere	for	nogle	problemstillinger	de	social	

økonomiske	interessenter	kommer	frem	til	nogle	løsninger,	som	de	tager	med	

tilbage	til	dialog	forum,	hvor	det	så	skal	præsenteres	for	ministerens	politik	

udvikling.	Der	har	vi	så	et	to-årige	mandat.	
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A:	okay,	det	er	lige	i	sin	spæde	opstart.	

S:	ja	der	sidder	vi	et	4	personer	udvalg.	Vi	har	første	møde	i	næste	måned.	

Der	er	stadig	stort	fokus	på	SØV,	fordi	vi	mener	at	de	SØV	er	en	nødvendig	del	af	

den	social	indsats.	Men	vi	vil	også	gerne	kigge	på	hvordan	de	her	virksomheder	

bidrage,	så	det	ikke	kun	er	på	social	området,	men	også	på	erhvervsområdet,	

altså	så	det	også	er	gode	forretninger	der	kan	klare	sig	selv.	En	god	case	kunne	

være	specialisterne	i	Aarhus.		

A:	Kunne	det	også	være	sådan	en	case	som	WeeDooFood?	Det	er	jo	

folkekirkensnødhjælp,	hvor	alle	pengene	går	tilbage	i	folkekirken	nødhjælp.	

S:	tja..	altså	det	kommer	an	på	hvordan	deres	virksomhed	er	opbygget.	Altså	de	

skal	jo	have	deres	eget	CVR	nr.	

A:	ahh	okay.	Klart	så	det	er	CSR	

S:	ja.	

S:	Hvis	jeg	kan	anbefale	dig	at	tale	med	nogen,	så	kunne	det	være	specialisterne	

eller	Bybi.	Vores	tidligere	leder	af	vækstcentret	er	ansat	derude.		

A:	Hvor	mange	har	de	ansat?	

S:	De	har	et	mål	om	at	få	1.000.000	mennesker	i	arbejde	på	verdens	plan.	Jeg	tror	

det	går	meget	godt,	men	det	er	en	fed	virksomhed.	De	bruger	jo	hvad	man	

tidligere	har	forstået	som	et	handikap	til	en	fordel.	Nogle	mennesker	med	

autisme	kan	huske	bedre	end	vi	kan.	

A:	Jeg	kender	den	godt,	fordi	min	lillebror	har	autisme,	så	jeg	hørte	om	den	

meget	tidligt.	Den	er	helt	fra	90érne..	kender	du	til	københavns	fødevare	

fælleskab	egentlig?	

S:	ja,	lidt.	Det	er	dem	med	grøntsagerne.	Men	ift	specialisterne..	Jeg	har	været	

derude	på	virksomheds	besøg	og	det	virker	som	et	rigtig	fedt	at		være.	De	er	gode	

til	at	arbejde	med	folk	med	autisme.	Man	kan	se	at	de	er	rigtig	glade	for	at	være	

der.	

A:	Er	der	mange	pædagoger?	

S:	Der	er	også	rigtig	mange	forretningsmænd	som	bare	er	gode	til	mennesker.	

A:	Okay,	så	den	der	Bybi,	kender	du	den?	
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S:	Ja,	det	gør	jeg	helt	sikkert.	Du	skal	bare	snakke	med	Oliver.	De	arbejder	med	

hjemløse.	Okay	lad	mig	fortælle	dig	hvem	du	skal	have	fat	i?	Altså	alt	efter	hvad	

du	vil	komme	frem	til..	

A:	Jeg	er	stadig	ved	at	finde	mit	fokus,	så	du	må	gerne	bare	komme	med	alle	de	

ideer	som	du	kan.	

S:	Okay.	Here	goes.	Man	kan	søge	på	forskellige	parametre	inde	på	hjemmesiden,	

f.eks	udsatte..	

A:	okay	fedt.	

S:	koorporationen..	så	er	der	selveje	Danmark.	Grunden	til	at	det	er	interessant,	

det	er	fordi	jeg	sidder	jo	i	det	offentlige,	så	jeg	har	ikke	dag-til-dag	møder,	men	

det	har	de!	Derudover	så	kan	jeg	varmt	anbefale	dig	at	tale	med	den	sociale	

kapital	fond,	de	har	et	accelerations	forløb	for	Social	økonomiske	virksomheder.	

De	giver	sparring	og	midler	til	hvordan	de	kan	komme	i	gang	og	de	bliver	

formidlet	af	TrygFonden.	

A:	De	laver	også	investeringer?	Det	er	måske	de	eneste	der	er	i	Danmark	af	den	

slags?	

S:	Ja	det	gør	de.	Og	ja	I	Storbritannien	der	har	de	lavet	big	society	capital,	der	har	

de	gjort	det	at	hvis	du	dør,	og	der	ikke	er	nogen	der	”claimer”	dine	penge,	så	

tager	staten	pengene,	de	penge	bliver	allokeret	over	til	lån	til	social	økonomiske	

virksomheder	og	de	tre	største	banker	laver	match	funding.	1-til-1	tror	jeg.	De	

har	big	society	capital,	en	semi	statslig	organisation,	som	investere	pengene	

direkte	derfra	som	de	giver	videre	til	en	agent	der	investere	i	sociale	

virksomheder.	Det	må	vi	ikke	i	Danmark.	

Tryg	investere	selv	direkte	fra	deres	fond.	De	er	de	eneste	som	gør	det	i	Danmark	

Lars	Jannik	som	er	tidligere	direktør	på	Mandag	Morgen.	

A:	Okay.	

S:	Du	har	specialisterne	du	har	ByBi,	lad	os	finde	nogen	i	Kbh,	men	du	kan	se	dem	

alle	sammen	inde	på	hjemmesiden.	Der	er	også	Grethesminde	som	er	en	gård,	

hvor	utilpasse	unge	komme	ud	og	lærer	et	håndværk	f.eks.	Hvis	det	handler	om	

fødevare,	så	kan	du	også	kigge	på	KBHFF.	Jeg	kender	dem	ikke	så	godt	og	de	er	

ikke	registreret,	men	de	kalder	sig	en	social	organzation.	Derudover,	så	er	det	jo	

mange	´,	men	der	er	også	sådan	noget	som	comeback	consultant..	Det	er	to	unge	
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fyre	som	bare	ville	hjælpe	tidligere	indsatte	med	at	bryde	deres	kriminelle	

mønstre..	De	laver	boksning	og	alt	mulige	forskelligt.	De	har	vundet	flere	

forskellige	konkurrencer.	

A:	Også	igennem	dem,	så	hjælper	de	dem	med	at	få	et	netværk?	

S:	jaa,	de	laver	mange	forskellige	ting.	Der	lægger	også	en	film	inde	på	

hjemmesiden	om	dem	som	du	kan	se.	

A:	Okay.	

S:	noget	andet	som	du	skal	tænke	på,	det	er	at	kommunerne	har	en	ret	stor	rolle	i	

det	her.	Og	det	er	kommunens	ansvar	at	allokere	deres	udsatte	til	forløb	som	så	

kan	varetages	af	SØV.	Derfor	er	der	flere	kommuner	som	har	udarbejdet	

strategier	for	særlige	strategier	for	at	de	kan	få	flere	SØV.	Alt	det	kan	du	finde	

inde	på	hjemmesiden.	Kbh	kommune	har	også	gjort	meget	og	der	kan	jeg	også	

skaffe	dig	en	kontakt.	Og	så	snart	du	er	kommet	tættere	på	dit	RQ,	så	kan	vi	

snakke	sammen	igen	også	vil	jeg	gerne	give	dig	nogle	flere	kontakter.	

S:	Hvis	jeg	skal	illustrer	to	problemstillinger	som	social	økonomiske	

virksomheder	står	overfor,	så	here	goes..	

Professionaliseringen	af	social	økonomiske	virksomheder,	altså	samarbejde	med	

ordinære	virksomheder.	Det	er	jo	sjældent	klassiske	HA	alm	cbs	så	de	mangler	tit	

nogle	grundlæggende	kompetencer	ift	økonomi.	marketing,	branding,	

organisering	ect.	De	har	jo	et	skide	godt	produkt.	De	har	en	fed	historie.	De	kan	

med	held	samarbejde	og	gøre	det	til	en	win-win	situation.		

A:	Så	det	bliver	brand,	CSR	strategi	for	den	virksomhed?	

S:	nemlig	præcis.	Hvis	du	skal	ned	i	banken,	så	skal	du	vide	hvad	et	drift	budget	

er,	ikk!	Du	skal	være	inde	i	terminologien.	Så	professionaliseringen	gennem	

partnerskab.	Det	offentlige	er	den	største	indkøber	i	Danmark.	De	køber	for	200	

mia	om	året.	Hvordan	kan	de	bliver	bedre	til	at	købe	af	SØV.	Det	handler	om	at	

SØV	skal	være	bedre	til	at	sælge	sig	selv.	Jeg	kigget	lige	på	Bybi	i	dag	og	deres	

hjemmeside	er	jo	mega	fed!	De	mangler	bare	lige	noget	til	at	få	dem	ud	over	

stepperne.	

S:	Tag	kontakt	til	dem	her	–	hvis	du	skal	bruger	noget	højt	oppe(Se	krydserne	i	

folderne)	En	praktikant	og	en	studentermedhjælper.		

A:	tak.	Og	tak	for	interviewet.	
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Summary:		

People	who	start	social	business	are	usually,	with	a	passion	and	not	classic	CBS	

people,	so	they	need	help	with	general	finance	and	bookkeeping	f.	example..	

They	(the	government)	wanted	to	create	legitimacy	and	identify	for	the	Social	

business	model	as	an	industry	in	Denmark.	This	was	through	the	brand	they	

created.	They	have	a	huge	focus	on	helping	the	Social	business	to	grow	and	scale	

their	business.	

Sophian	Drif	run	through	the	5	criteria’s	an	organization	needs	to	fulfil	in	order	

to	get	the	Social	business	model	brand	they	created.		

1	–	Have	a	social	purpose	

2	–	Have	a	business	purpose	

3	–	Be	independent	from	public	means	

4	–	Be	responsible	and	inclusive	in	its	organization	

5	–	Have	a	social	purpose	and	handle,	with	its	surplus	

After	he	make	a	note	about	it	sounding	good,	without	looking	convinced.	

Sophian	explains,	that	at	the	moment	there	are	no	incentives	to	get	registered.	

Like	tax	breaks	or	anything	like	that.	In	the	beginning	they	wanted	to	create	an	

opportunity	for	the	Social	business	to	hire	more	people	onførtidspension	and	get	

a	tax	break	on	that,	but	the	new	government	close	the	tax	break,	because	it	

supposedly	could	be	disturbing	for	competition.	Sophian	seems	to	think	that	was	

for	political	reason	more	than	anything	else..	he	did	not	think	it	was	disturbing	

for	completion,	because	most	social	business	operate	on	such	a	small	scale,	that	

they	can	really	do	that.	Sophian	explains,	that	they	have	started	up	a	new	project	

with	a	broader	focus,	but	where	social	business	fall	within,	but	they	are	also	

concerned	with	CSR.	This	new	commission	have	two	years	to	find	ways	to	

improve	and	help	and	further	social	business	and	CSR	in	Denmark.	

Sophian	makes	some	examples	worth	researching	and	mention	Bybi	and	tells	me	

about	Oliver	Maxwell.	Sophian	goes	on	about	Bybi	and	explains,	that	they	

actually	use	homeless	people	to	look	after	the	bees	and	help	bring	them	back	into	

the	work	force	
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He	also	tells	me	about	KBHFF,	but	he	is	not	really	that	interested	in	them,	

because	they	don’t	put	people	to	work.	

In	the	end	he	points	out	some	of	the	problems,	they	have	identified	for	social	

business	in	general.	Sophian	stress	that	because,	these	people	often	are	people	of	

passion,	they	don’t	necessarily	have	any	classical	knowhow	of	business	like,	

financing,	marketing,	organization.	So,	for	a	lot	of	these	organizations,	they	fall	

short	on	these	issues,	because	they	are	simply	not	aware	even	thou	most	of	these	

Social	business	have	a	great	product	and	even	a	great	narrative,	which	could	help	

them	sell	their	products	or	service	with	little	help.	The	last	point	he	makes	is	that	

a	lot	of	these	social	businesses	can	benefit	greatly	by	making	partnerships	with	

regular	business	and	get	a	kind	of	professionalization	of	their	own	business	that	

way.	
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Appendix	2	

	

Interview	m.	Jonas	fra	KBH	Fødevare	fællesskabet(KBHFF)		

d.	10/06-2016	

Format:	semi-structured	interview	

J=Jonas	

A=	Andreas	(researcher)	

	

Kort	introduktion..	

	

J:	Vil	du	lige	fortælle	mig	lidt	før	vi	går	i	gang	om	dig	selv	og	projektet..	

	

A:	Ja	selvfølgelig..		Det	som	jeg	synes	er	spændende	ved	KBHff	er	at	i	jo	er	en	

social	økonomisk	virksomhed.	Det	er	fordi	jeg	har	været	inde	og	undersøge	i	

erhvervsministeriet,	hvor	de	har	lavet	en	kommission	som	skulle	fremme	social	

økonomiske	virksomheder,	men	den	nye	regering	lukket	det	ned	næsten	lige	

med	det	samme.	Men	det	er	ligesom	grunden	til	at	jeg	begyndte	at	undersøge	de	

her	virksomheder.	Desuden	synes	jeg	det	er	en	meget	underlig	politik	at	føre	fra	

vores	regering..	selv	om	det	er	en	venstre	regering,	burde	de	netop	have	større	

interesse	i	at	vi	hjælper	og	selv	til	at	hjælpe	os	selv..	hvis	du	forstår!?	

	

J:	Jajaja	det	lyder	spændende!	Ja	det	kan	jeg	godt	se.	

	

A:	Det	kan	være	at	du	vil	fortælle	mig	lidt	om	hvornår	du	startede	og	hvad	din	

baggrund	er	for	at	komme	ind	i	fødevare	fællesskabet?	

	

J:	ja.	Jamen	jeg	meldte	mig	ind	for	4,5	år	siden	i	amager	afdelingen	og	har	været	

med	i	Amager	afdelingen	lige	siden.	Og	jeg	havde	en	ven	der	skulle	opleve	det	der	

var	på	nørrebro.	Jeg	havde	egentlig	hørt	om	det	for	lang	tid	siden.	Og	jeg	havde	

mødt	venner	der	var	med,	så	jeg	blev	præsenteret	for	det	mange	gange.	Da	jeg	
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flyttede	til	islands	brygge,	så	læste	jeg	i	avisen	at	der	skulle	åbne	en	butik	der	

solgte	økologiske	og	bæredygtige	grøntsager.	Og	jeg	var	lige	flyttet	her	til,	så	jeg	

cyklede	derned	og	spurgte	efter	job	med	det	samme.	Jeg	kan	godt	lide	gode	

grøntsager	så	jeg	har	haft	forældre	og	bedste	forældre	der	altid	er	gået	op	i	

økologiske	grøntsager	og	friske	råvare.	Det	med	at	være	glad	for	mad	det	har	

ligget	i	generne..	og	vi	har	aldrig	gået	meget	og	i	økologi	i	min	familie,	men	det	

var	ligesom	et	naturligt	skridt	for	mig.	Nå	men	tilbage	til	at	jeg	fik	det	job	–	hos	

grønthandleren,	som	efter	et	år	gik	nedenom	og	hjem.	Men	nu	havde	jeg	ligesom	

vendt	mig	til	gode	grøntsager	og	kunne	ikke	vende	mig	til	plastik	indpakket	

grøntsager	fra	supermarked.	Så	min	ven	fra	Nørrebro	sagde	at	jeg	skulle	tjekke	

KBHFF	på	nørrebro	ud.	Jeg	vil	jo	stadig	have	de	her	grøntsager.	Så	jeg	meldte	mig	

ind	på	nørrebro,	men	fandt	ud	af	at	der	også	var	en	afdeling	på	Amager,	så	jeg	

meldte	mig	hurtigt	ind	her.	Og	der	havde	jeg	en	ide	om	at	vi	skulle	da	have	

Amager	afdelingen	på	Tietgen	kollegiet.	Så	vi	skule	få	alle	de	andre	på	kollegiet	til	

at	spise	de	her	grøntsager.	Så	sagde	de	at	jeg	skulle	melde	mig	ind	i	

butiksgruppen,	hvis	jeg	skulle	have	indflydelse	på	den	slags,	så	det	gjorde	jeg.	

Det	er	den	kordinerende	gruppe	ift..	

	

A:	Hvad	består	din	uddannelse	egentlig	af.	Har	den	noget	med	det	at	gøre?	

	

J:	Jo	jeg	har	en	bachelor	i	geologi	og	det	som	geologer	gør	er	sådan	set	at	vide	

hvor	alting	kommer	fra..	jeg	synes	det	var	vildt	fascinerende	at	min	lærer	bare	

kunne	tage	en	kop	og	sige	den	er	lavet	af	keramik	og	det	her	er	lavet	af	..	osv..	Jeg	

er	bare	sindssygt	interesseret	af	hvor	tingenge	kommer	fra	og	hvad	er	de!	

Forstår	du	hvad	jeg	mener?!		

	

A:	Ja	da.		

	

J:	Så	da	jeg	studeret	geologi,	så	gik	det	op	for	mig	at	jeg	gerne	ville	gøre	noget	for	

at	fremme	de	produkter	som	er	bæredygtige	fra	start	til	slut.	Og	for	mig,	så	

kunne	jeg	bare	se	at	vi	bliver	nødt	til	at	starte	med	grøntsagerne	som	slet	ikke	er	

bæredygtige	i	dag.	Så	lad	os	starte	der!	Også	bagefter	lave	bæredygtige	

mobiltelefoner,	der	er	selvfølgelig	nogen	der	prøver	at	gøre	det	som	fair	phone	
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og	den	slags,	men	jeg	kan	godt	forstå	at	de	ikke	kan	have	styr	på	hele	den	

værdikæde	der	er	i	at	lave	en	telefon	ift	at	producere	grøntsager.		Jeg	synes	også	

ift	det	med	telefonen,	at	så	ved	jeg	ikke	om	det	virkelig	er	mere	bæredygtigt	at	

metallerne	kommer	fra	Congo	end	fra	Kenya.	Men	med	grøntsagerne,	så	kan	jeg	

selv	se	det.	Jeg	kan	bare	tage	ud	til	landmanden	og	se	hvordan	han	producere.	

Jeg	ved	hvad	forskellen	er	på	en	økologiks	landmand	og	en	konventionel	

landmand,	så	for	mig	var	der	bare	ingen	tvivl	om	at	det	var	her	jeg	ville	gøre	en	

forskel,	så	på	den	måde	har	det	lidt	med	min	uddannelse	at	gøre.	Det	er	den	

samme	fascination	at	sikre	alle	led	i	en	produktionskæde.	

	

A:	Men,	startede	du	som	frivilligheds	koordinator?		

	

J:	Det	har	jeg	været	siden	Juni	sidste	år,	så	et	år.	Jeg	har	været	ansat	i	8	timer	om	

ugen	fra	den	gang.	

	

A:	Okay,	men	det	kan	være	du	lige	vil	forklare	”medlemme	ideen”?	

	

J:	Ja	altså	man	ligger	3	timer	i	måneden,	så	er	man	aktiv	i	systemet.	Så	det	er	

adgangen	man	køber,	så	skal	man	derudover	betale	en	pris	for	grøntsagerne,	

men	så	kan	vi	også	betale	producenterne	en	højere	pris	og	det	er	i	høj	grad	det	

som	KBH	FF	handler	om,	at	kunne	betale	producenter	af	økologiske	grøntsager	

en	pris	der	kan	betale	sig.	Grøntsagerne	koster	i	sidste	ende	det	samme	som	i	

supermarkederne,	men	du	kan	heller	ikke	sammenligne	med	de	grøntsager	du	

køber	i	supermarkederne.	Der	er	kæmpe	forskel	i	både	smag	og	produktion.	

Så	ansættelserne	er	først	begyndt	sidste	år	og	det	startede	først	sidste	år.	Jeg	er	

en	af	de	første	der	blev	ansat,	og	bagefter	en	bogholder.	Jeg	kunne	bare	se	at	der	

var	kæmpe	problemer	med	kommunikation	og	der	kom	bare	nogle	ordre	fra	

nogle	om	at	nu	skulle	det	bare	være	sådan	og	sådan!	Ingen	vidste	hvem	der	var	

hvem	og	hvem	bestemte	hvad	og	hvordan	skulle	vi	promovere	os?	Og	det	var	

fordi	at	det	voksede	så	hurtigt	og	alle	kunne	melde	sig	ind	og	det	var	flad	

struktur	og	der	blev	gjort	en	hel	masse	ting	i	KBH	FFs	navn	uden	at	folk	helt	var	

klar	over	det.	Derfor	blev	der	også	holdt	nogle	store	debat	møder.	Der	var	feks	

nogen	der	købte	nogle	israelske	avokadoer	også	blev	der	kæmpe	debat	over	det..	
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til	at	starte	med	var	alt	bare	åben	og	det	gjorde	at	der	var	mange	der	forsøgte	at	

påvirke	det	i	en	bestemt	retning	og	jeg	var	vildt	frustreret	over	at	det	var	så	

svært	at	finde	ud	af,	hvad	er	det	egentlig	for	en	organisation	og	hvordan	kan	det	

fungere	i	det	her	kaos.	Men	jeg	var	alligevel	fascineret	over	at	der	kunne	sælges	

så	mange	grøntsager	idet	kaos.	Der	blev	omsat	for	100.000	om	ugen!	

	

A:	var	det	sidste	år?	

	

J:	Nej	det	var	omkring	for	4-5	år	siden	da	det	var	på	toppen.	Det	er	så	stagneret	

siden	og	gået	ned	af	siden.	

	

A:	jeg	så	at	der	lukket	nogle	afdelinger	for	nogle	år	siden.	

	

J:	Ja	der	er	lukket	nogle	afdelinger,	så	vi	er	i	gang	med	at	starte	nogle	nye	op	nu,	

som	har	en	helt	anden	opstart.	Hvor	vi	prøver	at	lave	en	slags	stop-prøve.	Hvor	vi	

siger	i	skal	have	styr	på	de	her	basis	ting,	regneark	og	rutiner	ift	opdeling	af	

arbejde	ellers	så	koger	det	helt	over	lige	pludselig.	

	

A:	Men	det	er	vel	også	en	erkendelse	af	at	i	har	lært	en	hel	masse?	

	

J:	Ja	lige	præcis.	Jeg	engagereret	mig	i	de	første	8	måneder	og	sagde	jeg	vil	kun	

ligge	3	timer	om	måneder,	fordi	det	var	det	som	var	aftalen.	Men	jeg	kunne	godt	

se	at	med	møder	og	den	slags	så	blev	det	hurtigt	meget	mere	end	de	3	timer.	Så	

blev	folk	sure	og	sagde	at	sådan	var	det	bare.	Så	mente	jeg	jo	at	det	skulle	have	

være	forventnings	afstemt	med	mig,	fordi	det	kunne	jeg	simpelthen	ikke.	Det	

resulteret	i	at	efter	en	sommerferie	så	var	jeg	den	sidste	tilbage	i	butiksgruppen.	

Så	inviteret	jeg	til	et	møde	og	sagde	kære	venner	i	skal	vide	at	der	skal	være	10	

mere	som	gør	det	her	og	i	skal	ligge	mere	end	3	timer	ellers	kan	det	ikke	køre	

rundt	for	så	lukker	afdelingen.		

Og	det	lykkes	og	der	var	6	som	meldte	sig	og	vi	har	lagt	en	kæmpe	indsats	og	det	

var	ligesom	klart	at	man	måtte	ligge	mere	end	de	3	timer	om	måneden	for	at	det	
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skulle	kunne	løbe	rundt.	Nok	mere	noget	der	ligner	3	timer	om	ugen,	så	brugte	

jeg	også	en	sommerferie	på	at	prøve	alle	de	forskellige	tjanser	der	er.	

	

A:	Hvad	er	der	af	forskellige	opgaver?	

	

J:	Man	kan	pakke	grøntsager,	modtage	grøntsager	på	fælles	lager,	så	kan	man	

være	chaufør,	man	kan	være	modtager	på	lokal	afdeling,	pakke	grøntsager	i	de	

færdige	poser,	så	kan	man	være	kassevagt,	man	kan	være	løssalgsvagt	der	bliver	

solgt	lidt	småt	på	den	måde,	så	kan	man	være	lukkevagt.	Der	er	de	basisvagter	

der	er	i	alle	afdelinger.	Så	er	der	så	nogle	afdelinger,	hvor	man	har	udvidet	med	

kagevagter	og	lidt	mere	hygge	ting.		

Der	er	også	introvagter	som	hjælper	på	selve	indkøring	af		nye	medlemmer.	De	

findes	i	mange	forskellige	former,	som	er	specialiseret	i	hver	afdeling	så	de	

passer	til	de	behov	de	har.	De	har	også	på	amager	arbejdet	med	at	lave	en	lokal	

valuta	som	skulle	kunne	bruges	i	deres	afdeling.	De	har	så	prøvet	at	lave	nye	

muligheder	og	sammenhold	ved	at	sige,	at	hvis	der	er	noget	specielt	du	kan,	som	

Yoga	eller	musik,	så	må	du	gerne	bidrage	med	det	når	vi	er	i	en	periode	hvor	der	

er	rigeligt	med	arbejdskraft.		

Alle	afdelinger	har	team	struktur,	så	det	vil	sige	4	teams.	Så	et	team	er	alle	de	

vagter	der	skal	til	for	at	få	en	onsdag	til	at	fungere.	Og	tager	man	vagt	på	et	team,	

så	har	man	så	vagt	hver	4	onsdag.	Der	er	så	en	afdeling	hvor	de	har	6	teams	og	

det	er	lidt	kontroversielt,	fordi	hvis	du	melder	dig	ind	i	den	afdeling,	så	har	du	så	

kun	vagt	hver	6	uge.	Og	det	har	ikke	været	et	problem	endnu.	Men	alternativet	

er,	at	hvis	der	er	for	mange	på	hver	tjans,	så	er	der	ikke	noget	at	lave	og	så	føler	

man	ikke	at	man	er	til	gavn	også	gider	man	ikke	at	lave	noget	og	langsomt	

forsvinder	motivationen	blandt	medlemmerne.	Så	det	er	en	balance,	vi	synes	at	

vi	har	fundet.	Fastholdelses	af	medlemmer	er	det	sværeste.		

Hvor	kom	vi	fra?	

A:	øh,	Hvor	ligger	jeres	kontor	egentlig?	

	

J:	Det	ligger	på	enghave	vej	i	kontorfælleskabet	KBH	project,	som	du	muligvis	

kender?	
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A:	Jahh,	det	har	jeg	set	inde	på	hjemmesiden.	

	

J:	ja	du	skal	bare	skrive	dig	op	til	et	intromøde..	det	er	mange	forskellige	slags	i	

de	forskellige	afdelinger.		De	fleste	afdelinger	af	et	møde	en	gang	om	måneden.	

Det	er	noget	vi	arbejder	meget	med,	fordi	fastholdelse	af	medlemmer	er	vores	

største	problem!	Hvis	ikke	man	kommer	godt	ind,	så	er	det	svært	at	fastholde	

medlemmer.	Der	har	været	over	15000	kbh	i	gennem	og	vi	regner	kun	med	at	

der	er	1500	aktive	medlemmer	lige	nu.	Vi	kan	jo	se	at	der	er	mange	medlemmer	

der	kun	køber	poser	én	gang	og	det	er	sådan	nogle	fare	signaler	vi	skal	holde	øje	

med.	Det	har	kørt	i	de	her	mange	år,	fordi	økologi	er	blevet	populært,	men	vi	skal	

også	finde	en	form	hvor	vi	kan	være	leve	dygtige,	hvor	vi	ikke	har	stor	

udskiftning	af	medlemmer.	Altså	at	folk	har	lyst	til	at	være	medlem	i	længere	tid.	

Og	det	kan	vi	jo	se	at	der	er	masser	der	vil.	Men	når	vi	kigger	på	tallene	så	er	det	

en	stor	del	der	ikke	bliver	hængende,	men	vi	kan	jo	se	at	der	hver	måned	er	nye	

medlemmer	ca	50	nye	på	en	måned.	Men	pose	salget	er	det	samme,	så	derfor	er	

fastholdelse	virkelig	vigtig,	så	intromøder	skal	være	bedre	og	vi	skal	gøre	mere	

for	at	gøre	det	mere	overskueligt	og	mindre	kaosagtigt.	Men	heller	ikke	gøre	det	

for	stramt	og	striks.	Der	har	lige	været	en	undersøgelse	om	at	når	først	de	er	

kommet	over	det	kaotiske	punkt,	så	synes	de	fleste	at	det	er	fedt,	men	til	at	starte	

med	er	det	svært	for	medlemmer	at	finde	hoved	og	hale	i	det	hele.	

	

A:	Så	i	har	fundet	ud	af	at	det	er	i	starten	at	folk	falder	fra,	hvis	de	ikke	kommer	

ordenligt	ind?	

	

J:	Ja	og	er	en	indsats	i	introduktionen	der	skal	hjælpe.	Jeg	har	jo	så	taget	tjanser	i	

alle	dele	af	organisationen.	Vi	har	forsøgt	at	gøre	nogle	ting	centralt,	men	der	er	

mange	i	KBHFF	der	ønsker	en	ikke	central	organisation.	Og	autonomi	til	de	

forskellige	afdelinger.	Det	er	svært	at	sidde	i	det	centrale,	fordi	der	er	mange	i	

KBHFF	der	ser	bare	ordet	central	som	et	negativt	ord.	Jeg	synes	der	skal	være	

noget	struktur	på	organisation	og	der	skal	skabes	noget	fællesskab	i	det	centrale	

også.	Men	igen	her	er	det	en	balance,	fordi	folk	vil	gerne	bare	være	i	deres	lokal	

afdelinger,	men	der	skal	noget	central	styring	til	for	at	grøntsagerne	kommer	ud.	
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Der	er	jo	kun	fordi	vi	køber	fælles	ind	i	afdelingerne	at	det	kan	betales	sig,	både	

for	landmanden	og	for	os.	Det	kan	ikke	betales	sig	for	landmanden	at	køre	til	9	

forskellige	steder.	Der	er	stadig	modstand	mod	det	centrale,	men	vi	kan	se	at	der	

er	flere	og	flere	der	melder	sig	ind	i	det	centrale.	Så	det	vil	jeg	gerne	sætte	mere	i	

fokus.	Så	min	ansættelse	er	både	at	distributionen	fungere	og	at	der	er	styr	på	

bemanding	på	fælles	lager	der	er	så	en	anden	der	kordinere	chaufførerne,	men	

det	prøver	jeg	også	at	være	inde	over.	Der	er	også	bestyrelse	arbejde,	efter	de	

første	4	år	lavet	vi	en	bestyrelse,	så	vi	havde	nogen	der	kunne	have	det	større	

overblik	og	tage	sig	af	alt	det	juridiske	og	økonomiske.	Fordi	det	kunne	vi	se	der	

var	behov	for	og	der	var	ingen	der	ville	gøre	det	frivilligt,	men	da	vi	så	lavet	en	

bestyrelse	var	der	nogen	der	havde	erfaring	som	kunne	løfte	de	opgaver.	Det	har	

været	en	fordel	at	få,	men	vi	har	været	bange	for	at	gøre	det	for	det	var	endnu	

mere	centralisering.	

	

A:	er	det	bestyrelsen	der	har	lavet	vedtægterne?	

	

J:	De	er	lavet	helt	kollektivt.	

	

A:	ok.	

	

J:	De	blev	ændret	i	2013	da	vi	fik	en	bestyrelse,	fordi	fødevareministeren	ville	

gerne	besøge	det.	Også	fandt	de	ud	af	at	vi	ikke	var	registreret	også	skulle	vi	

komme	ind	i	en	kasse	i	erhvervs	styrelsen	og	registreres	som	en	erhvervs	

drivende	forening.	

De	bestemte	hvad	vi	skulle	være.	Det	var	svært	når	vi	ikke	var	prof	og	ikke	vidste	

hvad	vi	skulle	gøre.	

	

A:	Social	økonomiske	virksomheder?	

		

J:	Det	kommer	jeg	til.	

	

A:	ok	
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J:	Derfor	blev	vi	registreret	som	erhvervsdrivende	forening.	Derfor	blev	

vedtægterne	også	lavet	om.	Fordi	der	var	nogen	som	mente	at	vi	skulle	skrive	alt	

hvad	man	kunne	blive	udsat	for.	F.	Eks	at	vi	flytter	på	tunge	grøntsager,	fordi	så	

mente	man,	at	hvis	det	stod	under	formål	så	havde	man	gået	med	til	det	når	man	

meldte	sig	ind,	så	forsikringsmæssigt	så	var	vi	dækket	ind.	Men	det..	det	tror	jeg	

vi	fandt	ud	af	at	det	kan	man	ikke	gøre	og	man	kan	ikke	skrive	sig	ud	af	at	have	

en	forsikring	ved	at	skrive	i	formåls	paragraffen	at	man	slæber	på	tunge	kasser.	

Og	arbejds	miljø	skal	være	i	orden.	Så	det	kan	godt	være	at	vi	ændre	det	igen	en	

dag.	Men	det	er	ikke	noget	som	medlemmer	synes	er	særlig	spændende	at	gøre.	

Og	alle	gange	at	der	er	sket	skader	eller	problemer,	så	har	de	enkelte	afdelinger	

selv	fundet	ud	af	det.	Og	folk	har	taget	det	på	deres	private	forsikringer.	Men	en	

eller	anden	dag	kan	det	jo	være	at	der	er	en	der	siger	at	de	skal	være	KBHFF	der	

skal	dække.	Det	er	også	derfor	at	vi	har	indført	kontingenter,	fordi	vi	havde	

kæmpe	problemer	med	at	betale	regninger,	det	var	meget	kollektivt	og	der	var	

20	forskellige	mennesker	der	havde	adgang	til	at	gøre	det	og	avlerne	fik	ikke	

deres	penge	til	tiden	også	var	der	en	der	sagde	at	det	der	kan	jeg	sku	gøre	selv.	

Og	han	havde	udviklet	et	regnskabs	system	som	vi	kan	bruge	og	han	har	en	

økonomisk	baggrund	og	han	er	blevet	ansat	som	bogholder	og	det	har	vi	sparet	

masser	af	penge	på.	Så	det	klare	vi	intern	nu.	Vi	lavet	en	video	forbindelse	til	NY	

til	dem	der	hedder	Park	Slobe	som	er	inspirationen	til	KBH	FF	og	de	havde	

15000	medlemmer	og	de	havde	60	ansættelser.	Så	der	tror	jeg	at	det	gik	op	for	

alle	at	der	blev	nødt	til	at	være	nogle	ansættelser,	som	sikrede	noget	struktur	og	

de	sagde	også	at	det	skal	i	gøre.	De	sagde	også	at	vi	blev	nødt	til	at	ansætte	nogen	

fordi	det	kunne	ikke	lade	sige	gøre	med	de	3	timers	frivilligt	arbejde,	selvom	det	

var	en	smuk	drøm.	Så	vi	var	meget	bange	for	det	her,	fordi	i	opstarten	sagde	alle	

at	det	var	helt	essentielt	at	der	ikke	var	nogen	ansat,	men	at	det	hele	kørte	på	

frivilligheds	niveau.	Men	selv	de	folk,	som	i	starten	var	imod,	kunne	godt	se	at	jo	

flere	mennesker	der	var	med,	så	blev	der	nødt	til	at	være	nogle	der	var	ansat	og	

holdt	sammen	på	en	basis	struktur	i	organisation.	Og	i	min	ansættelse	hedder	det	

så	at	jeg	skal	lave	procedure	over	for	medlemmer	og	for	bestyrelsen	også..	altså	8	

timer	om	ugen.	Halvdelen	af	tiden	går	med	distribution	og	løse	konflikter	i	

afdelingerne.	Så	den	anden	halvdel	kan	jeg	bruge	på	at	svare	på	emails	så	jeg	
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bruger	stadig	mange	frivillige	timer	på	at	lave	medlems	bøger	og	organisations	

diagrammer,	fordi	det	var	noget	af	det	som	jeg	savnede,	så	man	kan	forstå	

hvordan	det	hele	hænger	sammen	fra	starten	af.	Det	tog	lang	tid	at	få	et	overblik	

over	organisationen.	Der	var	ikke	rigtig	nogen	der	havde	overblik..	

Der	er	uden	tid	medlemmer	som	er	brændt	ud	med	stress.	Og	det	er	meget	det	

jeg	ser	som	min	opgave	er	at	folk	har	overblik	og	der	er	en	

forventningsafstemning	overfor	hvor	meget	der	skal	laves.	Så,	jeg	var	med	i	den	

første	bestyrelse	og	nu	køre	vi	i	den	3	bestyrelse	og	den	er	jeg	så	lige	kommet	ind	

i	her	efter	general	forsamling.	Og	til	det	første	møde	snakkede	vi	om	ansættelser	

og	jeg	blev	så	ansat	efterfølgende,	hvorefter	jeg	så	trådte	ud	af	bestyrelsen.		

Der	var	et	advokat	firma,	som	har	hjulpet	os	et	par	gange	før,	som	gerne	vil	

hjælpe	os	med	at	lægge	en	plan	for,	hvordan	vi	kan	blive	en	social	økonomisk	

virksomhed.	Men	det	startede	ligesom	i	en	anden	virkelighed,	hvor	der	var	en	

anden	regering	og	i	dag	går	det	meget	langsomt	med	at	få	svar	fra	dem.	Og	det	

der	skete	i	den	forrige	bestyrelse,	var	at	de	sagde	nej	tak	til	at	blive	social	

økonomisk,	men	ja	tak	til	at	blive	en	idealforening.	

	

A:	ok	

	

J:	Det	første	advokaterne	sagde	var	at	i	skal	blive	en	idealforening,	i	skal	ikke	

være	en	ffa-		altså	en	forening	med	begrænset	ansvar,	og	derefter	skal	i	ansøge	

om	at	blive	socialøkonomisk	virksomhed.	Det	der	var	problemet	var	først	og	

fremmest	at	vi	ville	komme	op	i	en	anden	regnskabsklasse	og	de	ville	blive	meget	

dyrt	for	os	at	gøre.	Blandt	andet	skal	man	have	stats	autoriserede	revisor	og	det	

vil	blive	meget	dyrt	for	KBHFF.		Og	derfor	endte	det	med	at	vi	ikke	søgte	om	at	

blive	social	økonomisk	virksomhed.	Ideen	med	at	blive	en	social	økonomisk	

virksomhed	handlede	egentlig	mest	om	at	sende	et	signal	til	dem	vi	ville	arbejde	

sammen	med	om	at	vi	var	den	slags	virksomhed,	men	det	mente	bestyrelsen	

godt	at	folk	vidste,	så	derfor	valgte	vi	ikke	at	søge	om	at	blive	det.	Vi	ville	bare	

starte	med	at	blive	en	almen	nyttig	forening	i	form	af	en	idealforening	og	der	

bagefter	kan	man	blive	en	SØV.	

	

A:	jamen	det	er	da	ret	interessant!		
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J:	ja	og	siden	da	er	det	faktisk	gået	langsomt.	Jeg	kender	ikke	forklaringen.	Vores	

advokater	er	meget	langsomme!	Deres	interesse	var	at	vi	skulle	blive	SØV	og	jeg	

vil	gerne	vide	-		hvorfor	tager	det	så	lang	tid?	Har	tingene	ændret	sig?	Hvad	

mener	de	at	det	vil	gøre?	Om	De	nu	trækker	i	land	ift	om	vi	kan	blive	en	ideal	

forening.	Det	ville	betyde	rigtig	meget	for	os.	Der	er	en	kæmpe	økonomisk	fordel	

i	at	blive	ideal	forening,	så	vil	vi	blive	momsfritaget.	Indtil	nu	har	vi	betalt	moms.	

Så	det	ville	give	os	en	ret	stor	hjælp.	Men	det	var	meget	vigtigt	for	

erhversstyrelsen	at	de	ikke	blev	brugt	til	billigere	grøntsager,	fordi	hvis	de	er	

billiger	så	er	der	en	egen	økonomisk	interesse..	men	jeg	synes	det	er	underligt.	

Hvis	vi	skal	sammenligne	med	en	kasse	grøntsager	fra	birkemose	til	190	kr,	som	

er	det	samme,	eller	måske	lidt	bedre	end	KBHff	kasse,	så	er	den	90	kr	dyrere	end	

kbhff	kasse	til	100	kr	og	hvis	du	arbejder	3	timer	for	at	få	adgang,	så	er	arbejds	

kraften	ikke	meget	værd.	Så,	det	synes	jeg	virkelig	er	underligt	og	noget	der	skal	

diskuteres	med	erhversstyrelsen.	Men	det	er	svært	fordi	vi	har	jo	en	form,	som	

aldrig	har	eksisteret	før	i	DK.	Altså	det	der	er	svært,	er	at	de	vare	som	vi	har	de	er	

ikke	eget	af	KBHff,	men	af	medlemmerne,	så	vi	er	i	virkeligheden	en	slags	

transport	virksomhed	for	vores	medlemmer.	

	

Der	er	meget	administration	som	tager	lang	tid	og	koster	penge,	hvis	det	skal	

gøres	ordenligt!	Men	jeg	kunne	rigtig	godt	tænke	mig	at	vide	hvorfor	det	er		at	vi	

er	SØV.	Fordi	hvis	vi	kunne	blive	registreret	som	en	idealforening	og	derefter	

SØV,	så	kunne	vi	jo	godt	bruge	60.000	kr	om	året,	hvis	en	moms	fritagelse	kunne	

sikrer	os	400.000	kr	om	året.	

	

A:	Det	er	klart!	

	

J:	Så	jeg	vil	rigtig	gerne	vide	hvad	det	er	der	sker..	

	

A:	Jamen	det	kan	jeg	godt	forstå.	Jeg	synes	også	det	er	rigtig	interessant	hvad	det	

er	der	er	foregået	på	det	niveau.	Hvorfor	har	de	lukket	det	ned?	Du	har	ikke	set	

den	hjemmeside	som	hedder	socialøkonomiske	virksomheder.	Dk?	
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J:	Nej	det	tror	jeg	ikke.	

	

A:	okay	jamen	der	er	sådan	en	guide	til	at	blive	registreret.	Så	de	har	prøvet	at	

lave	det	her	mærke	som	a	la	svanemølle	mærket.	Men	den	nye	regering	har	

lukket	det	ned,	fordi	DA	mener	at	der	er	konkurrence	forvridende.		

J:	Ja,	man	kan	jo	vende	og	dreje	det	meste	til	at	blive	konkurrence	forvridende	

hvis	man	vil.	Men	hvad	siger	de	store	butikker	som	coop..?		De	er	vilde	med	os.	

Hvorfor	er	de	det?	Det	er	de	fordi	vi	er	en	slags	laboratorium,	som	de	bare	kan	

suge	information	ud	af	til	deres	markedsføring	hele	tiden.	Så	de	ser	jo	ikke	os	

som	konkurrent.	Vores	omsætning	er	jo	mikroskopisk	ift	dem.	Der	har	lige	været	

en	artikel	i	JP	hvori	Coop	har	været	ude	og	sige	at	de	er	virkelig	glade	for	KBHFF	

og	ikke	ser	os	som	konkurrent.	Og	mange	af	de	steder	vi	gerne	vil	have	lokaler	

der	betaer	vi	små	beløber,	symbolske	beløber	eller	intet	beløb.	Tit	fordi	folk	bare	

synes	at	vi	er	et	godt	projekt.	Men	feks	Frederiksberg	kommune,	der	kan	vi	ikke	

komme	ind	fordi	kommunen	siger	at	vi	er	konkurrence	forvridende	fordi	vi	ikke	

betaler	husleje	som	Netto.	Øh,	men	hvor	KBH	kommune	ikke	mener	at	vi	er	

konkurrence	forvridende	fordi	vi	støtter	op	om	de	mål	kommunen	selv	har	om	at	

være	mere	bæredygtig	og	økologi	osv.	Så	om	man	er	konkurrence	forvridende	

handler	egentlig	bare	om	øjnene	der	ser.	

	

A:	En	af	de	ting	som	der	bliver	lagt	vægt	på,	hvis	man	skal	registreres	som	en	

SØV,	så	er	det,	hvad	er	jeres	sociale	formål?	Jeres	er	temmelig	løst	defineret.	Er	

det	noget	i	kan	måle?	Altså	i	har	jo	mål	om	at	fremme	bæredygtighed	og	økologi..	

	

J:	Vi	har	jo	ikke	noget	overskud,	så	der	har	ikke	rigtig	været	en	politik	for	det	før,	

men	selvfølgelig	skal	vi	bruge	pengene	i	foreningen.	Der	er	aldrig	nogen	penge	

der	er	blevet	trukket	ud	til	nogle	personer.	

	

A:	okay.	Jamen	det	er	også	en	af	definitionerne..	
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J:	altså	92	kr	går	til	distributionen	og	8	kr	går	til	landmanden	ud	af	de	100	kr.	Så	

det	eneste	Kbhff	for	penge	ind	for	kontingent	og	det	er	ikke	helt	fleksibelt,	fordi	

hvis	du	melder	dig	ind	i	december,	så	skal	du	allerede	betale	kontingent	igen	til	

januar.	Men	de	penge	som	er	i	overskud	bliver	brugt	til	de	to	ansættelser	vi	har	

og	til	projekter	der	fremmer	økologi	og	samler	vores	foreninger	i	et	fællesskab.	

Vi	har	de	der	4	primære	aktiviteter,	vi	indkøber,	vi	distribuerer,	vi	formidler	

viden	om	økologi	og	vi	skaber	lokalt	for	ankret	fælleskaber	i	byen.	De	to	første	

gør	vi	hele	tiden.	Men	de	to	andre	er	mere	når	der	er	nogle	der	har	søgt	nogle	

penge	som	kunne	bruges	til	det.	Altså	de	fleste	arrangementer	er	med	støtte	fra	

andre	økologiske	foreninger.	Eller	lavet	på	en	måde	så	der	var	noget	bruger	

betaling	på	arrangementet.	

	

A:	Så	i	laver	mange	samarbejder?	

	

J:	Ja	med	andre	hvor	det	giver	mening.	Feks	har	vi	søgt	midler	ved	økologisk	

forening.	Også	senere	hen	Ful	fonden	til	at	udvikle	IT	system	og	til	at	lave	

undersøgelse	af	hvad	vi	kan	udvikle	os	til	på	sigt.	

	

A:	okay,	er	det	på	nettet.		

	

J:	ja	jeg	kan	lige	sende	dig	et	link.	

	

A:	tak.	

	

J:	Der	er	35	FF(fødevare	fællesskaber)	som	alle	sammen	har	mere	eller	mindre	

kopieret		KBHff.	Men	de	omsætter	i	en	hel	anden	målestok.	De	er	enkelt	

afdelinger	hvor	KBHff	har	9	afdelinger.	Vi	sælger	400	kasser	om	ugen.		

	

A:	Nu	er	der	gået	lang	tid..		

	

J:	ja	tiden	flyver!	Men	ja	det	er	rigtig	interessant	at	vide	hvad	der	sker	med	SØV	i	

DK.	
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A:	fortæller	om	hvad	jeg	håber	at	få	ud	af	min	opgave	

	

J:	man	kan	jo	godt	vokse	på	en	anden	måde.	Vi	er	open	source	omkring	alt	hvad	

vi	gør.	Vi	søger	penge	til	at	starte	flere	Fødevarefællesskaber.	Vi	prøver	jo	at	

hjælpe	andre	til	at	starte	flere	Ff	i	Dk.	Vi	har	lavet	en	skabelon,	hvor	vi	hjælper	

andre	i	DK	til	at	lave	FF.		

	

A:	jamen	tak	for	hjælpen	og	tak	for	snakken	Jonas.	Jeg	skal	selvfølgelig	nok	vende	

tilbage	med	mit	speciale	når	det	er	færdig.	

	

J:	Jamen	det	vil	jeg	glæde	mit	g	til	og	det	har	været	hyggeligt,	Du	kan	for	resten	

melde	dig	til	intro	møde	i	NV.	Bare	tjek	det	inde	på	hjemmesiden.	

	

A:	Tak	jamen	det	vil	jeg	gøre.	

	

Summary:	

Jonas	begins	be	explaining	his	motivation	for	joining	KBHFF.	He	grew	up	with	

fresh	vegetable	and	likes	good	food.		

Jonas	explains,	that	as	soon	as	moved	to	Copenhagen	he	got	involved	with	a	

shop,	that	sold	ecologic	and	local	vegetables,	but	after	they	closed	down	he	need	

a	new	source	of	vegetables.	A	friend	of	his,	told	him	about	KBHFF	and	he	was	

instantly	intrigued	and	joined	up	in	the	Nørrebro	branch	first	and	then	moved	to	

the	Amager	Branch	when	he	realised	they	had	one	there.	He	even	got	all	of	his	

collegium	to	buy	their	vegetables	from	KBHFF	after	a	while.	

Jonas	explains,	that	ecology	and	sustainability	is	some	of	his	passions	and	also	

what	led	him	to	study	geology.	He	always	had	an	interest	for	where	things	came	

from.	

For	him,	it	seems	like	no	one	knows	where	there	every	day	products	are	being	

produced	and	for	him	it	was	clear,	that	he	could	make	a	difference	within	this	

field.	
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He	goes	on	to	explain	the	membership	idea.	You	put	in	3	hours	and	then	you	

have	access	to	the	store	and	can	buy	the	vegetables.	The	price	is	largely	the	same	

as	in	the	super	market,	but	the	quality	is	completely	different.	They	want	to	be	

able	to	pay	the	farmers	enough,	so	that	it	is	feasible	for	them	to	grow	ecological	

vegetables,	because	of	mass	industry	its	not	really	the	case.		

Jonas	is	the	first	one	to	get	hired,	because	they	could	see	they	need	someone	to	

put	in	a	lot	of	ours	in	order	to	handle	the	increasing	amount	of	members.	

The	organization	started	out	completely	flat	and	anybody	could	do	and	say	what	

ever	they	wanted	to	in	the	name	of	KBHFF.		

They	had	to	close	down	some	of	the	branches	because,	no	one	showed	up	and	

the	members	could	not	be	trusted	to	fulfil	their	roles.	He	started	to	create	some	

intake	models	and	some	guidelines	to	get	a	better	handle	on	the	members.	Jonas	

explains	the	different	assignments	the	members	can	chose	from.		

Even	though	he	have	created	protocols	for	introduction	he	stresses	the	fact	that	

each	branch	can	chose	their	own	model	and	autonomy	is	important.	

He	explains	the	structure	of	each	branch.	Each	branch	have	a	team	structure	of	

four	teams.	This	means	one	shift	every	fourth	Wednesday	f.eks.	Some	of	the	

branches	have	also	leverage	their	members,	so	a	member	has	a	certain	skill,	like	

Yoga	they	can	contribute	in	that	way	if	they	can	make	it	work	in	the	branch.	He	

continues;	they	have	really	tried	to	put	a	big	emphasis	on	the	tasks	they	need	to	

do,	so	the	members	know	what	to	do,	because	in	the	beginning	sometimes	they	

did	not	and	the	members	would	loose	their	motivation,	because	they	did	not	see	

the	point.	The	hardest	thing	he	says:	is	the	retention	of	members.	He	tells	me	

about	the	introduction	meeting	and	I	tell	him	that	ill	go	to	one	in	NV.	

He	explains,	that	they	think	that	15000	have	been	through	KBHFF,	but	they	only	

expect	about	1500	members	to	be	active.	So	the	introduction	meetings	are	

important.		

Jonas	explains,	that	they	found	out,	that	with	the	increasing	amount	of	members	

they	really	needed	to	centralise	some	of	their	tasks	and	he	tried	to	do	that.	But	as	

he	explains	for	a	lot	of	the	members	centralization	is	considered	a	“bad”	thing,	sp	

a	lot	of	people	were	against	a	centralization	from	a	purely	ideological	stand.	But,	

when	they	had	a	meeting	and	he	explained	to	the	members,	that	the	only	way	

they	could	make	it	work	with	the	farmers,	was	if	they	had	one	common	stock,	so	
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the	drivers	only	had	to	go	to	one	location	instead	of	9,	everybody	could	

understand	the	logic	in	that	and	they	manage	to	implement	a	common	stock.	

After	the	first	four	years	they	realised	they	had	to	create	a	board	of	volunteers	

from	the	members	who	could	oversee	some	of	the	bigger	issues	and	legal	and	

financial	issues	from	a	broader	perspective.	In	2013	they	caught	the	attention	of	

the	minster	of	food	and	they	realised	that	they	need	to	register	as	an	

organization.	The	ministry	of	Business	put	them	in	a	box	called	an	organization	

with	a	minor	business	purpose.	

For	the	longest	time	the	members	believed,	that	they	could	run	the	organization	

completely	on	a	volunteer	basis	and	thougth,	that	was	what	there	sister	

organization	in	NY,	Park	Slope	had	done	and	did.	But	they	got	the	members	

together	and	had	a	skype	meeting	with	park	slopes,	who	could	tell	them	that	

they	had	to	hire	60	people	in	order	to	keep	up	with	demand	and	increasing	

members.	Jonas	goes	on	to	explain,	that	this	was	the	fact,	that	changed	the	

mindset	of	the	members,	so	they	could	see	the	need	for	more	structure	and	some	

part	time	hires.	Jonas	goes	on	to	explain	some	of	his	duties.	One	of	the	most	

important	things	for	him	has	been	the	fact,	that	he	structured	the	website	and	

created	a	wiki	for	each	branch,	where	the	members	in	each	branch	can	go	in	and	

put	pictures	and	event	and	explain	about	their	specific	branch	of	KBHFF.	
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Appendix	2A	

	

Participant	observation	from	Nordvest	Branch	of	KBHFF	

Location:	Karens	hus	-	Bispebjerg	Bakke	8	

d.	7/9-2016	

	

	

Det	begynder	med	noget	generel	information	og	de	regner	ikke	med	det	vare	

mere	en	én	time.	Efter	noget	hygge	og	noget	ustruktureret	start	begynder	de	at	

fortælle	om	hvad	hvilke	vagter	der	er	og	hvad	de	mest	normalt	stillede	

spørgsmål	er.	Folk	kan	hele	tiden	stille	spørgsmål.	

Vi	er	tre	til	mødet	og	vi	hilser	alle	på	hinanden.		

	

Der	bliver	forklaret	at	vi	kan	arrangere	aktiviteter	og	i	det	hele	taget	kan	huset,	

karens	hus,	godt	benyttes,	hvis	man	bare	spørger	i	forvejen.	

	

Hvis	man	finder	på	måder	at	forbedre	arbejdsgange	eller	i	det	hele	taget	har	

ændringer	som	kan	forbedre	NV	afdelingen,	så	skal	man	bare	gå	i	gang..	

	

Der	bliver	fortalt	en	historie	om	at	der	er	to	i	NV	afdelingen	som	er	blevet	

kærester	efter	at	have	mødt	hinanden	på	vagt.		

	

En	af	dem	som	er	kommet	til	mødet	er	en	lidt	ældre	fyr,	som	jeg	går	udenfor	og	

trækker	lidt	luft	med.	Han	var	ikke	klar	over	man	skulle	bruge	tre	timer	om	

måneden	og	synes	heller	ikke	han	har	tid	til	at	engagere	sig	i	et	fællesskab..	

desuden	siger	han	at	det	er	hans	kæreste	der	har	lokket	ham	derhen,	så	han	siger	

at	det	må	hun	sku	gøre,	hvis	de	skal	være	med.	
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Generelle	noter:	

Hvornår	kan	jeg	hente	min	pose?	

Fra	kl.	16-18:30	om	onsdagen	i	Karens	Hus.	

	

Hvornår	er	der	sidste	frist	for	bestilling	af	ugens	pose?	

Du	skal	senest	bestille	din	pose	on-line	onsdag	ugen	før,	kl.	23:59.	Så	hvis	du	

f.eks.	skal	bestille	en	pose	on-line	til	uge	4,	skal	du	bestille	den	onsdag	i	uge	3	

senest	kl.	23:59.	

Du	kan	også	bestille	næste	uges	pose	og	betale	kontant	når	du	henter	din	pose	

om	onsdagen,	dog	senest	kl.18:30	hvor	kassen	lukker.	

	

Vagtbeskrivelser:	

Modtagevagt	

Pakkevagt	

Løssalgsvagt	

Lukkevagt	

Fællesspisningsvagt	

Smagsprøvevagt	

Hyggevagt	

Kassemester	

Returemballagevagt	

	

Eksempel	på	modtager	vagt	

inden	vagten/hjemmefra	eller	i	Karens	Hus:	

Print	ugens	pakkeseddel	ud.	Alternativt	skrives	den	præcist	af	i	hånden.	

Pakkesedlen	findes	således:	

	

• Gå	til	kbhff.wikispaces.com	

• Åbn	UGENS	POSE	i	spalten	yderst	til	venstre	

• Åbn	linket	”HER	FINDER	DU	UGENS	POSE”	

• Åbn	fanebladet	NV	nederst	

• Print	aktuel	side	ud	
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Imellem	kl.	12	og	13.30	bliver	du	ringet	op.	Opkaldet	sker	ca.	30	minutter	før	

grøntsagerne	ankommer	til	Karens	Hus,	så	du	skal	kunne	være	i	Karens	Hus	

inden	for	30	minutter.	I	forbindelse	med	dette	er	det	vigtigt,	at	du	har	angivet	dit	

telefonnummer	på	vagtplanen.	

	

Nøgle	

Hvis	Karens	Hus	er	låst,	finder	du	nøglen	i	nøgleboksen	bag	huset	tæt	på	

gitterlågen.		

Ring	til	Pernille	på	60	18	79	65	eller	Claus	på	24	46	98	54	og	få	koden.	

	

I	Karens	Hus	

Inden	varerne	kommer:	

• To	pakkeborde	stilles	op	(de	står	op	ad	væggen	i	pakkerummet).	

• Stil	15	grønne	genbrugskasser	op	på	gulvet	med	bunden	i	vejret.	Disse	er	

til	at	stille	de	modtagede	fødevarer	på.	

• Bordene	dækkes	med	voksdug	(ligger	på	KBHff’s	reol).	

• To	vægte	og	skåle	stilles	frem.	

• Det	rette	antal	stofposer	og	evt.	poser	til	frugt	lægges	frem.	

• Sæt	de	tre	store	og	det	lille	tavleskilt	frem	(står	under	halvtaget	bag	

Karens	Hus).	Den	lille	hænges	op	på	trappen.	

• Skriv	på	tavleskiltene	(kridt	findes	i	den	grå	kasse	på	KBHff's	reol):	

o Indholdet	af	ugens	pose	og	evt.	frugtpose	

o Løssalgsvarer	og	-priser	

o Velkommen	til	KBHff,	åbningstider	m.m.	(skal	sættes	ud	til	vejen)	

	

Når	varerne	kommer:	

• Alle	varer	bæres	ind	i	pakkerummet.	Husk,	at	der	kan	komme	flere	læs.	

• Varerne	må	ikke	stilles	direkte	på	gulvet,	men	skal	være	hævet	mindst	10	

–	15	cm,	brug	de	grønne	genbrugskasser	til	dette.	

• HUSK	AT	CHECKE	OM	VI	HAR	MODTAGET	ALT	DET,	VI	SKAL	HAVE.	Hvis	

modtagervagten	kan	se,	at	der	mangler	over	5	pct.	af	en	grøntsag	ift.	

pakkesedlen,	skal	denne	straks	kontakte	ugens	fælles-lager	i	Vanløse		(tlf.	

nr.	står	på	pakkesedlen)	for	at	høre,	om	der	er	kommet	for	få	varer	fra	
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avleren	ELLER	om	fejlen	er	opstået	under	transporten	eller	aflæsningen.	

Er	det	sidste	tilfældet,	kan	vi	nogle	gange	flytte	grøntsagerne	rundt	

mellem	de	forskellige	afdelinger	og	således	løse	problemet.	Det	er	rigtig	

vigtigt,	at	I	reagerer	allerede	om	onsdagen	-	vi	har	svært	ved	at	sige	til	

avlerne	to	dage	efter,	at	der	manglede	noget	her	forleden…	Hvis	fejlen	

ikke	kan	rettes,	dvs.	afdelingen	ikke	kan	få	sine	grøntsager,	skal	

afdelingen	tage	stilling	til,	hvordan	de	berørte	medlemmer	skal	

kompenseres.	De	skal	endvidere	sende	en	mail	om	problemet	til						

• Giv	informationer	om	manglende	varer	m.m.	til	pakkevagterne	(skriftligt,	

hvis	du	er	færdig	før	de	kommer).	

• Overdrag	nøglen	til	pakkevagterne.	Hvis	du	er	færdig,	før	pakkevagterne	

kommer,	låses	nøglen	inde	igen.	
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Appendix	3	

	

Skype	Interview	w.	Oliver	Maxwell	CEO	of	Bybi		

d.	12/9-2016	

Format:	semi-structured	interview	

O=	Oliver		

A=Andreas(researcher)		

	

A:	Hej	Oliver.	Andreas	her.	

O:	Hej	Andreas.	

A:	tak	fordi	du	har	tid	til	at	snakke	med	mig.	Først,	har	du	lyst	til	at	tage	den	på	

engelsk?	

O:	yes,	of	course.	I	am	english	myself.	Where	you	from?	

A:	I	am	danish,	but	my	father	is	from	El	Salvador	

O:	Okay.	

	

A:	Okay,	let	me	introduce	myself	and	briefly	give	an	introduction	to	my	thesis.	

I	introduce	myself	and	tell	about	CBS	and	my	bachelor	program	where	I	wrote	

about	micro	credit.	

O:	I	heard	about	it.	And	for	me	its	obvious.	If	you	don’t	have	the	capacity	to	hold	a	

normal	job,	why	would	you	be	able	to	start	a	business?	Seems	crazy	to	me.	

A:	yeah	definitely.	So..	

A:	My	interest	in	your	company	and	the	social	business	model	now,	is	because	I	

had	a	subject	at	CBS	in	last	summer	on	social	entrepreneurship	and	found	it	very	

interesting.	And	someone	highlighted	Bybi	and	I	found	it	very	inspirational	and	I	

decided	to	write	my	thesis	in	this	field.	So,	I	had	an	interview	with	Sophian	Drif	

from	the	business	ministry	and	he	recommended,	that	I	spoke	to	you.	I	guess	you	

know	him?	
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O:	Vaguely.	what	did	he	say,	I	would	find	that	very	interesting	to	hear.	

A:	ehh,	he	highlighted	you	as	one	of	the	social	business,	which	managed	to	scale.	

And	that’s	what	he	was	talking	a	lot	about.	And	it	seemed	like	there	main	

objective	to	help	the	social	business	scale..	and	something	about	you(Bybi)	won	a	

prize	for	best	social	business	in	2013,	right?	

O:		Yeah	

A:	okay,	so	would	you	mind	during	a	brief	introduction.	Some	background	on	

yourself	and	motivations?	

O:	Yeah,	well..I	am	really	an	anthropologist	so	I	worked	in	development	in	south	

Africa	and	Vietnam	for	several	years.	I	specialised	in	partnerships.	Cross	

sectional	partnerships	and	nature	conservation.	My	speciality	has	always	been	

around	environment,	so	I	always	tried	to	bridge	the	private	sector	and	try	to	

achieve	better	effect	and	a	more	robust	social	effect.	Then	I	moved	back	to	

England,	this	is	in	2005	when	the	idea	of	social	enterprises	was	taking	off	there,	

so	I	was	running	a	program	in	Brighton	my	home	town	for	4-5	years.	Jus,t	as	it	

was	taking	off.	Then	I	moved	to	Denmark	in	2007.	And	I	was	working	for	2	years	

in	the	center	for	social	økonomi	developing	the	Danish	model.	Got	very	

disillusioned	and	frustrated	with	the	direction	things	were	going	and	decided	it	

wasn’t	the	way	to	do	things.	I	wanted	to	start	my	own	project	based	on	some	

different	principles	and	that	became	Bybi.	

A:	So	what	kind	of	principles?	

O:	Well,	one	of	the	frustrating	point,	that	I	found	was	that	the	whole	focus	of	

social	entrepreneurship	in	Denmark,	was	focused	around	employment.	Creating	

jobs	for	long	term	unemployed.	This	is	something	that	I	never	understood	and	

something	I	have	never	seen	work.	It	is	a	fantasy	to	think,	that	in	an	economy	

where	50%	of	the	jobs	is	disappearing,	where	the	work	market	it	self	is	

shrinking,	where	pushing	more	and	more	disadvantaged	people	into	the	

conventional	work	market	will	somehow	solve	a	problem.	I	think	this	is	a	waste	

of	time	and	not	the	right	solution.	Actually	I	think	it’s	a	very	cruel	way	to	treat	

people	to	be	honest	with	you.	

A:	please	be	honestJ	What	do	you	think	it(the	social	business)	should	do	then?		
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O:	its	not	giving	them	a	sense	of	belonging,	which	is	what	gives	purpose	and	

helps	these	peoples.		

Whats	also	interesting	is	that	we	have	a	similar	approach	to	nature.	The	way	we	

treat	nature	is	that	we	have	this	division	between	what	is	useful	and	the	rest.	

What	is	useful	is	being	industrialized	and	the	rest	is	just	pushed	out	the	door.	

This	creates	an	enormous	waste	again.	Ehh..	the	unnecessary	people	and	the	

unnecessary	nature..	not	being	relevant,	I	think	the	approach	is	we	need	to	create	

a	sense	of	belonging	and	how	we	can	create	industries	that	actually	build	on	all	

of	the	extra	capacity	we	have	all	around	us.	In	nature	al	around	us,	but	also	in	

society,	that’s	not	being	used.	That’s	the	starting	point	really	for	what	Bybi	is	

doing.	To	create	an	industry	based	around	partnerships	between	the	public	

sector	and	the	private	sector	involving	people	who	are	both	inside	and	outside	of	

the	work	market	without	suggesting	that	the	only	way	you	can	play	a	role	is	by	

having	a	permanent	paid	job.	

A:	Okay,	cool.	So	the	inspiration	for	Bybi,	where	did	you	get	that	from?	

O:	I	was	riding	my	bike	home	from	a	Christmas	party	and	I	saw	some	beehives.	

So	I	thought	this	was	pretty	interesting	and	I	called	the	beekeeper	and	I	saw	an	

opportunity	to	do	something.	At	this	time	it	was	unusual	to	have	them	in	the	city,	

but	some	people	did.	And	ehh	and	there	was	a	declining	number	of	elderly	

beekeepers	and	I	could	see	there	was	a	need	for	private	business	to	have	them	

on	their	rooftops	and	you	could	use	it	as	a	social	project	and	involve	their	own	

people.	It	was	a	pretty	good	thing.	

A:	okay,	so	then	you	made	some	collaborations	with	some	beekeepers?	

O:	Yeah	I	taught	myself,	but	it	is	not	me	that	looks	after	them.	I	hired	a	beekeeper	

to	train	the	people	who	we	are	working	with.	So	in	the	first	year	I	was	working	

much	more	with	employment	focus	and	especially	focused	on	the	homeless.	And	

I	ran	into	the	problem,	that	expecting	these	people	to	maintain	and	manage	the	

bees	was	unrealistic.	So,	over	the	years	I	have	been	trying	to	organize	it	in	a	way	

so	that	the	task,	was	divided	into	parts	and	trying	to	figure	out	which	parts	they	

can	actually	do.	So,	f.	eks	the	actual	beekeeping	is	done	by	professionals	and	then	

this	year	we	actually	hired	a	beekeeper	from	Syria,	a	refugee	and	he	is	excellent	

and	he	have	been	running	the	whole	show.	
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A:	Okay,	so	how	have	you	actually	measured	your	social	impact?	I	mean,	because	

I	thougth,	that	it	was	actually	homeless	people	taking	care	of	the	beehives..	I	

mean	with	the	increased	scaling	of	your	business	have	you	scaled	you	social	

impact?	

O:	We	had	a	partnership	with	some	homeless	people	during	the	first	couple	of	

years,	but	since	then	I	have	been	very	careful	to	explain,	what	their	role	is,	but	

since	it	started	like	that,	the	story	is	still	–	homeless	people	become	beekeepers.	

A:	yes,	that’s	what	I	heard.	

O:	They	don’t.	I	am	sure	some	of	them	have	the	capacity,	but	the	whole	approach	

to	the	project	at	the	moment	is	to	have	a	professional	honey	production	and	we	

do	that	through	partnerships.	So,	we	work	with	4	different	groups	that	works	

with	homeless	and	we	train	them,	but	we	don’t	train	them	with	an	expectation	of	

them	becoming	beekeepers.	We	do	it	so	they	have	a	place	of	belonging	and	a	

place	where	they	can	come	and	be	part	of	a	community	for	two	hours	a	week.		

A:	So,	is	the	number	of	homeless	people	that	you	are	engaging	increased?	

Because	it	seems	like	Bybi	has	grown	a	lot,	right?	

O:	yes.	Well,	we	do	it	in	different	way.	This	year	we	had	4	different	courses,	so	we	

trained	around	40	people	in	different	social	housing	projects.	A	group	of	refugees	

and	asylum	seekers..	20	of	them	so	60.	And	a	group	at	Kofods	School,	so	maybe	

around	70	people	total.	But,	I	wouldn’t	say	that	many	of	them	has	become	

beekeepers	as	a	result,	some	of	them	might	go	on,	but	that’s	not	the	point.	Having	

them	become	active	members	of	society	and	professional	beekeepers,	that	just	

dos	not	work.	What	we	are	doing	is	more	giving	them	a	place	in	society	and	a	

network	and	a	sense	of	belonging	to	something.	Which	is	the	most	important	

thing,	if	you	want	to	get	anywhere	in	your	life.	

A:	okay,	yeah	for	sure.	So,	this	is	actually	something	I	wanna	get	a	little	into.	

Because	Sophian	Driff,	who	I	told	you	about	earlier,	he	was	saying	that	you	

where	putting	homeless	people	into	the	job	market..	and	that	seems	strange	

because	that’s	not	what	you	are	telling	me	now.	And	it	doesn’t	even	sound	like	

that’s	what	you	want	to	do.		

O:	Of	course,	if	that	happens	its	great,	but	that’s	not	what	we	want	to	do	and	

that’s	not	how	we	measure	our	success.	And	the	people	who	are	saying	that	are	
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living	in	a	fantasy	world.	When	I	started	back	in	2008	in	cph	I	did	an	analysis	of	

the	number	of	organization	that	were	supporting	social	business	in	cph	and	I	

found	24	at	that	point	was	doing	that.	Which	is	about	6	times	more	than	the	

number	of	social	enterprises	at	the	time.	So,	it’s	a	pyramid	scheme	where	fairly	

well	funded	academics	are	using	public	money	to	support	ehh,	the	training	and	

development	of	social	enterprises	with	the	idea	that	this	will	create	jobs	and	lift	

people	out	of	unemployment.	The	actual	number	of	jobs	for	long	term	

unemployed	is,	let	me	think..	somewhere	between	0-4.	

A:	wow,	really.	

O:	there	are	no	one,	except	for	us	that	survive	with	funding	of	some	kind.	So	the	

ones	that	a	doing	“best”	are	the	ones	that	are	getting	funded	by	beskæftigelses	

ministeriet..	and	that’s	the	ones	that	“looks”	like	they	are	moving	people	closer	to	

the	job	market.	And	if	you	speak	to	any	of	these	people	in	confidence	I	am	sure,	

that	they	will	tell	you,	that	they	are	not	creating	a	single	job	by	doing	it.	What	

they	are	doing	is	they	are	taking	the	people	who	have	been	long	term	

unemployed	and	training	them	at	great	expense	and	pushing	them	into	the	job	

market	at	the	lowest	rung,	which	is	great	for	them,	but	not	a	very	secure	place	to	

be.	And	they	end	up	pushing	people	out	on	the	other	side..	you	know	

A:	yeah.	

O:	So,	everyone	who	might	get	a	job,	some	else	falls	out.	So	what	is	the	point.	This	

model	is	completely	messed	up.	This	is	a	bad	way	to	treat	people.	

A:	hmm	..	okay	that	is	discouraging..		

O:	yeah,	but	only	if	you	follow,	that	model	and	we	don’t.	What	we	need	to	do	and	

we	are	ahead	of	the	curve	on	this.	We	need	to	create	places	where	people	can	get	

a	sense	of	belong	and	f.	eks	these	70	people	we	trained.	I	dont	want	to	tell	them	

to	get	a	job.	But	what	I	do	want	to	do	is	give	them	a	place	go	and	maybe	some	

pocket	money	if	they	can	sell	a	bit	of	honey.	Make	them	learn	to	value	their	

contribution	to	the	city,	which	issent	necessarily	through	the	very	narrow	prism	

of	a	paid	job(lønarbejde).	And	they	can	do	that	through	something	as	simple	as	

planting	some	flowers	or	looking	after	some	bees.	

A:		definitely.	How	many	people	do	you	think	you	had	through	the	program	in	

total?	
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O:	well,	we	have	a	sort	of	platform,	so	we	have	a	network	,	which	consist	of	

business	and	social	organizations	and	private	individuals	and	our	employees.	We	

have	2	refugees,	3	people	with	mental	health	problems	which	are	part	time	and	

they	work	for	a	very	small	salary.	Two	times	a	week.	It	gives	them	structure	and	

identity.	We	can	pay	them	a	small	amount	on	top	of	their	benefits,	but	its	mostly	

the	belonging	that’s	important.		

A:	okay	

O:	But,	they	are	not	their	for	the	money,	they	are	there	because	they	want	to	be.	

And	then	on	top	of	them	we	have	volunteers	and	then	on	top	of	them	we	have	4	

courses	that	we	run	and	then	on	top	of	that	we	have	these	25	business	who	have	

bees	on	their	rooftops	and	we	have	the	people	in	the	city	who	are	planting	

flowers	and	cultivating	stuff.		

A:	How	does	volunteers	work,	how	does	that	work?	Like	f.	eks	if	I	wanted	to	

volunteer	could	I	do	that?	

O:	Yeah	of	course.	You	can	come	on	wedneysday!	

A:	okay,	that	sounds	great!	Just	to	the	address	on	the	website?	

O:	yes.	We	have	a	big	order	that’s	being	packed	for	Fotex,	so	we	need	some	extra	

hands.	

A:	okay,	I	am	in!		

O:	its	from	9-14,	at	sundholmsvej	34	

A:	okay.	Perfect	I	can	find	that.	

A:	I	just	have	a	couple	of	more	questions..	Do	you	feel	like	you	got	any	help	from	

the	government?	

O:	No	thing,	none	what	so	ever!	

A:	okay,	its	just	funny	to	me	that	he	would	highlight	you.	

O:	Yeah,	but	of	course.	Its	in	his	interest	to	do	so.	You	know	they	can	take	credit	

for	success,	but	not	for	the	failures.	They	can..	if	you	are	an	entrepreneur	you	say	

yes	to	anything.	Anything	you	can	say	yes	to	you	will.	That	means	that,	for	

government	funded	organization	there	is	not	really	any	accountability	whether	

they	make	a	difference	or	not.	If	there	advice	have	been	good,	they	go	away	and	

don’t	come	back,	if	their	advice	have	been	bad	they	go	away	and	don’t	come	back.	

A:	okay	
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O:	And	the	ones	who	keep	coming	back	and	using	all	the	resources	are	probably	

the	ones	that	a	failing	anyway.	Because	they	are	the	ones	who	are	kind	of	

involuntary	entrepreneur.		

A:	You	identify	as	a	social	business,	right?	Do	you	also	register	as	a	social	

business?	

O:	Yes	we	do.	But	no	we	don’t.	

A:	Its	because	they	spend	a	lot	of	time	building	that	website,	right	

O:	And	is	anybody	using	it?	

A:	I	don’t	know,	but..	

A:	They	tried	to	create	a	brand	for	social	business	in	Denmark,	like	Svanemærket	

for	ecology.	Do	you	know	about	this?	

O:	Yes.	And	a	total	waste	of	time	in	my	opinion	and	I	told	them	from	the	

beginning.	They	asked	me	and	decided	they	wanted	to	do	it,	but	to	me	its	

completely	ridicules.	I	mean	because	its	meaningless..	its	not	a	matter	of	defining	

what	social	enterprise	means	or	is.	What	will	make	a	business	successful	is	what	

you	do,	so	obviously	your	product.	So,	I	mean	I	could	apply	for	that	brand	and	I	

would	get	it,	but	I	don’t	really	see	what	difference	it	would	make	to	me.	

A:	okay.	No,	I	guess.	Because	there	is	not	really	any	benefits	connected	with	it.	

Other	than	the	brand	value	itself.	

A:	If	they	wanted	to	make	it	more	valid,	they	should	have	connected	some	kind	of	

benefits	to	it..	like	maybe	you	could	hire	more	people	on	førtid	pension	or	

something	like	that,	right?	

O:	okay	maybe,	but	why	would	I	want	to	do	that?	Every	opportunity	I	have	I	

would	like	to	make	the	best	possible	social	effect.	But,	to	be	honest,	if	you	are	

basing	you	business	model	on	førtid	pensionister	or	long	term	unemployed	you	

are	gonna	create	big	problems	for	yourself.	I	don’t	see	why	all	of	these	people	

who	are	falling	out	of	the	work	market	should	be	concentrated	the	same	place.	

Or	we	should	just	accept	that	all	these	people	falling	out	of	the	work	market	cant	

work	and	we	shouldn’t	force	them	to	do	that.	And	they	should	find	other	ways	of	

contributing	to	society.	

A:	Could	you	imagine	something	they	could	do	to	make	you	register	for	that	

brand?	Some	economical	benefits	or..	
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O:	Maybe,	if	they	could	make	it	so	we	would	get	a	kind	of	dips	on	the	service	

which	the	government	need.	But,	its	really	badly	thougth	through.	Because	

having	that	mark	dos	not	make	you	a	better	business.		

A:	So	you	cant	imagine	anything	they	could	do?	

O:	no.	Because	what	they	want	to	do	is	put	long	term	unemployed	into	the	job	

market	and	that’s	not	really	the	way	to	do	it.	The	only	thing	I	think	could	work,	to	

help	all	these	people	is	something	like	“borgerløn”.	Universal	basic	income.	

Legislation	to	reduce	work	hours.	Legislation	to	make	it	cheaper	to	access	

unused		property	for	socialy	relevant	projects.	

A:	Do	you	have	a	way	which	you	measure	your	social	impact?	

O:	in	the	beginning	we	were	more	focused	on	that,	but	over	the	years	we	have	

become	more	and	more	focused	on	our	commercial	side.	If	we	increase	our	

volume,	we	have	more	people	involved,	so	that’s	how	we	do	it.	

A:	How	much	have	you	honey	production	grown?	

O:	from	800	kg	the	first	year	we	now	have	a	goal	to	have	10	tons	in	1	year	and	

within	5	years	25	tons.	But	the	production	have	been	very	bad,	the	last	couple	of	

years.	

A:	Do	you	have	plans	to	expand	to	other	cities?		

O:	not	now,	but	we	will	probably	in	the	future.	But	we	are	not	making	a	lot	of	

money.	We	haven’t	grown	significantly	in	the	last	three	years.	What	makes	us	

unique	is	that	we	don’t	get	any	support	from	the	government.	

A:	Okay,	Oliver.	I	think	that’s	about	it,	but	ill	see	you	on	Wednesday,	right?	

O:	yeah	I	will	be	there	in	and	out.		

A:	Cool.	Thank	you	so	much	for	you	time	and	have	a	good	night	

O:	you	to.	See	you.	

	

Summary:	

The	interview	starts	with	a	brief	introduction	and	the	researcher	explains	where	

his	interest	in	the	social	business	model	comes	from.	In	the	beginning	Oliver	

seem	very	reluctant	and	on	his	guard.	He	seems	very	surprised,	that	Sophian	Drif	

recommended	him.	Oliver	explains,	that	he	is	educated	as	an	anthropologist	and	

have	worked	with	social	business	model	and	environmental	protection	in	Africa	
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and	Vietnam.	He	briefly	explains	his	timeline	before	getting	to	Denmark	and	

talks	about	how	he	started	out	working	for	the	Danish	government	trying	to	

facilitate	and	further	the	social	business	model.	However	he	got	very	frustrated	

and	ended	up	quitting	to	do	his	own	version,	and	that	became	Bybi.	

Oliver	is	obviously	very	frustrated	with	his	time	working	for	the	government.	He	

explains,	that	the	worst	part,	was	that	it	seems	that	the	only	focus	the	

government	has	for	social	entrepreneurship	is	to	get	long	term	unemployed	in	to	

the	work	market.	This	is	for	Oliver	completely	unrealistic	and	not	something	he	

have	ever	seen	work.	It	is	also	not	what	Oliver	aims	to	do	with	Bybi,	he	wants	to	

create	a	sense	of	belonging	for	the	socially	vulnerable,	because	that	is	what	he	

sees	gives	purpose	for	them.	He	makes	a	comparison	between	nature	and	people	

and	claims,	that	we	have	the	same	approach	to	nature;	We	use	what	we	can,	and	

the	rest	we	through	away,	same	goes	for	people	in	Olivers	opinion.	Olivers	

explains	his	own	inspiration	for	creating	Bybi,	which	was	a	mix	of	seeing	a	

possibility	and	also	realising	he	could	have	a	social	purpose	with	it	and	still	

create	partnerships	with	private	entities	and	make	the	project	feasible.	

He	goes	on	to	explain	how	it	started	out	with	him	hiring	one	beekeeper	and	

learning	from	him.	Then	he	made	contact	with	the	homeless	people	through	

Røde	Kors,	and	tried	to	educate	and	use	them	for	the	beekeeping.	But	he	quickly	

found	out,	that	these	people,	even	though	they	wanted	to,	could	not	be	relied	

upon	for	the	actual	beekeeping.	So	after	a	year	with	some	trial	and	error	he	

identified	,	which	task	they	could	do	and	used	them	for	that.	In	the	first	year,	

Oliver	actually	tried	relying	on	some	homeless	people	and	it	did	not	work	out	

well.	However,	since	that	was	the	narrative	and	the	focus	the	government	put	on	

it,	that	is	still	the	story	being	told.	However	Oliver	is	very	careful	now	in	

explaining	that,	that	is	not	the	case.	They	do	use	and	train	their	homeless	people,	

but	he	has	shifted	to	a	professional	beekeeper	and	wants	to	keep	it	like	that.	He	

is	sure	that	some	of	them	have	the	capacity,	but	that’s	not	the	point.	They	want	to	

create	a	place	for	them	to	belong	and	be	part	of	a	community.	That’s	their	social	

impact.	

Oliver	explains	why	he	thinks	the	whole	approach	to	social	entrepreneurship	is	a	

pyramid	scheme.	Firstly,	he	does	not	think	that	any	of	the	social	business	are	

actual	creating	any	new	jobs.	He	think	that	the	government	is	spending	a	lot	of	
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money	for	well	funded	academics	to	be	able	to	experiment	and	train	some	of	

these	long	term	unemployed	and	pushing	them	in	to	the	lowest	rung	of	job,	but	

someone	else	falls	out	in	the	other	end.	

Oliver	explains:	“We	have	2	refugees,	3	people	with	mental	health	problems	

which	are	part	time	and	they	work	for	a	very	small	salary.	Two	times	a	week.	It	

gives	them	structure	and	identity.	We	can	pay	them	a	small	amount	on	top	of	

their	benefits,	but	its	mostly	the	belonging	that’s	important.”	

Oliver	explains,	that	he	could	easily	get	the	brand	created	by	the	government,	but	

it	would	not	do	anything	for	him.	He	found	the	hold	project	kind	of	ridicule	less	

and	think	the	whole	thing	was	a	waste	of	time.	They	even	asked	him	and	he	told	

them,	but	they(the	government)	went	ahead	and	did	it	anyway.	

He	also	explain,	that	its	not	about	utilizing	the	long	term	unemployed,	and	says,	

that	if	you	base	your	business	model	on	long	term	unemployed,	you	are	setting	

you	self	up	for	trouble.	

Oliver	goes	on	to	explain,	that	in	the	beginning	they	tried	to	measure	their	social	

impact,	but	over	the	years	they	have	moved	in	a	more	commercial	direction.	We	

are	helping	homeless	people	and	refugees,	so	if	we	scale	up,	we	help	more	

people.	
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Appendix	3A	

	

Participant	observation	notes	from	Bybi	

Location:	Sundholms	34	

Date:	16/9-2016	

	

The	 Office	 is	 located	 in	 a	 community	 called	 væksthusene	 in	 Amager.	 I	 am	

welcomed	by	Penelope	who	shows	me	around	the	office.	Oliver	Maxwell	is	there	

and	i	say	Hello	to	him	as	well	and	chat	for	a	while.	Oliver	tells	me	about	the	place	

and	what	the	volunteers	contribute	with	and	so	fourth.		

	

This	 is	 the	 place	where	 the	 honey	 gets	made	 after	 its	 collected	 from	 the	 bees.	

Oliver	tells	me	about	 it	and	shows	me	where	the	”magic	happens”.	Oliver	show	

me	the	different	tasks	that	the	assistants	perform.	

	

The	honey	is	made	by	professional	beekeepers,	with	help	from	the	assistants.	

	

I	met	Aref	from	Syria,	who	explains	to	me	that	he	used	to	be	a	beekeeper	in	Syria.	

Also	that	the	bees	in	Denmark	are	so	peaceful	and	easy	going.	In	Syria,	he	told	me	

the	bees	are	extremely	angry	and	 compares	 it	 to	 the	general	 situation	of	 Syria	

and	Denmark.	It	seems	like	a	proper	analogy.		

	

Oliver	explains	that	they	have	learn	a	lot	of	new	honey	tricks	from	Aref	and	they	

are	at	least	as	happy	to	have	him	as	he	is	to	be	there.	

	

There	are	 three	assistants	at	 the	offices	 this	 time,	but	Oliver	explains	 that	 they	

are	missing	some	and	especially	one	of	them,	because	he	is	Muslim	is	not	there	

because	of	 the	holidays.	 Its	perfectly	okay,	but	he	 just	did	not	 inform	 them,	 so	

they	were	counting	on	him.	
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One	of	the	assistants	is	in	charge	of	putting	the	honey	in	the	jar	and	putting	them	

in	 the	 right	 boxes	 for	 labelling.	He	 show	me	how	 to	 label	 the	 jars	 and	 I	 get	 to	

labelling	and	he	tells	me	about	how	long	he	have	been	a	part	of	bybi,	two	years	

and	tells	me	it	made	a	huge	difference	in	his	life.	

	

Oliver	 is	also	 sitting	with	us	 for	a	while	answering	email	 and	chatting.	He	 tells	

about	the	increase	in	production	and	a	partnership	with	Coop,	which	is	going	to	

put	them	into	Fotex	stores	around	Copenhagen.	

	

At	 noon	 we	 eat	 lunch	 together	 all	 of	 us.	 There	 is	 a	 very	 collegial	 mood	 and	

everybody	is	talking	and	having	a	good	time.	

	

	

	

	
	


